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Summary 

ý---r 

The work described in this thesis consists essentially of two 
I 

parts. The first is the design and development of/ ä rocket-borne 

V. L. P. receiver for the observation of the magnetic field component 

of electromagnetic waves in the frequency range 100 to 20,000 Hz. 

The author's particular contribution was/ the optimisation of the design 

of a smallµ-metal rod aerial. The approach was necessarily partly 

empirical, partly theoretical. The former involved the systematic 

adjustment of the number of turns, coil geometry, dimensions and type 

of wire, etc. for the particular rod length small enough to be flown 

in the space available in the rocket nose-cone. This was complemented 

by a theoretical approach involving the rod and equivalent circuits 

which satisfactorily reproduced the measured frequency response and 

signal/noise properties of the aerial and preamplifier. 

The second part of the thesis is concerned with the analysis and 

interpretation of discrete V. L. F. emissions using the phenomenological 

theory of Helliwell. Both medium and high latitude emissions were anal- 

ysed in detail. Significant advances were made in the computer iteration 

techniques applied to the analysis of these emissions and limitations in 

the analytical methods used were investigated in great detail. Parti- 

cularly interesting were several "slow risers" recorded at Andoya (L = 6.6) 

in northern Norway. The analysis determined the time varying energy 

spectrum of the phase-bunched electrons giving rise to the emission 

in the vicinity of the earth's equator (- 6.6 earth radii) for a range 
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of possible equatorial ambient electron densities. It was possible 

to determine an upper limit to the electron density at the equator 

which, since it was in excellent agreement with that (2 to 5 electrons/ 

cc) determined by more direct measurements, provided new experimental 

support for the theory. The limitations in the theory were examined 

and a small error in the original formula of Helliwell corrected. 
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sources. 

Eig. A3.1 Noise output from test antenna. 

Fig. A3.2 Measured and calculated noise output from test antenna 

for a variety of preamplifier noise levels. 



CHAPTER 1 

NATURALLY OCCURRING V. L. F. EMISSIONS 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

At the audio frequency end of the electromagnetic spectrum there 

are a number of naturally occurring emissions. They can be detected 

by using a sensitive audio amplifier connected to a large aerial at a 

quiet site which is free from man made interference. 

The variety of spectral characteristics ( frequency - time plot) 

is great. However the emissions can be catalogued as belonging to one 

of about half a dozen types of emission which are named according to 

the particular sound which is heard when the emission is played through 

a loudspeaker. There are emissions known as whistlers, chorus, tweeks, 

spherics, risers, hiss and a few others. Chorus, for example is so 

named because it sounds like a flock of birds chirping, a whistler is 

often heard as a gently falling tone, spherics are sharp and impulsive 

and the term 'hiss' is self explanatory. 

Although the study. of these naturally occurring very low 

frequency emissions is fascinating in its own right, the knowledge 

gained about the emissions themselves and that gained about the region 

of space surrounding the earth through their observation, has 

importance in the field of radio communications and so in our every 

day lives. 



Indeed some of the interest and finance concerned in the study 

of , 
the propagation and occurrence of very low frequency radiation has 

been stimulated by the need for longrange military communications and 

world wide radio navigation. 

1.2 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Whistlers were probably the first V. L. F. emissions to be heard. 

The first report on them was published by Preece in 1894 and subsequent- 

ly by Barkhausen in 1919. Eckersley (1925,1926) reported several 

observations of whistlers and attempted to explain their frequency- 

time characteristics. He with others reported observing an emission 

'which sounded like the warbling of birds' and which occurred most 

frequently around dawn (Eckersley et al 1928). For these reasons it 

was called 'dawn chorus'. 

Soon after in 1933 two American workers Burton & Boardman 

detected a 'frying sound' which appeared to be connected with an 

auroral display (Burton & Boardman 1933). This appears tobe the first 

recorded observation of. 'hiss. 

In England Eckersley (unpublished, quoted by Storey 1953) also 

bbserved hiss. The observation was made at a frequency of about 5 KHz 

on a receiver which was connected to a pair of large direction finding 

loops. The signals were reported as '. coning from a northerly 

direction'. 

After this there was little work in this field until Storey 1953 

made a comprehensive study of whistlers with data recorded at 

Cambridge. He produced the 



first explanation of the known properties of whistlers. He verified 

Eckersley's law of propagation, that the whistler dispersion 

D= tl = ct, where f and t are the co-ordinates of points on the 

whistler's frequency-time profile. Storey showed that for a frequency 

f 4< fh and f« f2 /fh the whistler ray direction lies within a cone 

of half angle 200 centred on the direction of the local magnetic field. 

Possibly the most important part of Storey's work was to deduce 

that the whistler dispersion could yield information about the 

physical properties of the medium through which the whistler had 

propagated. He showed that the dispersion of the signal can be 

expressed by; 

Di< rýe. ds for f<<fh and f<(fP/fh 
JH 

From the reduction of the Cambridge data he showed that the 

electron density at L=3 was of the order of 400e1/cm3 this being at 

least 10 times greater than had been supposed up to this date. 

Later, at high geomagnetic latitudes, a new type of whistler 

was observed with a frequency-time characteristic such that at a 

frequency called the 'nose frequency', the signal travels faster than 

at lower or higher frequencies. This whistler can be explained in 

terms of the magnetoionic theory if the maximum frequency of the 

emission is comparable with the electron gyro-frequency in the medium. 

(Ellis 1956, Helliwell et al 1956). 



The nose frequency provides information about the geomagnetic field 

line along which the whistler had propagated. The discovery of nose 

whistlers therefore led to a significant improvement in the use of 

whistlers as a means of investigating the magnetosphere. 

By studying whistlers observed on the ground Smith 1961 showed 

that they had to be much more strongly guided along the geomagnetic 

field than would be predicted in Storey's theory. He suggested that 

field aligned irregularities of electron density would be able to guide 

V. L. F. waves much like a metallic waveguide. It might be said that 

by explaining the properties of whistlers Storey opened the way for 

the study of phenomena which were not explained by his theory. It 

seemed likely that emissions such as hiss, chorus, hooks, risers etc 

were propagated and guided along field lines in the same way as 

whistlers and could therefore have been generated in the magnetosphere. 

With the great interest in whistlers being 'boosted' with the IGY 

many workers began recording them. They automatically recorded other 

V. L. F. emissions such as those mentioned above. The correlation of 

hiss and chorus phenomena with magnetic activity was noticed by 

Storey 1953, Gallet 1959, Allcock 1957. 

Crouchley & Brice 1960 and Dinger 1960 found that chorus activity 

was considerably higher than usual during most of 1958 (sunspot 

maximum). It was shown by Allcock and Crouchley 4 Brice, (Allcock 

1957, Crouchley & Brice 1960 ) that the strength-or frequency of 



occurrence increases with geomagnetic latitude and reaches a peak at 

about 600. Similar observations were made by Helliwell & Carpenter 

1961. 

A noise storm observed by Watts 1957 and Helliwell 1958 showed a 

band of hiss from 1 to 10 KHz with the peak intensity at about 3 KHz. 

At times the bandwidth was extended from 100 Hz to 20 KHz. 

Helliwell & Carpenter 1961 found that hiss occurred in a broad 

band, or in one or more narrow bands. The narrow bandwidths being 

about 1 KHz. 

Other emissions such as 'surf' which is intensity modulated hiss 

were observed by Pope and Campbell 1960 and Gallet 1959 noted 'gliding 

tones'. 

However whistlers were still being observed and Carpenter 1963 

confirmed a sharp discontinuity in electron density as a function of 

radius along the geomagnetic equator which had been observed by 

Gringauz 1960 using ion traps on board Soviet satellites. This discon- 

tinuity, which is a permanent field aligned feature of the magneto- 

sphere, occurs at about L=4 with a typical electron density variation 

of 10: 1 across it. This discontinuity is now called the Plasmapause 

and it separates the plasmasphere or dense inner plasma which co- 

rotates with the earth, from the outer less dense region sometimes 

called the plasmatrough. 

In later analysis of whistler data Carpenter 1966,1967 

was able to study the dependence 



of the position of the plasmapause on local time and the magnetic 

activity in the magnetosphere. More recently some of the best 

detailed work on the plasmapause was reported by Chapell et al 1970 

from ion mass spectrometer measurements made aboard the OGO 5 

satellite. 

At high latitudes there is evidence of a general'downward shift 

in frequency of observed emissions. After a year's observation at 

Godhavn, Greenland (G. M. Latitude 80°N) Ungstrup 1959 found that 

chorus which occurred around 10-12 hr local time was almost exclusivel; 

confined to the frequency range 500 Hz to 1 KHz. At medium latitudes 

as previously mentioned the frequency range is 1-5 KHz. If the 

observed chorus was not a local phenomenon but had been propagated 

any great distance along the earth-ionosphere waveguide it would have 

been appreciably attenuated. Curves given by Watt & Maxwell 1957 

show the attenuation at these frequencies to be about 6 db/1000 km. 

It is difficult to see similar behaviour for hiss because it 

can cover such a wide frequency range. However there is a form of hiss 

called 'quiet hiss' which is narrow band, stable in frequency and 

amplitude, and often occurs at times of weak magnetic activity. At 

" medium geomagnetic latitudes (below 50°) this is observed at around 

4 KHz (Dowden 1963). At high latitudes, for example Kiruna, Sweden 

(G. M. Latitude 65°N) a stable band appears at about 750 Hz + 150 Hz 

(Gustafsson et al 1960, Aarons et al 1960). Egeland 1959 made 

observations at Tromso, Norway(G. M. Lati. tude 67°N)and reported a similar 
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band centred on 800 Hz. 

The work described in the later part of this thesis is concerned 

with the analysis of two types of emission which have not yet been 

discussed in any detail. These are risers and hooks observed at 

medium latitudes (S. Ulst Scotland L=3.4) and high latitudes (And$ya 

Norway L=6.2). The medium latitude risers range in frequency between 

2 and 6 KHz whereas those recorded at Andýya range between 1 to 1.5 KHz. 

Together with the observation of V. L. F. elettromagnefic waves the 

magnetosphere has been studied by many different means which are too 

numerous to list. However" it is important when studying wave-particle 

interactions to realise that much work has been done to investigate 

the behaviour of energetic charged particles, particularly electrons, 

using rocket probes and satellites. Chapter 5 describes a rocket 

payload which carried a charged particle experiment from the University 

of Southampton together with a V. L. F. receiver and other equipment. 

Several other rocket payloads have been designed to measure V. L. F. 

signals and the pitch angle. and energy distribution of charged particles. 

Three such payloads are described by Gendrin et al 1968 and one by 

Ungstrup 1971. 

Summarising, it may be said that over the last 20 years a great 

deal of effort has been put into understanding the nature of the 

earth's magnetosphere and the processes which occur within it. Some 

phenomena such as whistlers are now well understood but the origin of 

discrete V. L. F. emissions and hiss'is still being investigated. This 

work describes the design of a VLF receiver which together with a 



charged particle experiment from Southampton University and other 

experiments from Birmingham and Sussex Universities formed a Skylark 

rocket payload which was launched from Andýya in December 1973. This 

payload collected data on wave-particle interactions during a magnetic 

sub-storm. The latter part of this work is concerned with the analysis 

of simple risers and hooks, which are thought to be generated by wave- 

particle interactions in the magnetosphere, using a theory proposed by 

Helliwell (1967). 

1.3 SOME EXAMPLES OF V. L. F. EMISSIONS 

Having discussed briefly the discovery of very low frequency 

emissions and their impact as a means of investigating the magnetosphere, 

it is appropriate to give some examples of these emissions. A 

selection of frequency-time profiles has been assembled from several 

sources and it is hoped to indicate the characteristics of the various 

emissions and show the wide range of observed profiles. 

Frequency-time diagrams are produced usually by moving film 

slowly pasta C. R. T. display which takes the form of an intensity 

modulated spot scanning through frequency up and down the tube. The 

'Rayspan Spectrum Analyser' is an example of this type of equipment. 

The other most used method is to burn the signal intensity level onto 

carbon paper which revolves on a metal drum as the emission is scanned 

repeatedly in frequency, the best known equipment to use this technique 

is the 'Kay Sonograph'.: 

Spherics 

We firstly consider well understood emissions such as spherics 

which are short bursts of electromagnetic energy having a very wide 
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spectrum. This is shown as a thin vertical line on a 'Sonograph' chart. 

Examples can be seen in Fig. 1.1 marked as A, B, C etc and in Fig. 1.2 

marked A. These spherics were recorded at Sheffield University V. L. F. 

station at Halley Bay, Antarctica (L = 4) in 1972. 

Whistlers 

A whistler is heard as a falling tone often starting at about 10 

KHz and falling to 1 or 2 KHz in a matter of half a second. Examples 

can be seen in Fig 1.1 marked D and in Fig 1.2, B&C and also in Fig. 

1.3, A. 

Nose whistlers 

Quite a good example of a train of 'nose whistlers' can be seen in 

Fig. 1.4. The position of the nose is denoted by the letter 'n' and 

there are at least six clearly defined emissions. These were also 

recorded at Halley Bay in 1972. 

Man made signals 

A great number of V. L. F. transmitting stations with powers ranging 

from I to 1 MW exist at many places around the world. They can be used 

to give information about the magnetosphere and ionosphere as well as 

providing a fixed signal source which can be used to 'check' the 

accuracy of apparatus which takes bearings of V. L%F. signals. Examples 

of such stations can be seen in Fig 1.5. The lower horizontal lines 

are the OMEGA navigation stations, the upper trace is thought to be NRX. 

Both stations are being 'keyed' on this record which was taken at 

And$ya, Norway in November 1972. 

Hiss 

In Fig. 1.5 a dark band of hiss can be seen ranging from about 4 

to 8 KHz. It has a fairly stable amplitude 
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over the period of this record and the appearance of this hiss was 

correlated with an auroral display. 

Examples of 'surf' are given by Dowden 1963 after Pope & Campbell 

1960 see Fig 1.6. These recordings were made at College Alaska. 

Risers 

Gradually rising tones can be seen in Fig 1.7. These examples 

were recorded at S. Uist, Scotland (L = 3.4) in November 1970. 

An example of a riser which was recorded at high latitudes 

(And$ya, Norway, L=6.2) can be seen in Fig 1.8. This emission is 

interesting and along with others of the same type provide the basic 

data for analysis in the later part of this work., 

Hooks 

These together with other discrete emissions are given by 

Dowden 1963 after (Helliwell & Carpenter 1961). Hooks can be seen 

on all the spectrograms except F&G where risers are the main feature. 

See Fig. 1.9. 

quasi-constant Tones 

A strong and unusual group of emissions was recorded at Halley 

Bay during 1972. The series of emissions which do not vary greatly in 

frequency over a period of a second or so can be seen in Fig. 1.10. 

Triggered Emissions 

It is known that at a certain frequency it is possible for a 

signal such as a whistler to trigger off a second emission which may 

persist for some time. An example of this interesting behaviour can be 

seen in Fig. 1.11 where a 'nose whistler' triggers a shallow hook. 
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This recording was made during Septeriber 1970 at Halley Bay. 

It'can be readily seen that the variety of V. L. F. emissions is great 

and it is. interesting to speculate on a mechanism or mechanisms which 

would be capable of generating them, It has been shown by Helliwell 

(1967) and others that the interaction of energetic electrons and R. H. 

circularly polarised whistler-mode electromagnetic waves in the magnet- 

osphere can give rise to some of the observed forms. 

1.4 A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE MAGNETOSPHERE 

In understanding how emissions may be generated by wave-particle inter- 

actions it is important to know something of the types, locations and 

flux densities of particles in the magnetosphere. 

Since the early discovery of energetic particles within the magnet- 

osphere, one of the first sources postulated was the solar wind. 

However, 'the detailed manner in which the particles could flow into the 

cavity and subsequently be accelerated has been somewhat obscure, ' 

states Vette (1972). Recent ideas and measurements have clarified the 

position greatly and particles found in the interplanetary medium seem 

to be the source for most regions of the magnetosphere. 

As shown in Fig 1.12, the solar wind flow is diverted around the 

magnetopause and. fills the magnetosheath region. Hundhausen (1970) has 

summarised the plasma parameters under quiet conditions for both the 

interplanetary medium and for the magnetosheath near the dawn-dusk 

meridian. The solar wind which consists mainly of protons and 

electrons with a small alpha particle component of 
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some 5- 20%, has a particle density of n. -ß+5 cm 
Sand 

a speed of flow 

of approximately 320 km sec 
1 

nearly radially from the sun. The random 

motion of the electrons and protons can be represented by temperatures 

Te 1.5x105 °K and TpN 5x104 °K. In the magnetosheath region part of 

the solar wind streaming energy is converted into a heating of the 

plasma, and typical parameters are : ný-15 cm 
3, 

velocity of 250 km 

sec 
1 

with Te.. r 5x105 °K & Tp- 106 °K. The magnetosheath electron 

and proton spectra peak at about 150 and 300 eV respectively. 

Frank 1970 has sometimes detected interplanetary protons in addition 

to the normal solar wind, with energies in the region 5 to'50 keV 

2 lasting about one day. The maximum density of n-310 cm 
3 

occurs at 

energies of around 20 keV. 

At first it seemed that the magnetopause acted as an impenetrable 

barrier to any plasma flow from the magnetosheath into the magneto- 

sphere. However measurements by Heikkila and Winningham 1971 and 

Frank 1970a have shown that the magnetosheath plasma flows through a 

region associated with the polar neutral points. This flow of plasma 

which goes into the dayside auroral oval, is a usual feature of the 

region and occurs in a broad band (in longitude) across the magneto- 

sphere. This region is called the polar cusp and is marked in 

Fig. 1.12. As is true for most magnetospheric regions, the location 

of the polar cusp is variable depending on interplanetary conditions. 

Russel et al 1971 have reported observing it as low as 430 (magnetic 

latitude) with the OGO 5 satellite. 
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Frank 1970a and Hill & Dessler (1971) have given magnetospheric 

models in which the particles from the polar cusp flow into the plasma 

sheet region of the magnetotail. 

Within the plasma sheet at 18 RE, Hones 1970 and Hones et al (1971) 

have summarised the particle population. Electrons and protons have 

average energies of.., 1 and -. 6 keV respectively and number densities 

of r 0.5 cm 
3. The plasma sheet pressure responds proportionally 

within minutes of a change in the dynamic pressure of the solar wind 

and Hones et al (1971a) have shown that there is a thinning of the 

plasma sheet during substorms which represents a net loss of magneto- 

spheric plasma. 

Inside the plasmasphere at about 4 RE (see Fig. 1.13) there is a 

dramatic rise in the electron number density from about n=1- 10 

cm 
3 

to n 103 cm 
3, for moderately disturbed conditions Angerami 

1966. Typical energetic electron energies inside the plasmasphere 

are about 1 keV"to 1,000 keV with fluxes of 106 to 108 electrons cm 
2 

sec -1 at the equator, (Vette 1972) quoting results from 0G0 1 and 

OGO 3 satellites. 

A detailed description of the energetic particle populations of the 

various magnetospheric regions can be found in the report by Vette 

1972 and in the book "The Radiation Belt and Magnetosphere" by 

W. N. Hess, (Hess l). 

A great deal of work studying energetic particles is continuing to be 

done using particle detectors on board rocket probes and satellites. 



CHAPTER 2 

OBSERVATIONAL TECHNIQUES 

2.1 GROUND BASED RECEIVERS 

In its elementary form the equipment needed to receive man made 

and naturally occurring very low frequency radiation is quite simple. 

It consists basically of an antenna which can be*either a long wire 

suspended above the ground or a loop consisting of a number of turns 

of wire in which the E. M. wave generates an e. m. f. The antenna is 

coupled to a low noise preamplifier and the signal is passed through 

a filter bank to remove unwanted signals such as mains derived 

interference. Finally the signal is recorded on magnetic tape. As 

most quiet sites suitable for making V. L. F. observations are remote 

the ability to make tape recordings allows the collected data to be 

transported to the laboratory for processing and storage in a most 

convenient form. 

A receiver which uses a long wire antenna, due to Ashok2 has been 

used by the author at And$ya to great effect. Its only drawback 

is that in a high wind the aerial wire tends to vibrate resulting in 

the production of interfering signals. This also happens with loop 

antennas but to a lesser degree. 

Several receivers which use loop antennas have been used by the author 

and such receivers are commonly used throughout the world. Dowden 

(1963) made use of two vertical loops which were triangular measuring 

40 ft at the base with the apex 20 ft above ground giving a loop 

area of 40 m2. A rectangular loop approximately 3m x 2m acts as 

the antenna at a V. L. F. 
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receiving station on S. Ulst Scotland (Rycroft3) and was used to 

record dawn chorus which was present at the time a V. L. F. rocket 

payload P47H was launched. Evidence of the effectiveness of relative- 

ly simple equipment can be seen in Fig. l. 7. 

More sophisticated equipment utilising a pair of crossed loop 

aerials which have an area of 100 m2 has been developed by Bullough 

(1973). Using the two loops it is possible to electronically 

synthesize a rotating loop aerial. This allows the bearing of a 

received signal to be determined and much information can be 

obtained on the movements of exit points from ducts of enhanced 

electron density in the magnetosphere by observing the direction of 

arrival of whistlers Sagredo (1973). Such equipment has been operated 

at Halley Bay since the mid 1960's by the Sheffield group. 

Other, earlier-workers have used the crossed loop goniometer tech- 

nique Watts (1959), Crary(1961) & Ellis and Cartwright (1959) but 

all used some mechanical device to simulate the rotating loop. 

Pulley (1935) was probably the first to synthesize a rotating loop 

electronically. 

Until recently one of the problems with ground based receivers was 

" the size of the aerial required to achieve the high sensitivities 

r4 z 
(10'141 2 /'Hz) necessary to observe magnetospheric emissions, which 

t07(J! "l,. 

16 7ýsN: 
are attenuated by the ionosphere and in the earth-ionosphere wave- 

guide. However, advances in transistor and particular F. E. T. 

technology have made possible the production of extremely low noise 

wide band audio amplifiers. This has meant a reduction in antenna 

loop area of about 20 times for the same sensitivity. The design of 

such a system using a 5M2 loop was produced by K. Bullough and the 

author, but is not reported here. 
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2.2 ROCKET BORNE RECEIVERS 

The characteristics of V. L. F. signals can be studied as a function 

of altitude by using skilfully designed miniature transistorised 

receivers which are flown on rocket probes. Ideally with six antennas 

and receivers the polarisation, wave normal direction and Poynting 

vector of a signal which is propagating through the ionospheric plasma 

may be determined as a function of height, Shawhan (L970). 

Rycroft (1972) points out that up to that date relatively few such 

experiments had been carried out. Cartwright (1964 & 1964a) has 

reported the-reception by rocket borne equipment of two-hop whistlers 

with wave normals at 300 to static magnetic field which were not 

observed by ground based receivers. He concludes that the emissions 

were probably not ducted but loosely guided along the earth's magnetic 

field. It is convenient to describe rocket borne equipment used by 

workers to date in groups according to the type of receiving antenna 

employed. There are; single axis open loops, multiple axis open loops, 

multiple axis'cored' loops, all measuring the strength of the magnetic 

component of the electromagnetic wave being studied. Rocket borne 

V. L. F. receivers often have antennas which are sensitive to the 

electric field component of the wave. Two types of antenna are widely 

used; the short dipole and the capacitative double spheres. 

a) Examples of payloads using a single axis open loop antenna 

Ungstrup (1971) presents the results of 'three rocket borne experiments 

having a single loop perpendicular to the rocket spin axis in each 

case. 
They were flown on Centaure & 
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Nike-Apache vehicles being launched from ES Range, Sweden (L = 5.5) 

and Andgya (L = 6.3) and reaching altitudes of 126 & 138 km respect- 

ively. He concluded that auroral hiss at 7.35 KHz is, in some cases, 

generated in auroral arcs at altitudes of 105-"110 km and from the 

occasional observation of spin modulation that the wave normal angle 

to the magnetic field can be. v80°. 

Rycroft et al (1972) describes the results of -observations of dawn 

chorus made with a single axis loop receiver aboard a Petrel rocket 

which was launched from S. Ulst (L = 3.4). This payload was the product 

of a co-operative effort by the Universities of Sheffield and 

Southampton. The author was involved with the engineering and launch- 

ing of this payload and it will be described briefly to indicate the 

composition of such experiments.. 

, 
The design of the V. L. F. receiver is due to Vavra (1970) and that of 

the Langmuir Probe electron density package due to Eeckingham (1970) 

and Gibbons, (unpublished). A block diagram of the multi-channel V. L. F 

receiver is shown in Fig. 2.0 and a photograph of the complete 

experiment showing the deployable loop aerial and Langmuir Probe is 

numbered Fig. 2.2. 

The filter bandwidths are nominally 100 Hz and the centre frequencies 

were chosen to provide coverage from 2 to 6 KHz for the study of 

chorus emissions and at 16 KHz for the study of the GBR wavefield in 

the ionosphere. The Langmuir Probe provides a measurement of the re- 

fractive index of the magnetoionic plasma which is necessary for the 

interpretation of the VLF data. The large dynamic range of VLF signals 

ev 60 db requires the filtered components to be subject to a logarithmic 

compression which is achieved by the use of an AGC amplifier. The AC 

signal is then detected and passed to the telemetry such that is is 

sampled at regular intervals. 
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Examples of the 9.6 KHz signal level and the 4.5 Kllz level as 

functions of flight time and altitude respectively are given in 

Fig. 2.1. A general increase in chorus signal strength can be 

seen as the payload passes through the absorbing D region and single 

events become more evident showing up as narrow spikes. Single spikes 

can often be seen in frequency channels at slightly different times 

indicating the reception of a riser etc. It has been possible to 

correlate some events with the reception of discrete emissions 

on the ground. An unusual burst of high frequency chorus was 

observed for a period of 10 minutes in the 9.6 KHz channel. This 

feature is discussed by Rycroft et al (1972). 
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From the observations made with payload P47H it was possible to 

deduce that the wave normal directions of chorus signals propagating 

at altitudes between 90 and 130 km at (L - 3.4) were at times 

consistent with their being a plane wave propagating in the whistler 

mode along the geomagnetic field lines, Rycroft et al (1972). 

A similar payload (P 55A) was launched from Andgya in October 1972 

into auroral hiss. This experiment will be discussed later. Using 

loop antennas with areas of about 0.2 m2 the experiments achieved a 

sensitivity of 5x 1010ä 
2/Hz 

at 3 KHz rising at 6 db/octave over 

the frequency range up to 20 KHz. This figure is in line with results 

published by Shawhan & Gurnett (1968) who achieved a sensitivity of 

10 
ll 2/Hz 

with 1 m2 loops. 

Although single axis loop antenna receivers are useful, especially if 

the rocket is spinning rapidly, they can provide only limited inform- 

ation and a better description of the characteristics of an EM wave 

can be achieved by the use of multiple antennas, Shawhan (1969). 

b) Examples of p loads using multiple open loop antennas 

Shawhan (1969) states that Helliwell (1956) had considered the 

optimum design of V. L. F. loop aerials. Shawhan & Gurnett (1968) flew 

experiments consisting of three orthogonal open loop antennas along 

with several electric field probes on board Javelin rockets. They 

observed a noise band having both electric and magnetic components 

in the frequency range 7 to 30 KHz and at 10 KHz the electric and 
4 

magnetic spectral densities were about 10 
4Vm 1 

Hz-2 and 2x l0 MHz-' 

respectively. From the simultaneous. measurements of electric and 

magnetic components of 
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the wave it was possible to-show that the wave normals were for the 

greater part nearly 900 to the static magnetic field. These signals 

were evidently not propagating in the whistler mode where the wave 

normals are closely aligned to the magnetic field. Photographs of the 

javelin rocket payloads 8.45 to 8.46 can be seen in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4. 

A Petrel rocket experiment P129A which had three orthogonal open loop 

antennas was launched from Andýya in November 1972. The loops and 

receivers were essentially those used on P47H and P55A. The signal 

levels occurring in narrow bands at 1.25KHz, 3.2 KHz & 16 KHz were 

telemetered to the ground station during the flight which achieved 

an altitude of 128 km. The payload was launched into high latitude 

or 'Polar Chorus', an example of which can be seen in Fig. 1.8. A 

picture of the payload can be seen in Fig 2.5. Although only 

preliminary analysis of the data has been completed examples of the 

signal levels at 1.25 KHz, 3.2KHz and 16 KHz as functions of altitude 

can be seen in Fig 2.6. Using auto-correlation and foarier transform 

routines it is possible to compute the power spectrum of the narrow 

band signals. An example of the low frequency end (0 to 24 Hz) of the 

power spectrum of the 16 KHz channel shows clear evidence of spin 

modulation at 5.3 Hz. The spin history of P129A can be seen in table 

2.1. Although the author was involved with the building testing and 

launching of this round and also with the preliminary analysis shown 

here the period of the research work was such as to prevent any deeper 

analysis, although there is clearly much interesting work to be done. 

It is hoped that the study of wave normal angle distribution will 

show that these chorus elements are propagating in the whistler mode 

which is consistent with their being generated near the equator by 

particle-wave interactions. 
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P129A (Spin History) 

v. 
Time Spin Rate 
(secs) (c. p. s. ) 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80' 
90 

100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 

2.4 
2.5 
2.6 
2.6 
2.8 
3.0 
3.3 
3.4 
3.7 
3.9 
4.1 
4.3 
4.7 
5.1 
5.4 
5.8 
6.2 
6.7 
7.0 
7.4 
7.6 
7.8 
7.7 
7.7- 
7.7 
7.6 
7.5 
7.4 
7.4 
7.3 
7.1 
7.1 
5.5 
5.4 
5.4 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 
5.3 

TABLE 2.1 
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The design of two multi-antenna (2 vertical loops, I horizontal loop 

and an electric field probe) rocket payloads for use on Aerobee 

vehicles (4.58 UI*& 4.59 UI) is discussed in great detail by Orsak 

et al (1965). One of the vertical loops acted as the antenna for three 

receivers operating in the ranges 0.2 - 1.6 KHz, 1.6 -12.5 KHz and 

12.5 -100 KHz. The second vertical loop was connected to a receiver 

operating from 1250 KHz up to 1.6 MHz and the horizontal loop was 

used to observe the wavefield of NSS V. L. F. transmitter on 22.3 KHz. 

The V. L. F. experiment was augmented by an. aerial impedance experiment 

which used a short electric dipole. The rocket flights as well as 

producing useful data in their own right also acted as a test of the 

equipment to be flown on NASA's EOGO satellite. 

On payload 4.58 the electric antenna was ripped off and there was 

some interference in the receiver bands, however a hiss band was 

observed between 1.5 - 12.5 KHz above 85 km. There were no signals 

above the receiver threshold in the frequency range 0.2 - 1.5 KHz. 

Many V. L. F. stations and broadcast stations were observed with the 

high frequency receivers. On payload 4.59 the equipment functioned 

perfectly and intermittent hiss like signals were observed between 85 

and 110 km in the frequency range 5 to 9 KHz.. The most interesting 

observations were those made of 75 whistlers. This night time flight 

revealed some examples of a new whistler mode phenomenon. Most 

'previously reported whistlers support a propagation model in which the 

electromagnetic radiation penetrates the ionosphere and propagates in 

the right hand circularly polarized mode along approximately field- 

aligned paths to the opposite hemisphere. Travel times from one hemi- 

sphere to the other are of the order of lsec. Aboard this flight 

however, whistlers with 
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, travel times of the order of 0.1 sec-were found. The first example 

of a 'low dispersion whistler' was reported by Barrington & Belrose 

(1963) from their observation of Alouette records. Not until this 

flight was the widespread and frequent occurrence of this phenomenon 

appreciated. Orsak (1965) suggests that the upgoing E. M. energy 

from a lighting flash is reflected at an altitude of roughly 1000 km 

and that it may suffer mutliple reflections back and forth between 

this altitude and the lower ionosphere or the ground. Carpenter et 

al (1964) have summarized the results of their detailed measurements 

on 11 of the Aerobee 4.59 UI whistlers and Smith (1964)"proposed a 

theoretical model for the propagation of short hop whistlers. 

I 

It is evident from the brief description of a small selection of 

V. L. F. rocket payloads which have now been flown that the technique 

is extremely useful in determining the characteristics of V. L. F. 

emissions including the mode of propagation. The disadvantage of such 

rocket borne experiments is the necessity to deploy large loop aerials. 

This is complicated to do and even the most well engineered systems 

have been known to fail. It would be a great step forward to have a 

small V. L. F. magnetic antenna which did not need to be deployed. 

(c) Cored Loop Antennas 

Increasing the effective area of a loop antenna by means of a high 

permeability core has been known for many, years and small ferrite 

cored loops are commonly used in portable radio receiveivers. An 

antenna consisting of 12,000 turns of fine wire wrapped around a 

ferrite core 254 mm long by 16 mm diameter was constructed Gendrin 

et al (1968). A detailed description of the sensors and preamplifiers 

are given by Mayer (1969) and Vilar-Mestre. (1966). 

Gendrin et al (1968) give. an account of 
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three rocket experiments having two orthogonal cored antennas on 

board each payload. The rockets were launched from Kerguelen Islands 

(50 0 S, Geographic) into two dawn chorus events and one mainly hiss 

event. A diagram of the payloads (D251,2, &3) can be seen in Fig 2.7, 

the V. L. F. antennas are fixed in the main body of the structure as 

they do not need to be deployed. The receivers operated in the frequ- 

ency range 0.1 to 6 KHz and the frequency response to incident E. M 

waves was flat to within 1 db in this range. A sensitivity of 2.5 x 

10 lr 2/Hz 
at the centre of the band. was achieved. 

A full analysis of the data obtained during these rocket flights has 

been made by Berthommier (1969). It was found that incident-waves 

were propagating in a right hand circularly polarized mode over the 

whole frequency range of the experiment. A great deal of reflection 

of the downward propagating radiation was observed in the ionosphere. 

Also an 80 second periodicity in the observed electron flux was 

correlated with a hiss emission seen during the third flight. 

A major part of the work to be presented in this thesis is concerned 

with the development of a V. L. F. rocket payload which uses three 

orthogonal laminated MU-METAL cored loop antennas. 

2.3 V. L. F. Receivers on board Satellites 

Satellites have two major advantages as vehicles from which observat- 

ions of V. L. F. emissions can be made. Firstly, they operate above the 

ionosphere which reflects, refracts and absorbs V. L. F. radiation and 

secondly they can cover most of the surface of the globe sending back 

information on the large scale structure of the magnetosphere and 

the spacial and temporal variations in the occurrence of V. L. F. emissions. 

SHEFFIELD 
UNIVERS; TY 
1 BRý, R; ES 
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Many satellites have been launched into a variety-)6f orbits to study 

V. L. F. emissions. Some have made use of open loop magnetic 'antennas 

and others have used short electric dipoles or capacitative double 

spheres. Satellites which have been launched into near circular 

polar orbits at altitudes of about 2000 km include Alouette 1,2, 

Ariel 3,4, Injun 3,5 and OGO's 2,4 & 6. Those put into highly 

eccentric orbits out to 10 RE include OGO 1,3 &5 whilst a few exper-. 

iments have been placed in geostationary orbit at L 6.6 such as ATS 

1,3, -F and the proposed new ESRO satellite GEOS which is to be 

launched in 1976, ESr01. 

Gurnett (1968) showed from "Injun 3 measurements that the regions of 

most intense V. L. F. emission activity (chorus & hiss) and electron 

precipitation are nearly coincident, suggesting a close association 

between the two phenomena. The statistical occurrence of the different 

types of V. L. F. emissions with changing local time, magnetic latitude, 

and magnetic activity has been studied with the one component open 

loop aboard Ariel 3. At medium latitudes V. L. F. emission intensities 

exhibit two maxima, one in the morning the other on the noonward edge 

of the evening plasmapause bulge. During magnetic storms the emissio- 

ns extend over many hours of local time, Bullough et al (196) and 

Bullough (1971). These emissions. are believed to be generated by 

cyclotron resonance in the vicinity of the geomagnetic equator, Kennel 

& Petschek (1966). A sketch of Ariel 3 showing the 3m2 loop and a 

block diagram of the receiver can be seen in Fig. 2.8. The receiver 

achieved a sensitivity of about 10711 a, 
2/11z. 

at 3KHz which was three 

orders of magnitude better than Injun 3. With this sensitivity Ariel 

3 observed a steady background of spherics indicating that there is 

little. point in producing new equipment with even greater sensitivity. 
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This was taken into account when designing the receiver for the 

Skylark payload 51124. A detailed description of the V. L. F. experiment 

on Ariel 3 is given by Bullough et al (1968). Mosier & Gurnett (1969, 

1971) have discussed the derivation of V. L. F. Poynting flux from 

Injun 5 measurements using one electric dipole and one magnetic loop 

antenna. A description of the V. L. F. electric field experiment on 

board the Alouette and Isis satellites is given by Franklin (1967) 

and a study of the rate of reception. of whistlers as a functions of 

invariant latitude near the plasmapause was made by Carpenter (1968) 

and Laaspere (1971) with-data from Alouette 1&2 and OGO 6. Belrose 

and Barrington (1965) also studied V. L. F. emissions observed on 

Alouette 1 and on occasion observed emissions which were triggered by 

fractional hop whistlers. They also observed regularly, noise bands 

located' between L 16 2.5 and I=4. Russel & Holzer (1970) have 

identified two differing types of hiss from OGO 3 data and Russel et 

al (1972) have comprehensively reviewed the subject of V. L. F. experi- 

ments aboard satellites probing the distant magnetosphere. A general 

review of satellite experiments is also given by Rycroft (1967). 

Satellites have provided a wealth of information about the nature of 

the magnetosphere and the occurrence and propagation of V. L. F. 

emissions and there is every' expectation that they will continue to 

do so, for workers in Europe the launching of GEOS is eagerly awaited. 

ti 
2.4 Combined measurement of an event 

Satellite, rocket and ground based receivers can be used as we have 

seen to great effect, but the maximum amount of information abouf VLF 

emissions can best be collected by simultaneous measurements from 

all three vantage points. Most V. L. F. /Particle rocket probes are flown 
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in conjunction with ground based observation of the V. L. F. phenomena 

and occasionally it is possible to have a satellite suitably position- 

ed such that measurements above, below and in the ionosphere can be 

made on a single event. The auroral hiss and display observed at 

And$ya around local magnetic midnight on 10.. 10.. 72. was investigated 

on the ground with a V. L. F. goniometer receiver, in the D region with 

a Petrel rocket payload P55A see Fig. 2.9 and in the topside ionosphere 

by Ariel 4. Both V. L. F. and energetic particle data were supplied by 

the satellite and a quick'look at the results from the three sources 

indicate a correlation between the auroral display, the V. L. F. hiss 

and the precipitation of energetic particles at or near the invariant 

latitude of Andýya. The hiss spectrum as recorded on the rocket and 

on the ground can be seen in Fig. 2.9a showing an increasing D region 

attenuation with decreasing frequency below about 4 KHz. Fig. 2.10 

indicates the path of UK4 as it passes through a region with the 

same L value as Andc$ya but about 200 W. The output from the Iowa 

University particle experiment as the satellite moves through this 

region can be seen in Fig 2.11. (An exact determination of the energies 

observed is difficult without a deal of work due to the energy step 

monitor malfunction which occurred. ) However this example shows the 

usefulness of simultaneous measurements and further analysis of this 

particular event should yield interesting results. 
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CHAPTER 3 

A SMALL V. L. F. ANTENNA USING A HIGH PERMEABILITY 

CORE 

3.1 The feasibility of producing small cored antennas with high 

sensitivity at very low frequencies. 

-51- 

The UK3 satellite had an open loop antenna consisting of 14 turns of 

wire encompassing an area of approximately 3m with a resistance of 
2 

11 ohms and an inductance of 1.83 mH Bullough et al (1968). The loop 

was matched to a conventional low noise transistor (2N930) preamplifier 

by a transformer. The receiver achieved a threshold of about 10 12öß 

2/Hz 
at 10KHz which was sufficient to observe the continuous spheric 

background in orbit. This is the sensitivity which represents a design 

aim for the new small cored antennas. It is convenient to use the 

example of UK3 in the comparison of the performance of cored and open 

loop aerials which follows. 

Assume that the Johnson noise generated by the antenna (of either kind) 

is much greater than the effective input noise of the preamplifier 

connected to it and that the simplified equivalent circuit shown in 

Fig 3.1 represents the electrical characteristics of the antenna and 

preamplifier input. 

The spectral density of the coil noise is given by : 

eng = 4KTR V2/Hz 3.1.1 
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and that of the induced signal is: 

eS2 = cot N2/u2S2b2 V2/Hz 3.1.2 

The minimum detectable signal is therefore given by ; 

b2 = 4KTR T2/Hz 3.1.3 

w2N2s24,2 

Let the mean coil radius be a metres, and put -I a2 --< S, 3.1.4. 

where -1 for an open loop and W> 1 for a cored loop. 

Sensitivity and size of antenna are important criteria for rocket and 

satellite mounted receiving systems, weight is also important and it is 

convenient to discuss the comparison of the two types of antennas in 

these terms. 

If r= resistivity of copper (1.56 x 10-8 ohm m 
1) 

V= volume of copper in the coil (m3) 

P, = the density of copper (8.96 x 103 Kg m-3) 

W= the weight of copper used (Kg) 

s- the c. s. a. of wire used in the coil (m2) 

Then R=2. ii a Nr Is 3.1.5 

and V= 2-7f aNs 3.1.6 

also W= VP 3.1.7 

Then from (3.1.3,4,5 & 6) we have that, 

b2 = 16't KTr . at 3.1.8 

w2Vg, ýA R 
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Note that'{ depends on the geometry of the coil which is wound on the 

core. Obviously-( should be as close as possible to unity but the 

requirement to minimise lossy stray capacitcance may dictate a 

compromise. 

Define the effective area of the coil ; 

Seff = S"`R 3.1.9 
ý 

Now from (3.1.7,8 & 9) we have that 

b2 16ir KTr T2/Hz 3.1.10 

w2 W Sef f 

Substituting in equation (3.1.10). appropriate values for P, r, K, t 

b2 = 7.6 x 107-7 1i2/Hz 3.1.11 

fw Seff 

For UK3 W=0.125Kg and Seff aS-3 m2 

giving b2 =2x 10 
15 ö? 7Hz at 10 KHz 

the achieved value was some 10-13 ö'2 /Hz indicating that it was pre- 

amplifier noise limited. 

The effective permeability of a magnetic core is related to the 

initial permeability of the material*from which it is made by the 

following; 

ý`e ff= /"i 3.1.12 

l +Dý' 

D is the demagnetising factor and is related to the shape of the core. 
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D has to be measured for each core and it is only possible to calc- 

ulate it for precise and simple geometries. Stoner (1945) has calcul- 

ated the demagnetising factor for ellipsoids and shows that the ratio 

of the semi major and minor axes of the ellipse is an important 

parameter. If we generalise his work to the case of long thin rods 

then the length to diameter ratio m is of importance. 

A table showing the relationship of m, D and the product m2D is given 

below. 

Table 3.1 

mD m2D 4. h" 

5 0.04 1 

10 0.017 1.7 

20 0.0053 2.1 
30 0.0028 2.5 <<ý 

50 0.0013 3.7 

100 0.0004 4 

200 0.0001 4 1ý 

Note that the product m2D is a slowly varying function of m. 

Thus from (3.1.12) & (3.1.9) 

2 
Seff "^ºsd2 

4`ý l1 +ý1D 

ý 

4« 11 +/'ID 

Where d is the diameter of the rod, and letting A be the rod length 

it can be shown that 

Seff ° -T4 %`iD 
2 

4 6C (m2D) 2d2 1 +/4iD 

3.1.13 
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Now for /`i D» 1, that is for. /4i = 1000 and in - 10 giving D-0.02 

which are all reasonable values, %'iD lze 1 and therefore, 
1 +%iD 

S_ct a i1r. 6 

eLL 

4 Qc (m2D) 

3.1.14 

It can be seen from Table 3.1.1 that m2D is a slowly varying function 

of m, (, e/d)and so ; 

Seff -< 
1 

d2 

3.1.15 

This would indicate that d should be as small as possible for the best 

antenna performance as long as /4iD >>1 for a given Z and providing 

that leakage flux remains small. 

To achieve the UK3 sensitivity of 10 13 r2/Hz from (3.1.11) 

we need WSeff = 7.6 x 10 
2 

Kg m2 (f = 10 KHz) 3.1.16 

Now P core a Wcore / Volume of core 

and from (3.1.14) 

Seff -M 
2R5 

core 
16,4(m 2D) 2W 

core. 

3.1.17 

Multiplying (3.1.17) by W 
copper we have; 

eff = rr2: 0pcore copper 3.1.18 W 
copper 

s 

16x (m2D2) 2W 
core 

and if Wcopper /Wcore 
_'1 and P v. 

pcopper 
. 8.9 x 103Kgm3 

core 



%'o-t 

ý=-_ý 
'__ý-__., 

ý . _. _. _ý.... ý. .. 

i 

= 
Y 

CL A, Sif iCt, I 

__f 

'Then from (3.1.16) & (3.1.18) we have that; 
r- - f -- -T- 

7.6 x 10 2= 8.9 x11031r 
2ý 5 

16 (m2D)2 

!ý 

=and therefore ß5=5.54 x 10 5d 
m5 

, if n2D =I2, which is a realistic figure attained when m= 25 
1 

= 14 -( Ir cm 3.1.19 

If m2D=4 which occurs when m is very large (- 200) 

= 18 0( 
ýs 

cm 3.1.20 

-, - -57---; 

Even if °t is )) 1 say 100 thenv<4 will be only 2.5 and the length 

of core required to equal the desired sensitivity of UK3 will be 

. about 35 cm. 

P47H, P129A and P55A. 

ýýý 

If we take a rod 20 cm long then with m- 25, d=0.8 cm. With such 

,a rod it should be possible to construct a small V. L. F. aerial for 

use on rocket borne probes which has a sensitivity of about 10 12 

ö 2/Hz 
and would represent a significant improvement, of about 20 db 

on previous receivers which were flown on board the Petrel rockets 

.11 

i( 

Having shown that such a V. L. F. aerial is practical in termsröf 

I 

minimum detectable signal, size and weight it is important to discuss 
if 

the limitations on the methods available to realise the device. In 

the following section an attempt is made to show that the theoretical 

calculation of the :. performance of an aerial consisting of a many turn 

coil wound around a high permeability ferromagnetic core is not 

possible and that in consequence an empirical approach towards 

optimising the antenna performance is dictated. 

I 
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3.2 Difficulties in theoretically determining the performance 

of a cored coil aerial 

It will be demonstrated here that it is virtually impossible to 

evaluate the terms required to solve Maxwell's equations for the quasi- 

static approximation in the case of a distributed coil wound on a bar 

of highly permeable ferro magnetic material. 

A sketch of the coil and rod can be seen in Fig 3.2. The rod is built 

up of many laminations of Super Mu-Metal* which are about 1/1000 of an 

inch thick and coated on both sides with Magnesium Oxide insulation. 

This construction reduces the eddy current loss in the bar. The coils 

wound around this bar have typically 10,000 turns of 45 s. w. g. wire 

and diameters from 1 cm to 5 cm. 

Consider a bar of ferro magnetic material with an initial permeability 

of, /''in a uniform magnetic field Ho which is'slowly varying (See Fig 

3.1. The field at the point P will be modified by the induced field 

in the specimen bar. 

In order that the magnetic field H at the point P can be related to 

the scalar magnetic potential 0 by 

H=v03.2.1 

then Curl H=J +dD 
dt 

and as Curl grad 0-0, then J+ dD 
dt 

O 0 

Then if the displacement current term D=0 (Quasi-static approx). 

then J-0. Therefore in this situation no currents are flowing 

in the region if (3.2.1) is to hold true. 
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Define the Magnetisation of a material M -% 11 

where k is the magnetic susceptibility of the material. 

and= 1+ 

At ordinary temperatures and for most materials X is small and 

independent of H= The exception being ferromagnetics where X. is large 

and very dependent on H. (M can be finite when H= 0). 

In the case where /4is independent of H; 

if div B=0 (No free magnetic poles) 

We have that divB = div (, f'föli) _ /rý`odiv 

and divB = -x`% 
;o 2v 

a0 

grad 0 

ie o 
20 

.03.2.2 

Thus the magnetostatic potential obeys Laplace's equation. 

If however X or/ 'is a function of H and hence of position, 

Then B =/o (1 + )H and M- %H 

then divB /div grad 0 +/div M-0 

ie p 
2¢ 

ý: div M 3.2.3 

Now for a solution of this equation we must be able to define M in the 

core as a function of position and apply the boundary conditions. 

Namely that the normal component of B is continuous and the tangential 

component of H is continuous across the boundary. Also H must be finite 

in the bar for finite Ho and finite Land that the induced field 
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must tend to zero at infinity. Solutions of Laplace's equation have 

been obtained in terms of spherical harmonics for a uniform magnetised 

sphere (Bleany & Bleany 1965) but it is not possible to solve the 

practical case represented by equation (3.2.3). However Maxwell 
4 

presented the problem of the magnetic induction in an ellipsoid and 

treated it by following a method due to Poisson. Here the theoretical 

determination of the magnetic potential due to a uniformally magnetised 

body is shown to be equivalent to the determination of the gravitation- 

al field of a body of the same shape and of uniform density. Consider- 

ation of this idea leads Stoner (1945) to the production of a table of 

values for the demagnetising factor D as a function of shape of 

ellipsoids for m<1, oblate and m>1, prolate. His table is summar- 

ised in graphical form in Fig 3.2. In his work Stoner considers a 

volume element of the speciment having a magnetic moment 14 dY and 

then expressing the magnetic potential 0 in the form; 

0= CM. d (1) 
Jr 

which is thevform of the expression for the potential due to'a simple 

dipole. Then by applying the divergence theorem ; 

ýdiv 
F. dr. = F. dS S 

s concludes that; 0= 
51(N. 

dS) -S (div M. dY ) 
sr vt 

The first term gives the potential 0 in terms of an equivalent surface 

magnetic 'charge' of density M cos fl, where 0 is the angle M makes to 

the normal to the surface. 
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For uniform magnetisation the second term vanishes. The great 

difficulty in predicting the fields due to magnetised materials in 

forms which are of practical interest such as rods or bars, is that 

the second term is comparable with the first, Stoner (1945). It is 

only. by very laborious processes that even an approximation to the 

correct value of the second term can be made. 

It appears then that it is almost impossible to calculate 0 and 

hence B around a bar of Mu-metal. Even it this were possible it 

would still be difficult to predict the performance of a cored loop 

antenna because the pick-up loop or coil is distributed around the 

rod. 

For a single loop or turn of area A m2 the e. m. f. generated by a 

time varying 
.R 

is given by; 

e=- dj where 
I 

is the flux normal to the loop area. 
dt 

A 
and a B. da where da is an element of area 

0fA1 

therefore ed 
SB. 

da 
dt 

0 

So for two concentric loops of areas Al &, A2 which are connected 

together in series the emf produced is; 

Al A2 

e- -d Eja + 
Sa] 

dt 00 
For a distributed coil of N turns; 
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Now it is clear that for a distributed coil of some 10,000 turns with 

diameters from 1 cm to 5 cm it is very difficult to evaluate equation 

(3.2.4) even if B were known. 

These difficulties therefore dictate an empirical approach to develop- 

ing and optimising the performance of a cored loop antenna., The 

following sections of this chapter describe the application of this 

approach with regard to the production of V. L. F. antennas for Petrel 

and Skylark rocket borne V. L. F. experiments. 

3.3 Establishing an Equivalent Circuit for the Antenna 

The bar used as the core in the antenna was 156 mm long and 8 mm 

square cross section built up from 0.05 mm thick strips. The Hyster- 

esis loop-for the material used can be seen in Fig. 3.3 and it can be 

seen that the material is driven -into saturation with very modest 

applied fields of the order of 2Am 7l. The initial permeability 

of the mu-metal is of the order of 55,000. Its variation as a function 

of frequency can be seen in Fig. 3.4. A number of workers have invest- 

igated the performance of various materials formed into a variety of 

shapes as cores for a loop aerial Wait(1953), Wait (1953a), Belrose(1955) 

Bozorth & Chapin (1942), Everden(1954), Cawthraw (1954). However most of 

the work was concerned with Ferrite cores and not with a high permeab- 

ility material such as Mu-metal. The demagnetising factor of the rod 

used here is derived from Stoners work and for m- 19, D - 0.0057 

See Fig. 3.2. 

The initial design of the pick up coils was based on several constraints; 

a) To minimise the resistance of the coil. 

b) To minimise the lossy self capacitcance of the coil. 

C) To minimise the lossy stray capacitance to the rod. 
d) To keep the coil radius as small as possible to minimise the 
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effects of flux leakage from the rod. 

e) To maximise the signal output from the coil for a given applied 

field by correct positioning of the coil on the rod. 

As a result of these sometimes conflicting requirements a number of 

, compromises had to be made. 

f)- To meet constraint (a) for a given no. of turns a small wire 

gauge (large csa) is required. Unfortunately this would conflict 

with (d) as the coil area would become large. A compromise was 

arrived at using 45 s. w. g. wire whereby a 10,000 turn coil would 

have a resistance of less than 4K ohm with a diameter of less 

than 4 cm. 

g) To meet constraint (b) it is necessary to wave wind the coil 

but this goes against (d) as a significantly larger volume is 

required when wave winding rather than lap winding a coil with. 

the same no. of turns. Random winding (some wave winding and 

some lap winding) is a compromise which was adopted. 

To meet the requirement (c) it would be preferable to have a 

narrow coil but for a given number of turns this would result in 

a large diameter coil which would not satisfy (d). All the coils 

used were made 1 cm long which enabled the diameter of a 10,000 

turn coil to be kept below 4 cm. 

i) Condition (e) is met by positioning the coil at the centre of 

the rod. This maximises the signal output as is shown by Everden 

(1954). 

To summarize then, the coils were placed at the centre of the rod were 

1 cm long, up to 6cm dia(for 50,000 turn coil), random wound of 45 s. w. g. 

enamelled copper wire on nylen;; formers and were produced with a range 

of numbers of turns from 1,000 up to 50,000. 
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Details of the seven coils Are given in Table 3.2 below. 

. Table 3.2 

Coil No. 1234567 

No. of turns lk 2k 4k 10k 16k 30k 50k 

dc. Resistance 0.3k 0.6k ' 1k 3.7k 7.6k 12.5k 27.3k ohms 

The coils were connected into a test circuit shown in Fig. 3.5 and an 

a. c. signal is applied to the coil. Each coil was found to resonate 

in the V. L. F. band, the resonant frequencies and Q factors are given 

in Table 3.3 

Table 3.3 

No. of turns Resonant freauenc d. c resistance 
50,000 780Hz 27.3kn 2.6 
30,000 1.41KHz 12.5k. n. 3.2 

16,000 2.67KHz 7.5k n. 5.1 
10,000 4.47KHz 3.7k. n. 7.1 

4,000 8.99KHz 1. Okst. 10.7 

2,000 20.90KHz 0.6k n. 11.0 

1,000 31.50KHz 0.3k>t. 11.3 

The observed resonant property of the antenna can most simply be 

explained by an equivalent circuit shown in Fig 3.5. The inductor 

has an associated loss term Rs which is the d. c. resistance of the 

coil. The coil self capacitance Cs is not purely reactive and has an 

associated loss term which can be drawn as a parallel resistance Rp. 
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Consider the simplified equivalent circuit shown in Fig 3.5. Z is 

the impedance seen by the signal source V$ and RD is the dynamic 

impedance seen looking into the antenna output. 

Now Z= jwL + RS + Rp (1 - jWCSRp) 

1 +w2CS2R2 
P 

Resonance occurs when; 

w2 =1-1 
L CS CS 2 

Rp 

and at resonance; 

Z g+R 
sp 

1+ta2c2R2 
sp 

From (3.3.1 & 2) we have that 

Z= RS +ýL 

CR 
Sp 

Now if w2C2R 
2») 

1 and 1ii Rs 
pC 2R 

sp 
Then Qm W3L Cs2Rp- WCs Rp - RP/WL 

Further 1 
RD 

m 

and if L )» C then 

1+ CARs. 
R 
"p L 

3.3.1 

3.3.2 

3.3.3 

3.3.4 

RD Rp3.3.5 
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Having briefly covered the properties of the equivalent circuit we 

are able to derive the component values by making some simple 

measurements. 

a) To determine the-Value of Rp we shunt the antenna output by a 

resistance of approximately the same value as RP is thought to be. 

The value of this resistance Rext must be large enough. -that the 

condition 1 >> 1 is still true. 
LCs C 

2R 2 
sp 

In this case the Q of the circuit will be changed but the resonant 

frequeazy will remain the same when Rext is connected. 

It can be shown that; 

R 
P 

Qnew 4old 

The derived values of Rp are given in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4 

No of turns 50,000 30,000 16,000 10,000 4,000 2,000 1,000 in the coil 

Rp 3.7 3.0 2.5 2.2 1.2 0.85 0.34 

b) An estimate of the value of Cs can be made in a similar way. 

The circuit is shunted with a capacitor Cext and the change of 

resonant frequency is measured. 

It can be shown ; 

C f22 " Cext 3.3.7 
s22 T- 

l f2 

r 

a 
(Qýold 

' Rext ' I_I. - QneW 3.3.6 
Q_, 

.7 
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The estimated coil self capacitance is given in Table 3.5. 

Table 3.5 

0 of turns 
in the coil 

50,000 30,000 16,000 10,000 4,000 2,000 1,000 

Cs pf 86 69 71 36 96 50 147 

Having the value of Cs enables the value of L to be determined. See 

Table 3.6. 

Table 3.6 

No of turns 
in the coil 

50,000 30,000 16,000 10,000 4,000 2,000 1,000 

LH 269'. 5 91.7 30.0 11.9 1.9 0.51 0.117 

Qcalc 2.8 3.7 5.4 6.6 10.8 12.9 14 

Qmeas. 2.6 3.2 5.1 7.1 10.7 11.0 11.3 

Qg 
s 

48.2 65.0 64.9 86.8 111 108 78 . 

Also in Table 3.6 can be seen the values of the measured Q factor of 

the coils at resonance Qmeas. and the values calculated assuming Q= 

Rp/WL that is equation (3.3.4). For comparison the Q values which would 

be observed if the Q was given by wL/Rs are also listed in Table 3.6. 

It can be seen that the loss term Rp defines the Q of the circuit at 

resonance and that the assumptions made during the derivation of 

equations (3.3.4,5,6 &7)are justified. 

The equivalent circuit with the derived component values represents 

the actual performance of the antenna rather well but prior to the 

evaluation of the noise output and minimum detectable signal we must 

discuss the nature and performance of a very high input impedance 

low noise preamplifier which is to be connected to 
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the antenna. 

3.4 A very low noise high input impedance preamplifier 

It was realised that a preamplifier which had a very high input 

impedance (order of 108 ohms at 10 KHz) and a low effective input 

noist voltage would probably have a field effect transistor (FET) as 

the first stage. The basic design work required to produce an FET 

input preamplifier with optimum low noise performance is considerable, 

Holcomb & Sevin (1963), Sevin (1963), Sevin (1963a), Beneteau (1962), 

Blaser (1962) Benetaeu & Blaser (1963) : Lnd Marton (1969). It was 

decided therefore to conduct a literature search for details of 

existing high input impedance low noise amplifiers. An excellent 

design was found due to Cantarano & Pallottino (1970) which used a 

cascoded Ultra low noise FET from Siliconix5 (number 2N4867). Time 

will not be taken up here with a detailed description of the design 

philosophy and techniques, see Cantarano & Pallotino (1970) but the 

slightly modified circuit is given in Fig 3.6 along with the noise 

figure of the amplifier as a function of both frequency and input 

impedance. The prototype device which was built ona printed circuit 

board, see Fig 3.6 conformed in every respect with the performance 

claimed by Cantarano et al. Later preamplifiers were fitted with a 

variable gain low output impedance integrated circuit output stage 

but the noise and input impedance characteristics were not changed. 

Van Der Ziel (1962) gives a model for the planar junction field effect 

transistor and calculates the noise output under a variety of bais 

conditions. Shockly's theory of the FET, Shockly (1952) shows that it 

operates a true conduction modulation device and that therefore the 

noise generated by it will be largely thermal noise. 
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Van Der Ziel (1962) shows that the noise output from an FET varies as 

a function of gate bias and to a small degree as a function of drain 

voltage. As well as thermal noise FET's exhibit to a small degree shot 

noise and 1/f noise in the gate current. For low noise operation the 

gate current should be a minimum. However this additional noise can be 

reduced by suitable surface treatment of the semiconductor elements. ' 

The FET used in the preamplifier, a Siliconix 2N4869A is a device which 

has been specially constructed for low noise applications. To a first 

approximation FET noise generation is independent of the source resist- 

ance seen by the gate. This fact enables a simple determination of 

the effective input noise voltage of the preamplifier to be made. 

The preamplifier output noise in a given bandwidth at a given centre 

frequency is measured with-. the gate connected to the D. C. bias return, 

the measured noise level is V2. If the measurement is repeated with 

a 10 k ohm resistor in the gate circuit the Johnson noise from the 

resistor adds to the input noise of the preamplifier and the output 

level is V1 where V1> V2. 

It can be shown that; 

V2V2 
amp resistor 

2 V1 
-1 

V2 

3.4.1 

Where Vamp is the effective input noise voltage in a given bandwidth 

of the preamplifier and Vresistor is given by; 

Vresistor 4KTBR 
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For a 10 k ohm resistor at room temperature 

Vresistor = 1.28 x 1Ö 
8 

V/ F117 

With V1 = 2.2V and V2 = 0.6 V 

we have Vamp (for a 10 Hz bandwidth) = 1.13 x 10-8 V 

It will be shown later* that this estimate of the effective input noise 

voltage of the preamplifier is entirely consistent with results derived 

from calculations of antenna output noise. Having determined the noise 

performance of the preamplifier which to a first approximation is flat 

over the frequency range 10 Hz to 20 KHz we are now in a position to 

discuss the calculation and measurement of antenna coil noise as a 

function of coil construction and frequency. 

3.5 Evaluation of the Antenna Noise 

Consider the antenna equivalent circuit shown in Fig 3.5 it has two 

lossy components Rs and Rp. Each of these resistors has a noise generat- 

or associated with it. An equivalent circuit showing the positions of 

the noise generator and the 'induced signal' generator can be. seen in 

Fig 3.5. It is clear that if there were no noise source associated with 

Rp then the signal to noise ratio would remain constant as a function of 

frequency. It can be seen that at frequencies f) fres the noise output 

from Rp which is present at the network terminals will'be falling with 

frequency at 6. db/octave whereas the signal and noise from the inductor 

will be falling at 12 db/octave. Thus one might expect the signal to 

noise ratio SIN to decrease at high frequencies. 

If we have a noise generator with an internal resistance R ohms 

*Appendix 3 
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feeding a load of impedance t which is assumed to be non-noisy. See 

Fig 3.5. Then the maximum power which can be dissipated in the load 

is delivered when R=Z, or more generally when the load impedance 

it equal to the complex conjugate of the generator impedance. Under 

these conditions the 'available power' = KTB watts. Therefore the 

mean square voltage produced by the noise generator is given by; 

V2=4 KTBR 
gen 

So for the general case of a noisy resistor R connected to an 

impedance network Z, the voltage developed across Z is; 

vout = 4KTBR .Z 
Z+R 

3.5.1 

Using equation (3.5.1) and the equivalent circuit shown in Fig 3.5 

is possible to calculate the noise voltage as a function of 

frequency at the antenna output which is produced by each noise 

source. Assuming that noise powers are additive ie. 

VnoiseTotal - (Vnoisel)2+(Vnoise2)2 

it is possible, taking account of the effective input noise of the 

preamplifier to determine the noise output seen at the output of the 

preamplifier. The circuit calculations can be seen in Appendix 1. 

and a flow chart of the computer program which performs the 

calculations can be seen in Appendix 2. Noise performance was 

determined for each of the seven coils wound but there is space here 

for only one example. Fig 3.7 shows the noise from each source as a 

function of frequency between 1 and 20 KHz for the 10,000 turn coil. 
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As expected the noise at high frequencies falls off in quite a 

different manner for the two sources. In general the contribution 

to the overall noise. made by Enl is less than that made by En2" 

These together with the preamplifier noise result in the total noise 

profile which would be observed. The preamplifier noise only starts 

to become important at the extreme edge of the frequency band of 

interest and therefore the condition laid down in Chapter 3 section 1 

(that the antenna noise must be much greater than the preamp. noise) 

is fulfilled. 

Measurement of antenna noise 

The measurement of the noise produced by the antenna under laboratory 

conditions is rather difficult due to the high ambient electromagnet- 

ic noise levels present. In order to reduce this interference the 

antenna or sensor was placed inside a screened room which was 

fabricated from large copper sheets. When all orifices are sealed 

the room acts as a 'shorted turn' and unwanted signals from outside 

are greatly attenuated. Unfortunately the performance of such 

enclosures falls off with decreasing frequency and at 50 Hz only a 

few db attenuation is produced. Antenna noise must be measured 

therefore in the presence of strong spectral lines at 50,150,250 and 

350 Hz, and on occasions even higher mains harmonics. The making of 

such measurements calls for a narrow band tuneable filter which has 

very fast roll off outside the analysis band. The two instruments 

used during the period of this work are manufactured by Wayne Kerr6 

& Bruel & Kjur7. They permit the noise voltage in a 10Hz band to be 

measured over a frequency range 100 Hz to 20 KHz. The results of 

measurements made using such equipment in a screened enclosure can be 

seen in Fig3.8 where the noise profiles of the 4,000 and 16,000 turn 

coils are presented along with the calculated ones. Good agreement bet- 

ween the two was obtained 
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at most frequencies. 

3.6 Determination of Minimum Detectable Signal 

a) Calculation of Minimum Detectable Signal 

In order to perform the calculation it is necessary to know what 

e. m. f. is induced in the coil for a given incident magnetic field. 
...... 

Now e--d where = the total flux through the coil 

and I=BNA where B= the magnetic induction 

N= the number of turns in the coil 
A= the area of the coil 

Soirel/vHNA 

where H= the magnetic field 

therefore e= -rel /o- NA dH 3.6.1 
ät 

Assuming a sinusoidal variation df H with time so that; 

H=Ho Sinwt 

which results in e-E Cos wt 
0 

then from (3.6.1) we have that 

2'f Ho 
EoCostat dt =_ //re1 

/o'- 
NA ýdH 

o0 

So Eo a 
/rýel, 

/"**o- NA wHo 

or E =. /rel/ oN AwH 

where the bar denotes r. mis. values. 

3.6.2 

It is important to notice that E increases with W for a given H. 
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From equation (3.6.2) it can be seen that/ rel 
must be determined 

before the calculation can proceed. We know-from Table 3.1 and the 

graph in Fig 3: 2 that for an ellipsoid with axes of ratio 19: 1 that 

the demagnetising factor D=0.0057. From equation (3.1.12) the 

effective relative permeability of such an object is calculated to be 

157. The technique for determining the relative permeability of the 

rod used is somewhat involved although based on essentially simple 

principles and for this reason it will not be discussed here. The 

results of the measurement of relative, /`as a function of frequency 

are shown in Fig 3.12. The fall of /`rel with frequency is small 

(< factor of 2) and is expected as the initial permeability is seen 

to fall with frequency from 1 KHz for 0.05mm strips of which the 

rod was composed. See Fig 3.4 The measured value of 
/'rel is approx- 

imately a factor 2. down on the calculated one. As the calculation 

was performed for a prolate spheriod and the measurement was made on 

a bar of square cross section with sharp edges the results are con- 

sidered to be in reasonable agreement. A value for /`rel 
of 75 was 

used throughout the calculations of minimum detectable signal. 

As explained in section two of this chapter it is difficult to 

determine exactly the signal output from the coil for a given applied 

field due to the extended nature of the coil. However an estimate 

must be made and therefore we must establish the equivalent area of 

the coil. For a coil with turns which have radii varying from Fl to 

. R2 (R2) Rl) it might'seem reasonable to use the average area ; 

A =7rR12 + 'fiR22 

2 

and let all N turns have this area. 
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It can be seen From Fig 3.7 that for frequencies is greater than the 

resonant frequency the noise output from the coil is falling at 6 db/ 

octave and that the signal output (for a constant input) is falling at 

6 dB/octave. However from equation (3.6.2) it can be seen that the 

signal source output increases at 6 db/octave for a constant applied 

magnetic field. We may conclude therefore that the minimum detectable 

signal will be roughly the same at all frequencies above resonance. 

This is true for coils with N» 10,000 but for the others it is not so 

because the coil noise profile is different. The curves of minimum 

detectable signal as a function of frequency for all seven coils can 

be seen in Fig 3.9. Here a clear evolution from a steeply falling 

curve with frequency to a shallow curve which increases with frequency 

for increasing numbers of turns is evident. The coils become first 

more sensitive in general over the frequency range and then less so as 

N passes through 10,000 or 16,000 turns. Thus it would seem that coils 

D&E are the optimum. 

B) Measurement of Minimum Detectable Signal. 

In the previdus section is was pointed out that measurements of 

" antenna noise under normal (ie. not electrically quiet) laboratory 

conditions were difficult but possible. Equally the determination of 

the minimum detectable signal is difficult and work is best done at 

quiet times such. as evenings or nights. The measurement method and 

equipment are shown in Fig 3.10. The use of Helmholtz coils as a source 

is convenient and provides a uniform field around the sensor which is 

therefore calibrated for a uniform incident field such as exists in a 

plane wave. 
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The series resistor of 7.24M ohm in the Helmholtz coil circuit has two 

functions. It determines that for a signal generator setting of 0 db 

(1mW into 600 ohms) the field produced between the coils is 0.01 ö 

(l Y- 10 9T) 
and ensures that this value remains the same over the 

frequency range 0 to 20 KHz.. 

In the series circuit R»wL such that the current I mA &H Am-i 

remains constant as wL changes with frequency. At 10 KHz for the 

coils used wL= 20 ohm, thus the condition is well satisfied. If the 

analyser is used with a long time constant to reduce the signal fluct- 

uations due to the noise and external impulses the output from the 

signal generator can be adjusted to increase the signal in the hand- 

width over which the measurement is being made by 3db. By knowing the 

current taken from the signal generator the minimum detectable signal 

(Signal power = noise power in bandwidth B Hz) can be calculated. The 

computer calculated minimum detectable signal and the measured perform- 

ance are shown together for the 2,000,4,000,16,000, & 30,000 turn 

coils invFigs. (3.11), (3.12) (3.13) respectively. The error bars 

shown represent the maximum expected error. 

The calculated minimum detectable signal curves have been produced 

with a value for Gel 
- 75 and as a function of frequencyJel F(w) 

which are shown in Fig 3.12. Also in this figure are minimum detectable 

signal curves for el = 50 &/e1 = 180 showing the variation over 

these values of,, /tel. In general the agreement between measured and 

calculated curves is excellent especially for coils with low numbers 

of turns at high frequencies. 



CHAPTER 4 

A MORE REPRESENTATIVE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 

4.1 A sensitive determination of coil properties 

The equivalent circuit which has been used is one of the simplest 

which will describe the basic characteristics of the antenna. However 

it has been shown that it does not very well represent the performance 

of coils with large numbers of turns at high frequencies'. The measure- 

ments which were made in order to evaluate the coil parameters such as 

inductance, self capacitance and series and parallel resistances were>- 

very simple and not capable of great accuracy. In order to determine 

an equivalent circuit which more closely represents the antenna propert- 

ies, it is necessary to measure the inductance, capacitance etc of the 

coil more accurately. 

The coil may be connected to an accurate LCR audio frequency bridge 

which is driven by a stable oscillator of known frequency. The out of 

balance signal from the bridge is then taken to a very sensitive volt- 

meter and the bridge is balanced thereby giving values of L, C or conduct- 

ance. The equipment connection is shown in Fig 4.1. The voltmeter used 

was a narrow band waveform analyser which measures down to 100 

signals which appear. in the narrow well defined passband producing very 

useful rejection of unwanted interfercnce. The system is very sensitive 

and care must be taken to eliminate spurious signals entering the bridge 

via connecting cables or by induction in the coil itself. 

The bridge used will be nulled when sufficient additional capacitance 

has been added into the inductive circuit such that it resonates at the 

driving frequency. Thus from the added capacitance and the precise 

knowledge of the driving frequency the inductance 
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may be calculated. From two measurements the self capacity may be 

estimated. The conductance of the component under test can be read 

directly. 

The preliminary work indicates that the 16,000 turn coil is the most 

sensitive in the frequency range of interest and therefore it was 

chosen for further analysis. The newly measured values of additional 

capacitance and conductance are given as a function of frequency in 

Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 

Driving Frequency Conductance Capacitance 

500 Hz 0.685 mho 2950 pf 

1 KHz 0.1835 mho 723 pf 

2 KHz 0.0615 mho 164.4 pf 

3 KHz 0.0372 mho 60.8 pf 

4 KHz 0.0305 mho 24.42 pf 

5 KHz 0.02825 mho 7.6 pf 

5.79 KHz 0.02820 mho 0.00 pf 

If w2 I= . 1 (4.1.1) where W= driving frequency 

L (C1 + Cs) C1= additional capacitance 

Cs ' self capacitance 
L= inductance 

Then when C1 » Cs which occurs at low frequencies; 

We have L° 1'/co2C1 4.1.2 

Using data for 500Hz L- 34 H 

At self resonance, when C1 0 (4.1.1) becomes 
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4.1.3 

Using data obtained at 5.79 KHz, Cs = 22.2 pf 

This value was obtained for the 16,000 turn coil with NO electrostatic 

screen and is less than the previously determined value of 71 pf which 

was determined with a screen. 

The condition that C1? » Cs is clearly fulfilled at 500 Hz. 

The soundness of the determined values of L& Cs may be checked by 

using (4.1.1) to determine ca from L, Cs a Cl. Using data at 5 KHz the 

predicted frequency = 4.998 KHz. (Better than 0.05% agreement). 

The Q factor of the circuit is given by; 

Q= Re 1 
where G= conductance 

wL0LC Re = effective parallel 

As (Re r 1/ý) loss resistance. 

A comparison of measured Q, and Q if only the series resistance is 

important in determining coil performance, is given as a function of 

frequency in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2 

Frequency Measured Q Q(Due'to R. only) 

500 Hz 13.6 14.11 

1 KHz 25.5 28.22 

2" 38.05 56.44 

3" 41.94 84.66 

4" 38.36 112.88 

5" 33.14 141.1 

5.75 KHz 28.66 163.42 
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The measure Q increases with frequency up to 3 KHz but then falls 

slowly as self resonance is approached. The Q due to Its only, simply 

increases with frequency. Thus it would seem that the series resist- 

ance determines the Q at low frequencies but other losses become 

important above 1 KHz. 

4.2 An additional loss term 

It appears that another lossy component which only becomes 

important at frequencies above 1 to 2 KHz is required to explain the 

antenna performance. It is likely that coil self capacitance would be 

lossy and would also be frequency dependent. 

We here consider the coil as an 'auto transformer' which trans- 

forms elements of lossy capacitance due to a single turn and reflects 

them across the antenna output, See Fig 4.1. 

Consider a voltage V driving a current it through the coil. The 

current in the imaginary transformer primary is i2 flowing into some 

load Z. Then; 

in the secondary, V- jwLlil -jw Mil + Rsil 

in the primary 0= (JwL2+Z)i2 -jw Mil 

Now V=j LJL1 + w2 M2 + RS 

it jwL2+ Z 

and for tight coupling such that M= L1L2 and L1 

It can be shown that; 

v° 
il JwI, 

1+n2Z 

in gjw L1 (n2Z) + R 
s 

C n2 L2 

4.2.1 
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It is clear that Zin is composed of the parallel combination of XL and 

n2Z, these being in series 

the coil has a capacitance 

this capacitance. As each 

flow through a combination 

with Rs as shown in Fig 4.1. Now each turn in 

to some other turn and current will flow vi-a 

turn also has a resistance, the current will 

of R and 

one turn is as shown in Fig 4.1 and 

C, thus the lossy capacitance for 

the total load is n2 times this single 

turn impedance. This is shown as a 'ladder' in Fig 4.1. Therefore the 

equivalent circuit of the auto-transforming coil will be as shown at the 

bottom of Fig 4.1. 

Including the additional capacitance of the LCR bridge, or in operating 

configuration the capacitance of the connection leads and preamplifier 

input the circuit is modified as shown in Fig 4.2a. It is then possible 

by manipulating the positions of equivalent capacitors and resistors to 

reduce the circuit to that shown in Fig 4.2b and thence to that given in 

Fig 4.2c where the effective series resistance is given by; 

R 
cSR1 + C12Rs 

eff 
ý 

(ci + cs) 

4.1.5 

As low frequencies well removed from resonance C1» Cs and therefore 

Reff `} Rs and the Q is determined by Rs as required. At high frequencies 

C1 becomes smaller until at resonance C1 0 and Reff-} R1 and the Q is 

now determined by R1 which can quickly be evaluated by measuring the 

conductance at resonance. The value valculated for R1 was 43.2 K ohm. 

Knowing this and the values for Cs, L, Rs and C1 it is possible to 

calculate the effective series resistance and hence the Q for the circuit 

at various frequencies. A comparison of the calculated and measured 

Q factors can be seen in Table 4.3. 
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Table 4.3 

Frequency Reff(ealc. ) Reff(meas. ) Q(meas. ) Q(calc. ) 

1 KHz 7.16 K ohm 8.38 K ohm 25.5 29.8 

3"7.15 " 15.28 41.94 89.6 

5" 24.45 32.23 " 33.14 43.69 

5.79 43.17 " 43.17 " 28.66 28.66 

It can be seen that the agreement between the measured and calculated 

values of Reff and Q is poor at around 3 KHz but good aböve and below 

this frequency. We must include the parallel loss term Rp which was 

present in the simple equivalent circuit as it represents the losses 

which are external to the coil (such as preamplifier input resistance) 

and also the core losses which are reflected across the output. The 

circuit becomes as shown in Fig 4.2d and the effective series loss 

term is given by; 
_ 

Reff aw2 L2 + C12RS + CS2R1 4.2.2; 
RP 

(C1 + CS) 2 

Or transposing to an effective parallel loss term as 

2 
Reff(parä) aQ. Reff(ser) 

we have the value which would be measured by the bridge, 

Reff(para) ° 1/G where Gm circuit conductance, 

and the equivalent circuit as shown in Fig 4.3. a. 
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Using this circuit the effective series resistance can be calculated 

at. a number of frequencies and is shown in Table 4.4 together with the 

measured values. 

Frequency 

1 KiI z 

2" 

3" 

4" 

5 it 

5.79 

Table 4.4 

Reff(meas. ) Reff(calc. ) 

8.38 K ohm 8.275 K ohm 

11.23 " 10.46 " 

15.28 " 14.63 " 

22.28 " 21.43 " 

32.23 " 31.77 " 

43.17 " 43.17 

It is clear that good agreement is obtained over the frequency range 

and that the circuit proposed represents the coil characteristics 

very well. Of course many refinements to the circuit could be introd- 

uced, for example it is obviously a simplification to allocate the 

whole of the series resistance to its present location as it is 

distributed throughout the coil and a better description could be 

obtained with the circuit shown in Fig 4.3b. However the description 

of coil characteristics obtained with the simpler circuit is 

sufficiently accurate and further work was not undertaken. 

At low frequencies when Cl» Cs the loss term R1 cah be ignored and 

the Q is determined by Rs and Rp. The conductance which is measured 

by an LCR bridge is then given by ; 

Gý1+ý 
2C1'Rs 

P 

Therefore Rp may be easily calculated and using the values for the 
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circuit components and the equations describing the behaviour of the 

equivalent circuit it is possible to calculate the effective parallel 

loss term at a number of frequencies and thereafter to compare this 

with the measured value which is derived from the conductance 

measurement. 

The coil must be covered with a thin sheet of copper which has a 

slit as shown in Fig 4.3c to eliminate the effects of radio frequency 

signals (> 100 KHz), which are always present, from entering the 

sensitive preamplifier and being demodulated resulting in unwanted 

signals in the VLF band. If the screen is connected to one or the 

other of the coil leads the lossy self capacitance changes and the 

equivalent circuit component values must be altered. The value of 

Cs varies from 22pf to 41pf to 65pf for no screen, screen to outer 

windings & screen to inner windings respectively. The proposed 

equivalent circuit can be shown to predict values Reff(para) which 

are close to the measured ones at a number of frequencies for each 

of the screen connections considered, see Fig 4.4. It is clear that 

the screen reduces the performance of the antenna but it is required 

to reduce RFI and must be tolerated. 

4.3 The noise performance of the Equivalent circuit 

The output of the noise generators associated with R5, Rl & RP 

was calculated together with the signal transfer function for the 

equivalent circuit. See Appendix 1. The calculations were the basis 

of suit of computer programs which operated with complex,. functions 

resulting in a reduction in the amount of mathematics needed prior 

to programming. The program flow charts can be seen in Appendix 1. 
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Taking the 'worst case' connection of the screen for which the self 

capacity is 65 pf the'noise output of each source was calculated as 

a function of frequency between 1& 20 KHz. The curves are given in 

Fig 4.5 together with'the equivalent circuit and component values. 

If Rp = 2.48 M ohm (the value used in the first equivalent circuit 

and during the antenna performance tests) the noise. performance 

is shown in Fig 4.6. The curve marked TN is the total noise output 

(Rp = 2.48 Mtt) and the dotted curve marked NT (16.6) is the noise 

output if Rp = 16.6 MSL which represents the best possible perforrr 

ance of the 16,000 turn coil with the stated screen connection. 

A comparison of calculated noise output with Rp = 16.6 M and the 

measured output is given in Fig 4.7. The agreement is most satis- 

factory. It can be seen that the noise output of the antenna coil 

falls off more slowly with frequency at high frequencies with the 

new circuit than with the one which was first proposed. This slow 

fall off will reduce the minimum detectable signal at high 

frequencies and would therefore be closer to the observed antenna 

performance. 

The minimum detectable signal is shown as a function of frequency, 

with Rp = 2.48"M. 't in the 'new' equivalent circuit in Fig 4.8. It 

is evident that this is much nearer to the measured performance than 

the curve derived from the simple circuit. The slight shift below 

the measured points could be due to a small over estimation of the 

relative permeability of the rod or of the mean area of the coil, 

but the forms of the measured and calculated minimum detectable 

signal curves are in close agreement. The performance indicated by 

the line (Rp=16.6M=) derived from circuit 2 is the best performance 

which could be expected from a 16,000 turn coil (with the worst 

screen connection) when mounted on a 152mm long rod. The received 

signal threshold for the antenna between 1 and 7 KHz is better than 
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Fig. 4.6 
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3x 10~1i ö 4/iiz 
which is an improvement on that achieved with 0.2m2 

area open loops as used on P47, P55 etc and is comparable with the 

11 2 
sensitivity claimed by Shawhan & Gurnett (1968) of 5x 10 Ö /Hz 

obtained with lm2 loops. 

The performance achieved with a 152mm long rod falls short of the 

estimate used in the feasibility study of 10-12 to 10 13 Y2/IIz 

but in view of the assumptions made at that stage the achieved 

performance is considered very satisfactory and the antenna is 

certainly sensitive enough for use in rocket borne experiments. 
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CHAPTER 5 

"A SKYLARK VLF ROCKET ERPERIMENT: `USING CORED LOOP ANTENNAS 

5.1 Experiment purpose and constitution 

The skylark rocket SL1124 was prepared for launch along with a 

number of other Skylark and Petrel rockets which were fired during a 

High Latitude campaign held at Andýya (Norway) during November and 

December 1973. The general aim of the campaign was to investigate 

the nature of auroral substorms. The purpose of the 4 experiments 

on board SL1124 is given below; 

1) Sheffield VLF Experiment 

To investigate the'intensity,, spectral characteristics and 

polarisation of naturally occurring electromagnetic fields in 

the range 20 Hz to 11 KHz as a function of altitude during an 

auroral substorm. 

2) Sussex Electric Field Experiment 

To investigate the noise modes associated with energetic 

particles over the frequency range 250KHz to 4MHz by means of 

an ancillary electric dipole antenna with a swept frequency 

receiver. 

3) Southampton Particle experiment. 

To study particle acceleration processes in the negative phase 

of a polar substorm. The determination of pitch angle distribut- 

ion of electrons and their energy spectrum. 

4) The Birmingham Electron Density Experiment. 

To determine the electron density and temperature for evaluation 

of the VLF refractive index and the identification of ionospheric 

structure. 

jý 
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ITEM SECTION CONTENTS WEICHT LENGTH 

Kg M. M. 

Nose Cone Type 3. Nose Cone 35.5 
B16-01-1748 Sheffield Antennae, Pre-amps, 
Modified batteries 15 

for spin 1 Southampton Electrostatic 
ejection. Analysers (4) 1 1990 

Southampton Geiger Counters and 
Electronics 2 

Bulkhead 5.5 
Bulkhead 
B16-01-1006 

Body Parallel 8" Sheffield'465'Telemetry Tx, Anten nae 
Type 5. Bulkhead and calibration unit 5 203 

B16-O1-1006 2 Body and Bulkhead 11.1 

Body Parallel 8" Birmingham Electronics 1. 203 
Type 5. Bulkhead 3 Body and Bulkhead 11.1 
B16-O1-1006 

Body Parallel 16" Sussex Electronics (Rx) 2 
Type 3. Bulkhead 4 Boom Damping System 6 406 
B16-01-1006 Body and Bulkhead 15.3 

Body Parallel 20" (Batteries & Box 6 
Type 2 (Telemetry Sende s 10 
Bulkhead 5 Instrumentation(2) 
B16-O1-1006 (Slant Range Syst em 2 508 

(Timers (2) and 
(Magnetometer. 1.6 

Body Bulkhead and Structure 20.5 

Fwd. Ring Moon-Sensor and Accelerometer As sy. 4 178 
Type 3 6 Body and Sealing ring 6.4 
Sealing ring 
GW39165 

Body Parallel 12" 
Type 4- Sealing 7 Body and Sealing Ring 8 305 
Ring GW 35696 

Body Parallel 20" Sussex Probes and Booms 6 

Type 2. - Sealing 8 Birmingham Probes and Booms 6 

Ring GW 35696 Probe Retaining System 5 508 
Body and Sealing Ring 

Motor Attachment 
Ring 9 Raven Ignition Unit 8 184 

Manacle Rings "(8) 8 
Ballast and Cabling 8 

ESTIMATED TOTALS 223 '"4485 

Fig 5.1. 
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The VLF receiver was situated"in the nose cone of the payload along 

with a separate receiver battery supply. Immediately beneath this 

was the Southampton particle experiment. It was situated in the nose 

cone in order that the six Geiger Counters and the four electro- 

static analysers should have an unobstructed view of incoming part- 

icles. The Sheffield analysis electronics which included narrow band 

filters, phase comparators, compression amplifiers wide band 

calibration unit and a broad band telemetry sender was situated in 

the first 8" high bay below the nose cone. Below this was the electron 

density set and below that was the Sussex receiver and the boom 

damping system. The constitution of the total payload can be seen 

in Fig 5.1. It was expected that it would be lifted to an altitude 

of about 200 km and that the flight would'last for some 12 minutes. 

5.2 The Development of a Rocket Borne VLF Receiver 

It was decided to use the small mu-metal cored antennas which were 

described previously. However before a prototype and flight model 

could be built Several experiments had to be performed to determine 

the layout of the antennas and receiver electronics and its response 

along with the supporting structure to specified vibration levels 

which would be encountered during the flight. 

Ideally the six 'components of the incident wave should be measured 

such that the wave normal angle, polarisation and the Poynting 

vector can be determined. However Shawhan (1969) ahows that from 

the measurement of the amplitudes and relative phases of the 

three magnetic components the wave normal angle and the sense of 

rotation of the wave can be found. The VLF experiment therefore 

had three orthogonal antennas with separate preamplifiers 
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and the necessary electronics in order that the amplitude and 

relative phases from these antennas at selected frequencies could be 

determined. It is convenient to discuss the production of the 

receiver which includes the three antennas, the'three preamplifiers 

and the battery supply separately from the processing or analysis 

electronics. 

Firstly it was considered essential that the receiver should have 

its own power supply which was in no way linked to the main batteries 

in the round. This reduces the risk of interference being conducted 

along power lines from the payload systems such as the magnetometer, 

moon sensors or telemetry electronics and also from other experiments 

some of which use TTL logic chips. These are known to draw high 

peak currents for short times (up to 10 mA for a micro-second) and 

are liable to cause interference. Using a separate supply also 

means that only one- ground connection is required to the payload 

'earth' which is then made by the outer of the coaxial cable which 

carries the output signals from the preamplifiers. This reduces the 

possibilities of current loops in the experiment which would radiate 

interference. 

The region of space surrounding a cored antenna in which a uniform 

field becomes distorted is rather larger than the physical size of 

the antenna. It is therefore important to determine the minimum 

spacing necessary between the three antennas if they are to observe 

the incident wave without it being modified by an adjacent antenna. 

This can be done by plotting the polar diagram of one antenna repeat- 

edly as it is approached by another. The VLF transmitter at Rugby(GBR) 

which operates at 16 KHz can be used to provide approximately plane 

waves at the antenna which are required in order to determine the 

antenna response pattern. 
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It was found that a separation of 10 cm between coil centres was 

sufficient to eliminate any interaction between antennas. The experi- 

ment was performed on a wooden test rig the outer dimensions of 

which were slightly less than the available space inside the nose 

cone of the rocket. Using this rig a receiver layout was arrived at 

which was convenient and workable in terms of separation restrictions 

and cable runs. This can be seen in Fig 5.2. A typical antenna 

polar diagram which is that if a dipole, can be seen in Fig 5.3. 

It was necessary to design a support structure for the receiver, which 

enabled the Geiger counters and electrostatic analysers to have an 

unobstructed forward view whilst ensuring that it was stable enough 

to withstand vibration tests and flight conditions. A further design 

limit was imposed by having to construct the structure from a non- 

metallic material in order that eddy current effects should not 

disturb the incident EM waves. A cruciform construction was envisag- 

ed which was manufactured from PVC sheet, the whole assembly being 

mounted on a stainless steel 'top hat' which would house the South- 

ampton particle experiment. The author undertook the production of 

some ten engineering drawings which were required for the fabrication 

of the whole of, the support structure. An example of such a drawing 

is given in Fig 5.4 and photographs of the flight model can be seen 

in Figures 5.5,5.6,5.7,5.8 and 5.9. 

5.3 Flight model Antennas and Receiver Electronics 

i 

Prior to the production of the flight model preamplifiers 

and battery pack there was a prototype system on which various 
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experiments. concerning channel crosstalk, conducted interference, 

physical layout and fabrication, and antenna susceptibility to RFI 

were performed. 

Three preamplifiers were built on fibre-glass PCB's with'flight 

standard components and fitted into a milled aluminium box. The 

shape of the box was that used on Petrel rockets such that the pre- 

amplifier unit could be used for both Petrel and Skylark rounds. 

The incoming battery power lines were passed through small RF 

filters to reduce conducted interference. The signal from the antenna 

was conveyed to the preamplifier by two small diameter screened 

leads with Micro Conhex connectors. The whole preamplifier package 

was designed to withstand accelerations- of 60 g which it would 

encounter in a Petrel launch by incorporating NASA spec. component 

separation, stress bends in component leads, platform mounting of 

PCB's and the use of a milled as opposed to a fabricated aluminium 

box. A photograph of the prototype unit can be seen in Fig. 5.10 

along with a 16,000 turn screened coil mounted on a 250 mm long 

laminated mu-metal rod. The cross talk between preamplifiers was 

measured at a number of spot frequencies and found to be at an 

acceptable level of better than 60 db. The gain of each preamplifier 

was measured and-found to be within 1db over the frequency range 

20 Iiz to 20 KHz. The measured gain was equal to`the design value of 

60 db and the amplifier dynamic range was better than 70 db. 

A floating rechargeable battery pack was constructed using SAFT 

NiCad cells of a capacity such that the receiver could be operated 

for about 24 hours continuously. This large reserve is necessary 

when the experiment is being tested or being used to monitor signals 

during the holding phase prior to launch. A photograph of the battery 

pack, preamplifier unit along with one clad and one unclad antenna 

can be seen in Fig. 5. l1. 
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The use of a Skylark sounding rocket which is approximately 18" dia 

enables the length of the antenna rods to be rather larger than those 

used previously which were designed for the 7" dia Petrel round. The 

diameter of the available nosecone space at the height of the Y axis 

antenna is 300mm and allowing some space for the supporting structure, 

a rod of 250mm length can conveniently be accommodated.. If the same 

rod cross section is kept then it is clear from Fig 3.2 that the 

relative permeability of the rod should increase and assuming that 

the larger rod generates no more noise than the 152mm one, then 

there should be some improvement in the receiver signal threshold. 

The effect of a 250mm long rod can be seen in Fig 5.12 and at low 

frequencies which are well below resonance there is an effective 

gain of 7db. From Fig 3.2 with m now equal to 31 we see that the 

demagnetising factor D=0.0028 which results in 
, 

el = 370 which 

is twice that obtained with the smaller rod. The term 
l 

appears 

in equation 3.6.2 and a doubling of its value would yield a6 db 

increase in the output level derived from a given field. This is 

almost exactly what is observed. The expected minimum detectable 

signal therefore is 10-11 y2 /Hz between 1KHz and 7 KHz. 

With precautions having been taken to reduce the susceptibility of 

the receiver to interference from the payload electronics it is 

reasonable to try to reduce the interference which would be 

generated by acoustic noise in the structure which supports the 

antennas. Any vibration of the rods in the geomagnetic field will 

generate spurious signals +ahich will degrade the receiver performance. 

The rods are supported at each in a cushioning silicon rubber plug 

which is attached to the Tufnel tube which acts as a cover for the 

antenna and enables it to be located firmly in the support structure. 

A light density foam 
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is injected into the tube and fills the space between it and the 

aerial. This reduces the mechanical resonance of the rod in the tube 

and ensures that the coil is located firmly on the rod. These 

antennas were vibrated at a level of 60 g at frequencies between 

1Hz and 5 KHz (Sinewave) and the performance was measured before 

and after this test showing that no damage or deterioration in 

performance had taken place. 

The only amendments made to the prototype system in constructing the 

flight equipment were; 

1) The output of each preamplifier was buffered with a low output 

impedance operational amplifier which also provided a gain of 15x. 

2) The battery unit was fitted with a latching relay which could be 

pulsed via the umbilical cable from the control console to effect 

remote on/off switching of the receiver. 

3) The battery unit was fitted inside a milled aluminium box. 

Unfortunately there are. no photographs of the flight equipment but 

the location of the preamplifiers and the battery unit for the 

prototype model can be seen in Fig 5.13. 

The analysis electronics which was all located in the bay below the 

nose cone provided the round telemetry with the following outputs; 

1) Narrow band signal levels 
"(B = 200Hz) centred on 750Hz, 1.25 KHz 

and 9.6 KHz for the three antennas. The two lower frequencies cover 

the range where polar chorus is observed and the 9.6 KHz channel 

is used to 'observe hiss. 

2) The relative phases of the narrow band signals from each antenna. 

3) A calibrated wide band (20Hz - 20KHz) signal output from the X 

axis antenna. This signal was relayed to the ground receivers by a 

separate telemetry transmitter which was also housed in the electronics 

bay. 

The design and manufacture of the analysis electronics is due 
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to Mr. G. Garside who is the Senior Experimental Officer with the 

Space Physics group at Sheffield. A simplified diagram of the VLF 

experiment on SL1124 is given in Fig 5.14. The use of narrow band 

channels to sample the incident broad band signals in the frequency 

domain and the use of many channel time sampled telemetry is common 

in VLF experiments onboard rockets-or satellites. The novel feature 

of the 1124 V LF experiment is the wide band output which is trans- 

mitted unsampled to the ground station. If the signal is recorded on 

the ground a wealth of information gathered during the flight is 

available for analysis. The spectral'characteristics of incident 

emissions can be determined with the aid of a Sonograph and accurate 

noise spectra can be produced with suitable equipment such as the 

Hewlett Packard 5451B fast Fourier analyser. These two areas of new 

information can help greatly in the interpretation and understanding 

of the received emissions, their source 'locations and generation 

mechanisms. In view of the importance of the wide band facility a 

brief description of the main blocks which constitute it will be given. 

It can be seen from Fig 5.12 that the antenna has a resonance peak 

which for the 250 mm long rod with a 16,000 turn coil occurs at 1.7 

KHz. In order to return the whole of the broad band signal to the 

observer with a reasonable signal to noise ratio it is necessary to 

flatten this peak such that signals at other"frequencies can be 

amplified and transmitted at a high level without signals at the 

resonant frequency becoming distorted or clipped. A simple parallel 

tuned LCR notch filter is used to suppress the peak. It was designed 

to have a notch with aQ which matches the antenna response. A photo- 

graph of the notch can be seen in Fig 5.15a. Following the filter is 

a calibration source which interrupts the flow of broad band 
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information for 2 milli-seconds every 2 seconds. During this time the 

VLF signal is turned off and the output is forced to first +2V for 1 

ms then to -2V for 1 ms, see Fig 5.15b. The unit thus provides a check 

on the gain of the telemetry and the recording equipment and also 

useful time markers for emission identification. In order that the 

calibration levels may be recovered, the ground recorder must be an 

FM machine which will record from DC to the upper frequency limit of 

the broad band system. An example of a recovered calibration pulse is 

given in Fig 5.15c. The telemetry transmitter is manufactured by 

E. M. I. Ltd. type UOM 15 which is normally used with a sampling set 

in Petrel rounds. It was adapted for use as a broad band sender with 

great success and performed well beyond its specification of 0-11KHz 

with the upper -3db point at 18 KHz. This concludes the description 

of the equipment which makes up the Sheffield University experiment 

on board SL1124 and we proceed to discuss the integration and test 

procedure. 

5.4 Payload integration 

It is not sufficient to merely design and test a VLF experiment 

which is to be flown on a rocket along with other experiments and 

equipment if the full potentiallity of the receiver is to be exploit- 

ed. Such sensitive receivers can be paralysed by interference from 

the payload systems and other experiments. Thus a detailed evaluation 

of the payload as a whole must be made from the point of view of the 

VLF receiver. Of course careful consideration is given at the planning 

stage to measures which will reduce the risk of interference being 

generated but usually when the payload is assembled for the first 

time some problems are experienced. This was true of the UK3 satellite, 

of P47H and of almost all other payloads which incorporate sensitive 

VLF experiments. 
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integration phase of the payload can make or mar the success of the 

entire venture. It is intended that the reader should therefore 

understand some of the problems encountered and the solutions 

adopted at this critical point in the development of the payload. 
I 

The integration of SL1124 was carried out during May and June of 1973 

iý 

in the Spacecraft Assembly Building at the British Aircraft Corporat- 

ion's Guided Weapons Division, Filton, Bristol. Prior to electromagnetic 

cleanliness evaluation of the payload each experiment and payload 

system was tested to ensure that they were working and in a state 

that was representative of the flight condition. 

The assembly building was found to be much too noisy to make any 

measurements of interference which might be generated by the payload 

and all tests had to be performed inside a screened room. An initial 

check made with the VLF sensors showed that signals were being 

picked up from a number of devices. 

1) The payload magnetometers produced a signal which was 2db above 

Isystemenoise at 20KHz. Later it was discovered that the magnet- 

.i 

ometers could operate successfully in two modes one of which was 

quiet (2db above noise) and the other noisy (20db above noise). 

This behaviour had not previously 

tests with other 

been observed but repeated 

magnetometers of the same type confirmed the 

existence of two noise modes. 'The device operated in one or the 

other mode quite arbitrarily when turned on and it was not possible 

to predict which mode would be on during the flight. This inter- 

ference had to be tolerated as replacement types of magnetometer 

could not be fitted in time for launch. Fortunately there was'only 

one line at 20.2KHz and it would be possible to recognise and 

disregard it when looking at the signal output. 
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2) The IRIG FM telemetry senders at 202 and 204 MHz with a power 

output of 2W each were turned on but no sensible measurements 

could be made as the RF energy was confined in the metallic room 

and almost saturated the receivers. An RFI test had to be made in 

the open (at a quiet site) or in a large RF anechoic chamber. 

3) The electron density experiment produced a signal at 6.291 KHz 

which was 15 db above system noise. This signal appears on the 

sensors at the end.. of the deployed booms and no steps could be 

taken to eliminate it as it enables the electron density probe 

to oberate. A further signal which was 15 db above noise was 

observed at frequencies between 12.5KHz and 13.5KHz. This was 

identified as a load variation induced frequency modulation of the 

DC/DC converter freuqency. This was eliminated by the DC supply 

being taken from the main round batteries via a stabiliser. 

4) The energetic particle experiment consists of three types of 

electronics. 

a) EHT generators using inverters from round batteries. 

b) Ramp generating TTL. integrated circuit logic for ESA's. 

C) TTL counting logic for Geiger tubes and ESA's. 

The two EHT converters produced interference which was 68 db above 

noise at 11756 Hz and 60db above noise at 10750Hz with beats being 

detected at 22db above noise at 1KHz. Considerable circuit modific- 

ations were made, the converter frequency was shifted to 25KHz and 

the whole device was encased in a mu-metal box. The interference 

was reduced to 27db above noise at frequencies between 22 & 25.9KHz. 

This level was tolerable as it was outside the frequency band of 

interest. 

Signals receiver when the ratnp generator was running were 

at levels between 20 and 55db above noise at many closely 
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spaced frequencies (every 100Hz) from 906 Hz to 5 KHz. 

When the ratemeters were counting a much denser spectrum was 

observed and it became clear that this experiment could not be 

tolerated in such close proximity to the VLF sensors. Tests 

showed that if the particle experiment was removed to a distance 

of 1.5 m from the sensors no interference was seen. Thus the 

whole experiment was moved to the bottom of the payload, some 

2m away from the VLF experiment. This required major engineering 

work on the round such as new cable harness and the introduction 

of another 8" bay and a complete repositioning of the particle 

detectors such that they had useable viewing angles. 

5) The IRIG RFI tests were made in an open field at Filton. 

No interference was observed due to the two Standard Telemetry 

Senders. 

6) RFI tests with the 440 MHz broad band telemetry also proved 

negative. 

The standard IRIG telemetry checks were performed and the payload 

was then released for vibration and spin balance test on the 

return of the VLF package from calibration at Sheffield. 

The payload was flown to the rocket range at Andgya in November 

1973 and was successfully launched the following month. 
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CHAPTER 6' 

THE GENERATION CF VERY LOW FREQUENCY EMISSIONS 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that the earth has a magnetic field which is 

similar to that produced by a simple dipole. The effect of the 
" 

solar wind is to compress the daylight side of the field and to 

extend the nighttime side as shown in Fig 1.12. For the purpose 

of what follows we consider the earth's field to be dipolar out 
to L=6 or 7. Graphs relating the basic magnetospheric parameters 

such as Field strength B, gyro-frequency fh and plasma frequency fn 

to position can be found in Helliwell (1965). 

Kendall (1970) demonstrates the basic properties of energetic 

particles moving in a dipole field. He shows that an electron 

moving in a uniform magnetic induction field B"in the absence of 

an electric field will describe a circular motion about a field 

line with a frequency which is known as the Larmor or gyro 
frequency and which is given by: 

CO - -eB/m 
and. the radius of gyration by: 

r=v, L/Gu 

The dynamics of charged particles in steady fields was investigated 

by Larmor in the late 19th Century and reported in Larmor (1896). 

If an electron which is rotating in the steady field has a 

velocity component along the z axis see Fig 6.1, then the particle 

spirals along the field line. 

It can be shown that the kinetic energy of such a particle is 

constant throughout its motion. This property is called the 1st 

adiabatic invariant. The quantity m vL 
2 /2B is also constant and is 

the magnetic moment of the equivalent current loop. This is known 

as the second adiabatic invariant. 
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If we inject a particle into a dipole field it will behave in 

an interesting way. If the field in the equatorial plane at some 

altitude R is Be, then using spherical polar co-ordinates with 
the dipole pointing along the axis A= 77 where 6 is the co-latitude 
then the field at any position along that field line is given by: 
(6.1.1) -- B= Be(1 + 3Cos26)I/Sin6A (Kendall 1970) 

Defining the pitch angle of the spiralling particle as dc where: 

v, j = vCos o( v1 =v Sin o( 

and applying the two invariants of motion it can be shown that 

Sin2o( /B = Sin2o(ý /BQ 

whered, denotes the pitch angle at the equator. 

Using. 6.1.1 and the above equation we see that: 

Sin2o =((1+ 3Cos2o)1/(Sin6o))Sin2o(e (6.1.2). 

Now Sin2<C increases as Sin28 decreases. As 9->O the right hand side 

of (6.1.2) tends to infinity but Sin < cannot exceed 1. Therefore, 

there will always be points where-<= tT/2 corresponding to some 

value of e=9m which will be symmetrically placed about the equator. 

The particle cannot proceed beyond 9= em without violating the 

. invariants. The equatorial pitch angle may be such that the value 

of 9m (The mirror points) is very low and the particles are mirrored 

in the ionosphere where collisions take place. If the particle 

collides the invariants of motion are violated and the particle is 

no longer constrained to move back up along the field line to the 

other mirror point. In this way energetic particles can be 

'precipitated' from the magnetosphereinto the ionospher giving 

rise to phenomena such as auroral displays. 

Ja 

- -I- 
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6.2 EARLY THEOREIES OF THE GENERATION OF VLF EMISSIONS 

The enormous range of spectral shapes of VLF emissions has been 
known for some years. As mentioned in Chapter 1 most of the early 
work was in studying whistlers and their generation and propagation. 
Disregarding whistlers, tweeks and spherics there are still a great 
number-of emissions such as chorus, hiss, warbling and gliding tones 
etc which appear to be related to magnetic disturbance and are 
found most frequently near the auroral zones, Gallet & Helliwell (1959). 
Whistlers are sometimes followed by one or more rising tones. 
See Fig 1.11 for a gold example. It appears that the whistler 
somehow 'triggers off' the emission. 

The first attempt to explain the generation of these emissions was 
made by Callet & Helliwell (1959). It had been shown by Storey (1953) 
in connection with the theory of whistlers that the energy of a VLF 

wave tends to be guided along the earths field lines through the 
dispersive magneto-ionic medium. However, the wave normal may make 
some angle to the field and as the polarization of the wave is 

approximately circular there will be a component öf electric field 

of the wave which is parallel to the magnetic field. The wave 

velocity in the dispersive medium is a function of frequency and may 
be up to two orders of magnitude below that in free space. 

It is conceivable therefore that streaming electrons which follow 

the magnetic field lines between mirror points could interact with 
the longitudinal component of the electric field of the wäve if 

the phase velocity is equal to the streaming velocity of the 

particles. This longitudinal resonance is similar to that which 
takes place in a Travelling Wave Amplifier valve Pierce (1950). 

The theory of Gallet & Helliwell assumed that whistler 

mode noise provided the input signal and that amplification would 
take place at two frequencies for which 

p ffi vs for given values of ambient plasma frequency and gyro 
frequency. 
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However, the theory required a bunch of electrons with the necessary 

streaming velocity and the existence of such a bunch was not 
demonstrated. 

The next suggestion also employed bunches of electrons, but assumed 

that they radiated Doppler shifted, backward travelling whistler 

mode waves, Dowden (1962). This theory will be explained later, 

it suffices to say that it could explain rising and falling tones 

and hooks, but it could not explain long enduring quasi-constant 

tones. Dowdens explanation of hooks was questioned by Brice (1962) 

who pointed out that the agreement between an observed series of 

hooks and the series which would be generated by a mirroring bunch 

of electrons was poor and could not be accounted for in terms of 

observational errors. 

_. 
Helliwell (1963) and Helliwell & Brice (1964) showed that the 

delay between succesive emissions was equal to the whistler mode 

echoing period for the path and not the electron bounce time as 

proposed by Dowden. In addition, it was observed that a periodic 

emission was often generated in a whistler. These facts led to 

the idea that each emission in the series was generated by the 

whistler mode echo of the previous emission, which acted to organize 

the phases of resonant particles and so cause them to radiate 

coherently. 

It was then discovered that discrete emissions could be triggered 

repeatedly by man made transmissions from the ground Helliwell 

yet al (1964). This was not compatible with a mechanism based on 

" mirroring particle bunches and suggested that the conditions for 

generation were omnipresent and that a different mechanism had to 

be found. 

The transverse resonance instability was suggested by Brice (1963) 

to avoid the problems of particle bunches. Although the mechanism 

is based on the same resonance condition as Dowden's theory, it 

differs fundamentally in that it depends on feedback from the back- 

------ ward travelling waves to the forward travelling electrons. 
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The waves tend to organise the phases of the incoming particles. 
It was pointed out by Brice that this enabled the interaction 

region to remain fixed in space and that'the mechanism could be 

viewed as a backward wave oscillator. The importance of phase 
coherence was also recognised by Hansen (1963), who suggested that 
a cyclotron emission would tend to be triggered by a strong whistler 

mode wave in a region where the rate of change of electron gyro- 
frequency was equal to that of the Doppler shifted wave frequency. 

A similar idea was proposed by Helliwell (1967) and was developed into 

a coherent theory which could explain the generation of many 

spectral, foxi. s. This theory forms the basis of the work which is 

presented in the latter part of this thesis. 

A reivew of work concerning particle wave interactions is given in 

Brice. (1964) and more recently by Rycroft (1972). Although we are 

concerned here with the transverse resonance instability of electrons 

as defined in Helliwell (1967) it is interesting to mention the 

possible generation mechanisms which are allowable in terms of 
longitudinal and transverse resonances with electrons and protons. 
Either in single particle situations (incoherent) or in the case 

of coherent radiation from a large number of coherently radiating 

particles. 

6.3 THE TRANSFER OF ENERGY BETWEEN MOVING CHARGED PARTICLES AND WHISTLER 

MODE WAVES 

Detailed descriptions of the effects of waves on the motion of 

. charged particles has been given by Helliwell & Bell (1960) and 

Dungey (1963). What follows is after Brice (1964). 

The force F on a charged particle due to an electric field E and 

a magnetic field B is given by; 
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ý=q (E+vxB) (6.3.1) 

where q is the charge on the particle and v is its velocity. 
The incremental change in energy of the particle-4W is given 
by the scalar product of F and the incremental distanced s. 

AW = F. As 

= F. vat 

= q(E+vXB). v At (using 6.3.1) 

= gE. v4t (6.3.2) 

To obtain a significant amount of energy transfer, we require E. v 
to have a constant (zero frequency) component. We have seen 

that particles spiral back and forth along magnetic field lines in 

the magnetosphere and that they can be said to have components 

of velocity parallel and perpendicular to the field of v11 and v1 

respectively. 
i I 1ý1 

If the longitudinal component of velocity is matched to the wave 

phase velocity in the medium and the wave has a longitudinal 

component of electric field (as required in the TWT theory) then 

we have a longitudinal resonance since; 

Eýý " v,, = const. 

Alternatively, if the particle experience an electric field which 

rotates about the earth's magnetic field at the same rate and with 

the same sense as the particle, the transverse resonance condition 

is satisfied since; 

EL . vy const. 

For a whistler mode wave with a wave normal angle of e0 the 

longitudinal resonance condition is satisfied when; 

VI/ Cos 9 = V 
P_ 
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For transverse resonance the Doppler shifted wave frequency seen 
by the particle must equal the particle gyro-frequency in magnitude 
and must have the same polarization. - Since whistler mode waves 
are right circularly polarized the electric and magnetic fields 

rotate about the static magnetic field in the same sense as the 

electron. Thus the longitudinal velocity of electrons to satisfy 
the transverse resonance condition is given by; 

výý Cos e= vp (f - fh) (6.3.3) 

f 

and fh is the electron gyro-frequency 

and f is the wave frequency 

To obtain whistler mode wave interactions with protons a reversal 

of polarisation must be effected. This requires an anomalous Doppler 

shift (Ginzburg 1960) and the parallel component of the proton 

velocity must exceed the phase velocity of the wave; 

v, 1 Cos 0 vP (f + fi. ) (6.3.4) 

f 

vn Cos 6= vP 

Where 
, 

is the ion gyro-frequency. 
1. 

Brice (1964) has computed the particle energies required for 

. longitudinal and transverse resonance with a wave of frequency 

5 KHz propagating along a field line at L. 4. The assumed ratio of 

kinetic energy in the parallel and perpendicular directions for the 

particles was 1: 3. He shows that the lowest proton energies which 

are capable of resonance (both transverse & longitudinal) occur 

at the bottom of the field lines close to the ionosphere. This also 

applies to the longitudinal resonance for electrons. The electron 

transverse resonance however requires the lowest energies at the 

geomagnetic equator. Since energetic electrons are generally more 

plentiful the lower their energy, more electrons are available for 

I 
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gyro-resonance in the vicinity of the equator than elsewhere, 
Helliwell (1965), 

Rycroft (1972) following the work of Brice (1964) shows that the 
parallel energy of electrons which are to enter into transverse 

resonance with whistler mode waves must be W11 which is given by; 

Wrt ý2 . 
fh 

. 
(1 - f/fi)3 (6.3.5) 

27o rf 11 

B is the 'inter. sity of the magnetic induction 

N is the electron density in el. m 
3 

/"o is the permeability of free space. 

The quantity B2/2/'oN has the dimensions of energy and is the 

energy density of the magnetic field at a point divided by the 
density of thermal electrons at that point. It is known as the 

magnetic energy per electron and is important since for a certain 

value of f/fh (usually between 0.1 and 0.5), it determines the 

energy of resonant, particles. When the particle energy exceeds a 
threshold value proportional to B2/2 /4oN an emission, can be generated 

at a frequency f. 

Equation (6.3.5) can be written in terms of the Anisotropy A. of 

a population of particles. Rycroft (1972) quotes the work 

of Kennel & Petschek (1966) who derive the dispersion relation for 

the magneospheric medium 
/ (W, Q. This contains in the denominator 

the term (kv,, -(, 3 -c) and when this is zero the electrons are in 

gyro-resonance with the wave. The electron resonant velocity is 

given by: 

v� _ (ctl - w)/k (6.3.6) 

This is a concise statement of the 'first transverse resonance 

condition'. 
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For electrons forming the high energy tail of a Gaussian 

distribution (these are the electrons which have resonant energies) 

we may define their Anisotropy by; 

-Tý -1 where Td & T, are the temperature of Tit 
the electrons parallel and perpendicular 

to the geomagnetic field. 

I 

Kennel & Petschek show that an instability will occur only when 

ej 
Wh - tri 

Using the equals condition in the above and substituting into 

equation (6.3.5)"we hae; 

WW (B2/2I`foN) (1/(A(A+1)2)) (6.3.7) 

To"clbse this section mention will be made of some other resonances 

which can lead to the production of VLF emissions although what 

follows in succeeding chapters is concerned with'the transverse 

resonance instability for electrons only. 

Following Brice (1964) in defining L- longitudinal resonance, 

T- transverse resonance, p- protons, e- electrons, Sm single 

particle effects &I- collective effects leading to instabilities. 

Thus Cerenkov radiation from electrons may be defined as (L, e, S) 

'and the proton beam amplification of Kumura (1961) as (T, p, I). 

Longitudinal resonance mechanisms for protons have not been 

suggested for VLF emissions as for the same signal output the 

kinetic energy of protons must be mP/me times greater than that of 

electrons (where mp & me are the masses of the proton and electron 

respectively), and the number density of such high energy protons is 

less than that for electrons, Brice (1964). 
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Cerenkov radiation from electrons (L, e, S) was considered by 

Kolomenskii (1956) Ellis (1957) Eidman (1958)'Dowden (1960), 

Ellis (1960) Gendrin (1960), Ondoh (1961,62,63), Cershman & Urgarov 

(1961), Bendeitkov & Eydman (1961), Clemmow (1962) and 
McKenzie (1963). 1 

The travelling wave amplification hypothesis (L, e, I) has been examined 
by Helliwell (1956), Callet (1959) and Helliwell & Gallet (1959) 

Bell & Helliwell (1960) Barrington (1960) Kimura (1961) Adachi & 

Muschiake (1962) and Dowden (1962a). 

Doppler shifted cyclotron radiation from protons (T, p, S) 

has been studied by Aarons (1960), MacArthur. (1959), Murcray & Pope 

(1960a, b), Santirocco (1960) and Knox & Rycroft (1964). 

The corresponding radiation from electrons (T, e, S) has been postulated 

by Dowden (1962,63a) and considered by Brice (1963) and Hansen (1963). 

The transverse resonance for protons (T, p, I) was found by 

Kimura (1961) and Maeda & Kimura (1962,63) and the transverse 

resonance for electrons (T, e, I) was suggested by Brice (1963) and 

was investigated by Bell & Buneman (1964). In the following ' 

chapter the basis of Dowden's Doppler shifted backward radiating 

electron transverse resonance (T, e, I) theory is given. This is 

followed by the introduction of Helliwell's second' transverse 

resonance, or 'consistent wave' condition. The application of 

this theory to actual emissions observed at both medium and high 

latitudes constitutes the closing sections of this work. 
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CHAPTER 7 

We consider now in more detail the idea put forward by Dowden 

(1962) of a localised electron oscillator moving along a geomagnetic 
field line. See Fig. 7.1. 

7.1 BACKWARD RADIATED DOPPLER SHIFTED CYCLOTRON RADIATION FROM 

ELECTRONS. 

Consider an electron, or small bunch of electrons travelling in. a 
helix about a line of force in the geomagnetic field. Suppose 

that it is travelling away from the fixed observer on the ground 

with a component velocity parallel to the field of v11.. The spirall- 
ing electron bunch is equivalent to an oscillator of frequency fh 

(the local gyrofrequency) which is moving away from the observer 

at vp m s-1. The öscillator is thus seen doppler shifted down to 

frequency f. The velocity of propagation of the electromagnetic 

wave is C/n, where n is the refractive index of the medium. 

The observed Doppler shifted wave frequency f is given by ; 

f- fh V P 

vp + V, 1 

(7.1.1) 

or as vp . C/n we may write (7.1.1) in the form used by Dowden 

(1962) 

f 

ELECTRON CYCLOTRON RADIATION 

m fh/( 1+ vu : n/C) 

where n2 =fn2 /(f(fh-f)) 

n2»1 or 

and rewriting (7.1.2); 

(7.1.2) 
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7.1 

(Contd) (fcf) 3 (7.1.3) 

Smith (1960) has shown that a model for magnetospheric electron 
density which is proportional to the electron gyro-frequency fits 

nose whistler dispersion data quite well. His gyro-frequency model 
may be expressed in terms of : 

we may therefore in this case rewrite (7.1.3) as; 

_.... 
f. vli 

2. fn2 

C2 

fn2 kfh where k =1 MHz 

(fh-f)3 = k. vj/: 
2 fh. f 

ý 

a 

or as; 

,. 3 -- k1- A) a 

C. fh 

(7.1.4) 

where as f/fh 

Now v1 can be calculated for invariance of the particle magnetic 

moment; 

Sin2 a= const. 
. ý_-.... fh 

So v/1 =v (1- (fh/fho) . Sin2a. )ý 
9 

(7.1.5) 

I 

It should be possible then after specifying the particle energy E 

and hence v1, along with %K. and a particular field line, to calculate 

the Doppler shifted emitted frequency as the electron bunch moves from 

the observer's hemi-sphere across the geomagnetic equator and into 

the other hemi-sphere. 
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7.1 The magnetosphere is a dispersive medium for VLF waves and the form 

(Contd) of the frequency - time profile which has been generated will become 

distorted as the signal travels to the observer on the ground. The 

time delay at a given frequency T(f) is-the sum of the wave group 

time delay from the point of generation to the ground and the delay 

introduced due to the velocity of the electron bunch as it travels 

from the starting position when observations begin. 

T(f) = Te (fh) + Tg(f) 

Where the electron delay Te and. the wave group delay Tg are given by; 

gen. point gen. point 
T'=f ds Tg r ds ds=path segment 

e 
,J obs. v/t obs. 

vg 

Dowden (1962) solved the cubic equation (7.1.4) for f partly by the 

use of graphical methods which are prone to subjective errors. Here- 

a digital computer was used to achieve a solution and the various 

numerical integrations required to calculate the observed emission 

profile were also performed in the machine. 

Although the theory as described is not recognised as being the 

likely generation mechanism for VLF emissions it does demonstrate 

the principles which are required in the later and more sophisticated 

theory due to Helliwell. Moreover most of the integration and itter- 

ative calculation routines used in the later work were proved in the 

. calculation of emissions based on Dowden'. s theory. 

From Fig. 7.2a it can be seen that the frequencies generated by 

the gyration electrons are symmetrically placed about'the equator 

where there is a minimum. When the time delays at the various 

frequencies are added the profiles become those shown in Fig. 7.2b 

and as Dowden points out these are very like observed hooks or if 

taken in part, like risers. 
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7.2 THE SYNTHESIS OF 'HOOKS' USING DOWDEN'S CYCLOTRON THEORY 

An attempt to solve (7.1.4) and to calculate the time delay T(f) 

asa function of position along a given field line was made using 

a relatively simple computer program (P90DOWDEN). The calculations 

were-based on a simplification of the dependence of fh on distance 

from the equator along a field line, Helliwell (1967). 

f ýý 

I fh = fho (1+4.5 S2) 

Rm 2 
(7.2.1) 

This approximation is good only close to the equator, S=5 x106m at 

L=4. (0 -10°). 
The delay time Tgg was approximated to by the use of the dispersion 

relation (t Ii) I=P. f +T for whistlers (Quoted in Dowden & 

Allcock 1970), where P&T are constants and t is the half hop 

whistler time which is taken to equal Tg at frequency f. 

Equation (7.1.4) was solved by a successive approximation method 

using the differential of the equation to provide corrections 

which were repeatedly applied to the first guess at the solution. 
The method worked but had limitations regarding permissible values 

of solutions and was considered rather unsatisfactory. 

Even with all the approximations the program was able to produce 

results which resembled those produced by Dowden, see Fig. 7.3 

but which were not good enough for cpmparison. The approximations 

to the gyrofrequency at distance S from the equator and to the 

time delay T(f) were removed along with the iterative method for 

solving the basic cubic equation. 

From Helliwell (1965) we have the following relations ; 

3 
fh e fo (1+3Sin20) 

eq 
[R 

R] 

(7.2.2) 
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7.2 

(Contd) 

(7.2.6) 

A computer program was written to calculate the electron gyro- 
frequency as a function of geomagnetic latitude 0 or distance from 

the equator S for both the approximate formula (7.2.1) and the 
accurate formula (7.2.6). The result can be seen in Fig. 7.4 and shows 
agreement out to about 0- 100 and thereafter a progressive discrep- 

ancy between the accurate and approximate values of fh exists. 

The cubic equation (7.1.4) was solved by using a routine which is 

available in the Scientific Subroutine Library in ICL 1900 series 
FORTRAN. The package'called F4CUBIC provides the real and complex 

parts of three roots of the equation when given coefficients of the 

terms. Being extremely fast the routine can be used many times in 

a program without incurring long run times. 

It remains then to calculate the electron travel time delay and the 

wave group delay in order that accurate calculations of observed 

" emission profiles may be made. 

R= Ro . CoS2ý 
COS 20-0" 

(7.2.3) 

S_ R0 
0 (x + sinh (x). cosh(x)) (7.2.4) 

A 
. 2Cos200 

and sinh(x) _ �3 sinO 

Now from (7.2.2) & (7.2.4) and with feq 

together with L= 1/cos20o , we have; 

(7.2.5) 

880KHz and as fhoofeq/L3 

fh C fho(1+3 sin20)1/cos60. 
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7.2 
(Contd) Consider Fig. 7.5 with the electron bunch of energy E keV starting 

from a position on the field line Sm from the geomagnetic equator 

which is defined by the latitude Os. The electrons move towards 

the equator with a parallel component of velocity v, m s-1 and 

the Doppler shifted radiation travels down the field line a distance 

TRAC m to the observer at position 'o'. The path denoted TRAC is 

divided into max segments which are spaced 0O° apart, and nX TRAC. 

Therefore nmax 0= 0ý - Os . The group velocity of the emitted 

wave is vg and is given by Helliwell (1967) as ; 

3 
vg = 2Cf 

i. (fh -f)7 

'(fn. fh) 

(7.2.7) 

It is clear that vg changes as a function of position along the 

field line and that to establish the group time delay Tg(f) Vg 

must be integrated along the field line from the observer to the 

point of emission i. e. along the path 'TRAC'. The value of AO 

used. was 2 milli radian giving some 500 segments along TRAC from 

the observer to the equator for an L value of 4. 

The group velocity vg is calculated at a point half way through 

the segment ie. at Sn+ 1s/2 and is assumed constant along A S. 

The elemental time delay at frequency f is then; 

At - es/vg 
and As is calculated from S1& S2 as; 

ýs= S1 - S2 s is +ve as vg is +ve and At must be +ve 

S is -ve and 1S21 >' S1I 0 

S1 and S2 are calculated using equations (7.2.4) & (7.2.5) 

from values of Oland A 0. 

f. 
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Thus n max 

g(f) 
EA s/vg 

(7.2.8) 

n=1 

-} As nýX- ,ns -ý ds and Tg(f) f1 ds 

TRAG 
vg 

The accuracy of the numerical integration may be checked by observing 
the difference between Tg(f) with 0u2 milli radian and with say 
0= 1/10 milli radian. The difference tends to zero and the summed 

value of Tg(f) tends to the integral value as nmax is increased. Thus 

a stated accuracy for Tg(f) results in a particular nmx. For an 

- accuracy of better than 0.17. max=500 whpz TRAC covers the path from 

the equator to the ground. In similar integrations Sagredo (1971) 

used an interval of 1 milli radian. 

Os is the starting angle and defines S1, the cubic equation must be 

solved for the conditions at this point giving rise to an emission 

at frequency f and then the delay to the ground is calculated as 
indicated. Thus several thousand calculations are performed for each 

value of 0 and by taking pains not to introduce unnecessary delays 

into the computer program it was found possible to calculate the 

emitted frequency every 10 along the field line without incurring 

long run times of greater than 100 sec CPU time. 

As-each new. point 0k is considered the electrons have taken a 

time Te(E) (as v., "c E) to get there from 0s. Now vu also depends 

upon the pitch angle of the electron which of course varies with 

position along the field line. Therefore in order to esthblish 

Te(E) to 0k from 0s we must perform another numerical integration, 

see Fig. 7.6. Using the same interval criterion as for the group 

velocity integration we see that it is possible to pplit up each'l° 

interval into m parts where m=10. ". 
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7.2 Now vu, is given by equation (7.1.5) and the expression for Te(E, ok) 

(Contd) is given in Fig. 7.6. Again it is clear that several thousand 

calculations of position, electron parallel velocity, gyro-frequency 

and plasma frequency have to be made as the emission generation 

region travels into the other hemisphere. However the computing 
is minimised by accumulating electron travel time delays Tdelay 

I 
Tdelay2 etc as the generation region moves from 01 to 02 etc 

so that only the additional delay is calculated each time. Program 

P90SUPERDOWDEN incorporated the features which have been discussed 

and a logic flow chart is given 'in appendix A2.3. 

As the generation region crosses the geomagnetic equator frequencies 

from fmin up to some value fk will be produced. The group delay 
max 

from the equator to the ground must be calculated for each frequency 

as part of the observed delay Tg(f) . The values of the time-delays 

from the equator Tegjf)are the half hop whistler times and it is 

possible to construct a theoretical whistler which could be 

generated by dispersion of an impulse along the field line concerned. 

. -This is useful as whistlers are sometimes observed with hooks and 

other emissions and indicate the presence of a duct along which the 

hooks etc may have been guided to the observer. * As different 

magnetospheric electron density models may be included in the program 
it is possible to study the effect of-their variation on whistler 

or electron cyclotron emission profiles . The gyro-frequency model 

due to Smith (1960) and the Ne aR 
4 

approximation to the collision- 

less model, Eviatar et al (1964), quoted by Angerami (1966) were 

used to generate hooks and whistlers which would be observed on the 

ground at S. Uist L -3.4 and Halley. Bay LQ4 as VLF data was available 

from these sites for comparison. 
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7.3 RESULTS CALCULATED USING THE CYCLOTRON THEORY 

As stated Teq(f) is calculated as part of the overall group delay 

Tg(f) and if it is plotted against frequency f we have a whistler 

profile. An example is given in Fig. 7.7 of a whistler that would 
be received at Halley Bay (Antarctica) if a duct exit existed 
immediately above the receiver. No attempt has been made to include 

corrections for dispersion below 1000 km level which would be 

incurred during the emergence of the emission from the duct. For 

completeness it is given as T. D(ionosphere) , Dowden (1962) 
d 

or from Angerami (1966) Ti 6/ fl for a typical medium 

latitude ionosphere. 

In Fig. 7.7 the familiar shape of a nose whistler can be seen and 

the effect of'the numerical integration of the group velocity vg(f) 

along the field line is clear. Taking equation (7.2.7) for group 

velocity as a function of f with parameters fh and fn, and putting 

it in the form; 

vg mK fl(fh f) 
3/2 

then differentiating the above equation we have ; 

dvg MkfI(fh f)l II&-f) - 
2f 2J 

(7.3.1) 

(7.3.2) 

and setting (7.3.2) equal to 0 we have ; fh=0 ,f -0 $ fh f-3f 

giving the equality when f-0.25 fh. Setting the second differential 

to zero shows that vg is a maximum when f- fh/4. The time delay 

due to dispersion is a minimum for f-fh/4. The effect of integrating 

the minima along a field line is to push the value up to about 0.38fho 

for a gyro-frequency model and to 0.4fho for a collisionless model, 
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7.3 
(Contd) 

-Helliwell (1965). A detailed discussion is to be found in Sagredo 

(1971) where graphs of 
nose/ho 

are given as a function of L value 
for a variety of electron density models. It is sufficient here to 

point out that the ratio lies between . 35 and . 45 for most models 

over L =2 to 5. The value of fho/2 is shown in Fig. 7.7 and given as 

a guide to the highest frequencies which would normally be observed 
in a real whistler. The effectiveness of a duct is reduced as the 

wave frequency f exceeds local gyro-frequency fh and some of the 

energy is lost resulting a weak emission. Whistlers and other 

emissions are observed to 'cut off' at fho/2 as this represents the 

minimum gyro-frequency which is encountered during propagation to the 

ground. The figure may be compared with whistlers received at Halley 

Bay shown in Fig. 1.4.. Here the nose frequencies are rather less 

than 5 KHz and the cut off frequencies are less than 6 KHz indicating 

that these whistlers propagated along field lines at higher geo- 

magnetic latitudes than Halley Bay. The similarity between the 

calculated and observed emissions is good and as stated the avail- 

ability of a theoretical whistler along with a hook or other 

emission can help in the interpretation of calculated results. 

Turning now to the calculation of the frequency-time profiles of 
hooks etc in Fig. 7.8 we see the observed Doppler shifted emitted 
frequency as a function of geomagnetic latitude along a field line 

at L=4 for various electron energies. It is obvious that the curve is 

. symmetrical about the equator and that the higher energy particles 

produce lower frequency signals. The agreement between the curves 

in Fig. 7.8 and those in Fig. 7.2a which were produced by Dowden 

is good. If we plot the emitted frequency against the electron 

travel time delay (ignoring the dispersion delay) Fig. 7.9 we have 

the emission profile which would be seen by a succession of stat- 

ionary observers as the electron bunch passes. It is clear that the 

delays Te(E)are almost an order of magnitude less than Tg(f) and that 

the observed profiles which are given in Fig. 7.10 are produced almost 

exclusively by distortion of the curves in Fig. 7.8 due to dispersion 

in the magnetospheric medium. The ethissions in Fig. 7.10 compare well 

with those produced by Dowden in Figs 7.2b (a) through (e). 

I 
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7.3 
(cont'd) 

i 

I., 

Hooks which would be received at S. Uist, Halley Bay and And$ya 
from electron bunches with energies from 1 keV to 50 keV were 
calculated for gyro-frequency and R4 models. Some examples of 
results are given in Fig. 7.11. The equatorial electron density 
data for the different locations was taken from Sagredo (1971) 

and the emissions were tacked usually from +100 to -200, that is 

from 100 inside the observer's hemisphere to 200 into the other 
hemisphere. 

It is interesting to. compare some of the calculated forms with 

actual profiles, Helliwell & Carpenter (1961), cited by Dowden 
(1962) which are given in Fig. 1.9. Fig. 7. lla is similar to 

events (B) & (C) in Fig. 1.9. Fig. 7. llb is similar to event 
(A) whilst Fig. 7. l1c is like event (E) or (I) in Fig. 1.9. If a 

section of Fig. 7. llc is taken from the equator to about -100 the 

result is not unlike risers recorded at S. Uist in Fig. 1.7. The 

'profile in Fig. 7. lld is comparable with events (D) or (H). It is 

not the purpose here to draw accurate comparisons between emissions 

generated by Dowdens backward radiated Cyclotron oscillator model 

. and real emissions but rather to demonstrate that the theory does 

produce profiles which have some of the characteristics of observed 

emissions. In fact the theory was recognised by Helliwell (1967) 

as being the limiting case of the second order transverse resonance 

mechanism which he suggested. 

It is interesting to compare the calculated emissions shown in 

Fig. 7.11(e) and (f) for And$ya with an observed profile which is 

given in Fig. 1.8. If we confine our interest to the frequencies 

generated from the equator to about -100 (where f= fho/2) we see 

that the forms are quite similar, starting at about 1 KHz and rising 

to fho in about 1 sec. 
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7.3 It is clear however from the inability of the thoery to explain 
(Contd) man made triggering of emissions and the time lapses between success- 

ive triggering of emissions by reflected whistler mode signals that 
it is not a satisfactory generation mechanism. The theory proposed 
by Helliwell (1967) which was referred to in section 6.8 involved 

a generation mechanism that does not require particle bunches and 

can explain emission characteristics such as those mentioned above. 
Before proceeding to report the application of this theory to actual 

emissions it is necessary to discuss it in some detail. 
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CHAPTER 8 

THE GENERATION OF VLF EMISSIONS 
BY THE TRANSVERSE RESONANCE INSTABILITY 

8.1 THE TRANSVERSE RESONANCE INSTABILITY 

Brice (1963) suggested that VLF narrow band emissions could be gen- 

erated by energetic electrons and whistler mode waves by transverse 

resonance when the Doppler shifted wave frequency equals the electron 

gyrofrequency. Although similar to the theory advanced earlier by 

Dowden it differs in that it depends on feedback between the backward 

travelling waves and the forward travelling electrons. It does not 

require the existence of electron bunches and enables emissions to be 

generated at a fixed point along a field line giving rise to a 

constant tone. 

Consider a plane circularly polarized wave propogating along a mag- 

netic field line in a uniform plasma. Assume that energetic electrons 

are spiralling towards the wave with parallel and perpendicular vel- 

ocity components vii and vim. The quantitative effects of the electric 

and magnetic fields of the wave on the electrons are complex Nunn 

(1971) however, a simplified physical picture can be given. Hansen 

(1963) considered the action of the waves electric field; on the tran- 

sverse velocity of the electrons and concluded that they would become 

'phase bunched'. Brice (1963) quotes Stix (1963) as demonstrating 

that the phase change of vet with respect to E or B of the wave due 

to effects of E are second order whilst that due to B, if the particles 

have significant v. L is first order. 
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8.1 The situation may be viewed as in Fig. 8.1a for an electron which is 
(cant'd) 

in gyro-resonance with the wave. We see that in the frame of ref- 

erence of the gyrating electron vu is at some fixed angle 0 with res- 

pect to B. For a random distribution of phase angles of electrons 

the net transverse velocity is small, the transverse current is small, 

the intensity of the radiated wave is small, and the process is said 

to be incoherent. If we take a symmetrical distribution of phase 

" angles about B after Helliwell & Crystal'(1973) the situation is shown 

in Fig. 8.1b. What follows is an attempt to show how this distribution 

of phase angles may be changed by the action of the wave magnetic 

vector B in order that it becomes assymmetrical with a resulting net 

transverse velocity and current as shown in Fig. 8.1d. 

Consider a frame of reference in which vp - 0. The vectors B and v. 

rotate at the same rate and in the same sense. Fig. 8.2a shows the 

vector B as a function of distance in the moving frame for selected 

points. Consider points at which the magnetic vector is denoted by 

B1 to B5 (each 900) apart. If we assume that the electron transverse 

velocity is parallel to B4 as shown in Fig. 8.2b, which is possible 

in a random distribution, then we see that the electron experiences 

a longitudinal (vi x B) force resulting in a shift of the spiralling 

electron such that v.. is anti-parallel to B'. The vector vy drifts in 

the moving frame to a stable position S. Fig. 8.2c shows the same 

phase organisation taking place at a different point (when the dir- 

ection of v1 is reversed) this being S. rather than S®. 

In the moving frame- the phase bunching is seen as the confining of 

transverse velocities with phase angles 0 to F to 0-n, 
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8.1 

_(eont'd) 

see Fig. 8.1c, or after a limited time T secs the redistribution of 

phase angles as, in Fig. 8.1d. The net transverse current due to the 

phase bunching produces radiation which can organise the phases of 

new incoming electrons and the process can be continued. 

The radiation is self sustaining and the 'backward wave oscillator' 

can be located at a point on a field line. The triggering of narrow 

band emissions by man made signals is also explained by this 

generation mechanism. 

In the simple treatment of transverse resonance instability the 

effect of the stimulated radiation on the particles is not considered 

as only a very small part of the kinetic energy of each electron is 

exchanged with the wave during the interaction. Helliwell & Crystal 

(1973) show that for a representative electron with an initial energy 

of 2.9keV and pitch angle of 300 which is exposed to a wave electric 

field of 30pV/m the energy change is 14 eV. Accordingly the electron 

gains or loses no more than 5x 10 -3 of its available energy. 

This energy change does however have a significant effect on the pitch 

angle distribution of the electrons and for the above case the pitch 

angle is modified by 2.40. It is then possible for transverse reson- 

ance interactions to preceipitate particles near the loss cone into the 

ionsphere at the opposite end of the field line to that it which the 

emission is observed. 
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8.2 THE 'SECOND ORDER' TRANSVERSE RESONANCE CONDITION 

It was Hansen (1963) who pointed out that given a random distribution 

of electron velocities then only those whose rate of change of gyro- 

frequency was matched to that of the input whistler mode wave would 

be steadily affected such that phase bunching could occur to a sig- 

nificant degree. However, it was Helliwell (1967) who developed the 

idea into a formalised theory. 

Helliwell states the 'consistent wave condition' or 'second order' 

resonance condition as being that the spacial variation of electron 

gyro-frequency and Doppler shifted wave frequency must be matched to 

ensure that the electrons and wave are resonating for the greatest 

possible time resulting in the maximum transfer of energy to the wave. 

Assume that: 

1) The propogation of generated waves is controlled by the ambient 

cold plasma. 

2) The direction of propogation is along the static magnetic field. 

3) Collissions are neglected. 

4) The lateral extent of the interaction is large such that waves 

can be taken as being plane. 
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8.2 
(cont'd) 

Consider a region surrounding a field line near the equatorial plane. 

Let S be the distance from the equator to the point of interaction in 

the direction of the steaming electrons. See Fig. 8.3. 

For gyro-resonance the wave frequency is given by: 

f= fh V 
p 

vp + výý 

ý8.2,1) 

and its variation by: 

df f dfh 
+ý 

_ 
f2(dvp + dvý ) 

= 
fh VP -. fhvP 

(8.2,2) 

If the path of propogation is assumed to be aligned with the earth's 

magnetic field and the refractive index of the medium is assumed to 

be much greater than unity then it can be shown Helliwell (1965) that 

the phase and group velocities of a wave are given by: 

vp zC fl(fh _f)l 
f 
n 

v8- 2C fI (fh - f) 3/2 

fh 

The variation of the phase velocity is: 

dvP eC 
(fh-2f)df + f. dfh 

. 
2fn f 

() I 

(8.2,3) 

(8.2,4) 

(8.2,5) 
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8.2 From equations (8.3,1) & (8.3,3) it can be shown that: 
(cont'd) 

i 

vil =C 
(fh f) 3/2 

f. fi 
n 

(8.2,6) 

which is the gyroresonance condition used in the Dowden cyclotron 

theory, se equation (7.1,3). 

Using (8.2,4) & (8.2,6) we have that: 

vg/vp 2f/fh (8.2,7) 

We have seen that there. is an approximation for fh in terms of S; 

fhafho ( 1+4.5 S2) 

Rm2 

and its variation by; ' 

dfh 82 9 fho SdS 
9 

R` 
m 

Also that 

=v11 - 
fh sin2«" Vt 

L fho 

and its variation is given by; 

dv11 -- v1l (tan 2a) dfh 

8,2,8) 

(8.2,9) - 

f! 
! 
i 

(8.2,10) 

(8.2,11) 

2 fn 
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8.2 It is assumed that the interaction region is many wavelengths long and (cont'd) 
that within it the wave amplitude decreases from its maximum value 

to zero in the direction of the streaming electrons as shown in the 

upper part of Fig. 8.4. Below this an element of the interaction 

region has been shown at three instants of time tl, t2, and t3. 

. 1ý 

At time tl and position S1, a wave packet at frequency fl resonates 

with a group of electrons labelled (A) travelling to the right with 

velocity v11 1. When they reach position S2 they have a different 

gyrofrequency and a different streaming velocity vII 2 and therefore 

resonate with a different wave packet of frequency f2. This wave 

packet travels back to S1 where it resonates with a new group of 

electrons labelled (B) which is travelling to the right with velocity 

V11.3. An observer stationed at S1 sees a frequency change f2-fl in a 

time t3 tl. The frequency change df can be found in terms of the 

wave frequency and the parameters of the medium by substituting equ- 

ations (8.2,5), (8.2,3), (8.2,6) and (8.2,11) into (8.2,2) giving; 

df = 3X (1 + (1-a)tan2a) dfh 
on 3 

and the elapsed time is given by; 

dt = dS (1+1) 
vil vg 

/and vg are the average velocities between Sl and S2. 

The rate of change of frequency is then; 

(8.2,12) 

(8.2,13) 
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3.2 df - 
dfh 

. 
vg 

. 3X .1+ (1-X) tan2a (8.2,14) 
(cont'd) dt dS 1+vg/v/1 1+2X 3 
8.2 

Using the approximation of (8.2,9) and equations (8.2,4) & (8.2,7) 

it can be shown that; 

cif = K1S 
3/2 2 (1-a) /2 2 1+ (1-1) tanoi (8.2,15) 

HE (1-2a) 3 

where 

21 K1 = 54C f -1 ho s-2 rn s 
R2 f 

mn 

(8.2,15a) 

In equation (8.2,15) the term in the square brackets is ignored by 

Helliwell having shown that the correction is less than 0.1 for a 

working value of a= 300. He calculated the location of the inter- 

action region as a function of observed time, and the group velocity 

of the wave, the parallel velocity of the resonant electrons and the 

velocity of the interaction region as a function of time for a typ- 

ical hook which is shown in Fig. 8.5b. The slope, distance and 

velocities are shown in Figs. 8.5(c), (d) and (e) respectively. 
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8.3 COMPUTATIONAL METHOD FOR ANALYSING DISCRETE VLF 
EMISSIONS BASED ON HELLI1ELLS THEORY 

Consider a simple rising tone recorded by an observer at 0 in Fig. 8.6b. 

Let the interaction region start at the geomagnetic equator and proceed 

away from the observer. 

Discrete emissions can be long, lasting for several seconds, or may 

be very short, such as chorus elements. Normally they endure for 

about 1 second. In order to investigate the movement of the inter- 

action region as a function of time, it is necessary to calculate its 

position at about twenty points which are equally spaced in time. 

This means that the Helliwell calculations must be performed on the 

rates of change of frequency at twenty points along the received 

emission profile, see Fig. 8.6a. 

In equation (8.2,14)-df/dt is that observed at the interaction region 

and in order to proceed with the calculation the received emission 

profile must be resotred to its original shape by removing the 

effects of dispersion delays incurred during the journey from the 

point of generation to the ground. It is obviously impossible to do 

this as the point of generation is the unknown which is being sought. 

In most cases the best estimate of df/dt which can be made is taken 

from the equatorial emission profile and is reasonable as emissions 

are generated near the equator Brice (1964). The time delay incurred 

from the equator to the observer for a frequency f is calculated by a 

numerical integration of the group velocity vg along the field line. 
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8.3 
Xcont' d) 

The integration is performed for nmax points with frequencies 

from f1 to fn . Then the time for frequency fn at the equator 
max 

is given by; 

TeQ = tn - tdelay 

O4. 

" where t delayayl/vB. AS 

.p 

where p indicates integration along 

the propogation path. 

The resulting equatorial profile is seen in Fig. 8.6c. The rate of 

change of frequency of the equatorial profile must then be calculated 

:y at each point f tn. 

= df/dt at point m .I -i..: slope(m) - 
Afn 

- 
f(n+l) -fn 

Atn t(n+l) -tn 

The frequency and time co-ordinates for m are arrived at by linear 

interpolation between point n and n+l and are designated fm and tm. 

See Fig. 8.7a. 

A computer program P90BILBO++ which takes values of slope(m), tm and 

fM uses equation (8,2,15) to calculate the distance Sm from the equ- 

ator to the generation region. Sm is arrived'at by a successive 

approximation in the values fh and fn in (8.2,15) & (8.2,15a) the 

starting values being fho and fno. The final value of Sm is 

printed out when the difference between it and the preceding value 

is less than 1% of Sm. The program cycles the calculation max 

times printing out max values of Sm 
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The group delay for a frequency fm is calculated from the equator to 

the position Sm and the time co-ordinate of the point on the equat- 

orial profile is modified to give the time at the interaction region 

or the 'true time' (using Helliwell's terminology). 

After max calculation the distance Sm as a function of true time tm 

is obtained and the differentiation of this curve yields the inter- 

action region velocity VI. From Fig. 8.7b we have that; 

ASm = Sm"'i - Sm and Atm m tm+l - tm 

and VI = ASm/Atm with TI = tm + Qtm/2 

The interaction region velocity is effectively the second differential 

of the equatorial frequency - time profile and any random errors in 

the f, t co-ordinates become greatly magnified during the different- 

sating process, resulting in large errors in the interaction region 

velocity as a funciton of time. The errors are best removed at source 

by very careful preparation of the original frequency - time profile 

and by accurately digitising it. However, it is possible to reduce 

random errors by some form of smoothing during the calculations. Be- 

fore discussing this point it is useful to estimate the typical error 

in the position of a point on a frequency time profile in its 'raw' 

state. 

Recordings of VLF emissions are played back through a spectrum analy- 

sis device such as the 'Sonograph' and pictures similar to those in 

Pig. 1.10 are obtained. The actual size of a record is about 10 cm 

" by 30 cm and when it is digitised using a DMAC table (which has a 
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8.3 claimed resolution of O. lmm) it is difficult to obtain better than 
(cant'd) 

+. 5uß accuracy which corresponds to + 50 Hz. 

Consider two points x, y and x', y' on a frequency - time display as in 

Fig. 8.8a. Let there be an error ascribed to the y co-ordinates of 

+p and assume that there is no error in the x co-ordinates. The 

gradient of'a line passing through the two points is; 

v Ay/Ax (no error) 

c 

and v(e) =v+ ri, /Ox (for uncorrelated errors) 

giving a fractional error in v(e) y) 

Typically, frequency - time profiles have slopes of 2 KHz/sec and for 

points spaced 0.1 seconds apart (y'-y) - 200Hz. The percentage error 

in the slope is then (f x 50 /200 )x 100 - 35%. This is far too 

large for sensible values of interaction region velocity to be ob- 

tained. A process will be described later which reduces the error to 

about 1 or 2 percent. 

With this level of error it is possible to offset the increase due to 

differentiation by a running mean smoothing of the distance - time and 

velocity - time curves. This is carried out as shown in Fig. 8.8b. 

With between 20 and 30 points representing the curves it was found 

that averaging over three points gave a degree of smoothing without 

significantly altering the curve shape. 
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-8.4 TESTING THE ANALYSIS PROGRAM 

. ý,;. 

The computer calculations based on equation (8.2,14) were tested by 

using the hook in Fig. 8.5b which Helliwell chose for the demonst- 

ration of his theory. The curve was digitised with the aid of a 

DMAC table and then processed to minimise random errors. The observed 

frequency - time profile was represented by 28 points spaced approx- 

imately 30 ms apart. These data were fed into the computer program 

resulting in the output shown in Figures 8.9 to 8.13. 

It was not possible to obtain the original Sonogram used by Helliwell 

and the frequency - time data had to be obtained from the small scale 

diagram in Fig. 8.5b which was subject to distortions due to printing 

, and photocopying. Exact correspondence with Helliwell's results was 

therefore not expected but the exercise was considered useful in ind- 

icating the performance of the programmed calculations. 

The results are generally in good agreement with those given by 

Relliwell, the emission slope and distance as functions of time agree 

i--to better than 10% at all points. The interaction region velocity 

curve is drawn by 'eye' through a scatter of points (created by the 

double differentiation of poor original data) and is again within 

10% of that produced by Helliwell. It may be concluded that the prog- 

Yam functions correctly on the medium latitude hook (L - 2.9) given 

in Fig. 8.5b. 
_ý 

The reduced deviation of points from the fitted distance - time curve 

due to smoothing can be seen in Fig. 8.11 and Fig. 8.10. 
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The energy of resonant electrons has been computed and can be seen 

in Fig. 8.13. The values between 4 and 10 keV are consistent with 

curves of E uz. n against L for a variety of gyroresonant frequencies 

given. by Rycroft (1972). 

The possibility of a further check on the analysis program is made 

possible by the existence of the 'Dowden Cyclotron model' program 

P90S. Helliwell 1967 states that in the limit when the interaction 

region velocity equals the parallel velocity of the resonant elect- 

rons in his model (see Fig. 8.4) then the situation is exactl that 

described by Dowden 1962. Therefore it should be possible to specify 

the energy of resonant electrons in the Dowden model and produce an 

emission which would be observed,. on the ground and then analyse it 

using the Helliwell model and recover the electron energies. This 

would be a sever test of the numerical integrations in particular and 

of the calculations in general for both programs. 

A Dowden Cyclotron emission was generated by assuming a bunch of 50 

keV electrons with an equatorial pitch angle of 200 was spiralling 

. along a field line at L-4 from + 8'0 from the equator to - 80 

The Helliwell analysis was performed with P90B and the results can be 

seen in Figs. 8.14,8.15,8.16. There is a slight discrepancy in the 

actual and recovered positions of the interaction region and although 

the interaction region velocity is high and is approach V11, there is 

again a discrepancy. The recovered electron energy is very close to 

° the actual value at the equator but differs slightly at + 8. 
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8.4 This smoothly increases with distance and is not what would be ex- (cont'd) 
pected due to calculation errors in the numerical integrations, which 

would be substantially the same from the equator to the ground or 

from + 80 to the ground. A closer investigation of the calculations 

performed by the two programs reveals that the Helliwell theory in 

the limiting case does not quite correspond to the Dowden Cyclotron 

model. 

.. v 

Consider Fig. 8.17b where the detailed interaction region construction 

proposed by Helliwell (see Fig. 8.4) is shown at two positions of the 

interaction region S1 and S2 at times T1 and T2, where S2>S1 and T2>T1. 

The observer at 'o' first measures a characteristic rate of change of 

frequency f(, ) at S1 and later df(2) at S2. The observed rates of 
dt dt 

change of frequency are related to the distances by equation (8.2,15) 

Which is based on (8.2,14) and which in turn is dependent on equations 

(8.2,12) & (8.2,13). Consider the latter equation:, 

dt = dS ( 1/vx + 1/ vg) 

et - AS ( 1/vp +1/vg) 

being the limit of; 

(8.2,16) 

The velocity of the interaction region in Fig. 8.17b is given by; 

V= I 

Consider the limiting case when VI = /I.. This situation is shown in 

Fig. 8.17c where it is clear that S2 - S1 = AS and that the same 

electrons stay in the interaction region. 
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The idea of the interaction region being extended in space collapses 

and the observer sees a frequency change f2-f1 as he travels a dist- 

ance S. He does not wait for the wave packet at frequency f2 to 

travel back to him because he has moved with the electrons. Thus 

At - AS ( 1/vv ) (8.2,17) 

This is the time delay due soley to the electrons and is the same as 

that derived from the Dowden Cyclotron model in Fig. 8.17a. It is 

clear that equations (8.2,16) and (8.2,17) are different and that 

the normal Helliwell equation (8.2,14) which may be rearranged as 

, shown below, is not applicable to the limiting situation which is 

correctly described by equation (8.2,18). 

. s. 1 , 
9ti 

AF 11 
+ (1-a)tan2a 

3" 
df = "-h 1 3.1 
dt -j -s (1/vg+1/vl/) (1 + 2X) 

df = 
dfh 

1 3X 1+ (1-A)tan2a (8.2,18) 
dt dS (1 Vi: ) (1 + 2a) 3 

These two formulae represent the cases where VI -0 and VI - v11. 

They may-be=united by considering Fig.. 8.18a where the basic inter- 

action region construction is that used by Helliwell but the observer 

is allowed to move with the interaction region. At time t1 the elect- 

ron group resonates with a wave group it frequency fl, the electrons 

then move a distance AS in a time 

t1 where t2-tl n As (1/vif) (8.2,19) 
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8.4 During this time the observer and the interaction region has moved a 
(cont'd) 

distance X where X= VI. AS 

va 

the wave packet then has to travel a distance Y to the observer 

Ya AS - x= AS (1- vIýýý) 

The time taken for the wave packet to reach the observer is; 

t3 t2 = AS (1-VI/v, /. ) .1 
8 

(8.2,20) 

Thus the total time elapsed between the observer seeing fl and f2 is; 

v 

t3t1 aAt= AS 1+ 
(` 

Vu v8 

Which can be rearranged in the form; 

At=AS v +Vd. VI 

Y//vß 

If VI a0 then (8.2,22) becomes; 

At = AS v9 + vk which'is equation (8.2,13) 

VI/ vg " 

(8.2,21) 

(8.2,22) 

or if VI - vIl (8.2,22) becomes; 
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8.4 At - AS .1 which is what is calculated for the Heliwell 
(cont'd) va 

limit(Fig. 8.17c) and the Dowden Model 

(Fig. 8.17a), 

Then equation (8.2,14) is modified to; 

df = 
dfh vgvk 

. 3X .1 +(1-7ý) tan2a (8.2,23) 
dt dS vg +vu -VI (1+2a) C3 

Thus for VI a0 or more generally for VI « vU the above egdation 

reduces to that given by Helliwell, (8.2,14). 

For VI - v11 it reduces to (8.2,18) which was calcualted for the 

Belliwell limit. 

It should be noted that in general the interaction region velocity 

VI is less than vb and (8.2,14) is operative. 

THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN (8.2,14) and (8.2,18) 

Equation (8.2,14) may be written; 

df - 
dfh 

. dt vg vll 
. 3X .1+ 

(1-a) tan2a (8.2,24) 
d dt dS v9 +vy (1+2a) [1. 

+ 

,3 

Now considering the limit when Vi o vft and the Helliwell theory be- 

comes the Dowden Cyclotron mode, dfh/dt is the rate of change of 

frequency emitted by the particle bunch moving at v,.. From (8.2,17) 

(for the Dowden model & Helliwell limit) it can be seen that 
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8.4 dt a1 (for the electrons or the interaction region as v/1 a V1) 
(coot d) dS vI1 

and using equation (8.2,1) and (8.2,12) which is its differntial and 

defining the emitted frequency in this case (the Dowden limit) as 

f(D) we have; 

df . 3a .1+ (1-1) tan2a 
dt(D) 

m 
at (1+2a) 3 

Thus (8.2,24) may be written after defining the rate of change of 

frequency in the Helliwell equation (8.2,14) as df(H) in the form; 

-v irg f(H) 
dt 

(Dý 
t (vf + vg 

and as vg/ , (vu + vg) <1 

dt 
(H) < 

dt (D) 

(8.2,25) 

(8.2,26) 

From equation (8.2; 15) we see that df/dt -c S (for a given A& a) 

Thus defining the distance from the equator to the generation point- 

of frequency f (in the Dowden case) as being SD and (in the Helliwell 

case) as being SD then from (8.2,26) we see that; 

SH < SD (8.2,27) 

However, (8.2,26)does not follow from (8.2,25) if df(D) a0 
/ 

and df (H) - 
df (D) dc dt 
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HD0. 8.4 Thus at the equator S- S 
tcont"a) 

If an emission was generated on the Dowden model and was analysed 

using the Helliwell theory (as given in Helliwell 1967) the predicted 

distance of the interaction region from the equator would be less 

than the actual distance at all points except the equator where it 

would of course be zero. This is observed int he case of the 50keV 

hook which was used, see Fig. 8.16. The discrepancy between the 

two curves is thus accounted for and is not due to calculation 

errors. 

As the duration of the emission is the same, (Helliwell reconstruction) 

or (Dowden generated) the reconstructed interaction region velocity 

must be less than the actual velocity v#.; This is observed in 

Fig. 8.15. 

For the, same emitted frequency f the Helliwell calculations place the 

interaction region which should be-at SD at position SH see Fig. 8.18b. 

Therefore the electron gyrofrequency calculated for the interaction 

region is fh(H) and not fh(D) where fh(H)<fh(D) except at the 

equator where fh(H) fh(D) a fho' 

The parallel velocity of the resonant electrons is calculated using; 

equation (8.2,6) 

Vry s 

4 

C 
fh f) 3/2 

fn fý 
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8.4 
(cont'd) 

For a given f and relating fn to fh by the gyrofrequency model for 

electron density we see that; 

VII 

ý_ 

Then vy a fh 

therefore as fh(D) < fh(D), for fh(D) 00 

= const. (fh f)3/2 

v» (H) < V, /<D) except at the equator. 

Now v/, is related to the instantaneous electron velocity v by 

equation (8.2,10) and we see that; 

v(H) < V(D) and therefore the electron energy 

obeys the same condition; 

E(H) < E(D) except at the equator. 

This behaviour is observed in Fig. 8.16. 

To conclude, we see that the discrepancies in Figs. 8.14 to 8.16 res- 

ult from forcing the basic model of the interaction region to deal 

with sitations where the interaction region length has no meaning. 

A better description of the situation is given by equation (8.2,23) 

but its operation requires the previous knowledge of the interaction 
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8.4 
(cont'd) 

region velocity. It would be possible to construct a computer 

program which assumed a starting value for VI and modified it after 

each solving of the equation. This would result in a better estimate 

of the interaction region velocity for emissions which were generated 

by high velocity (VIA vp ) interaction regions. Such a program was 

not attempted in these researches. Taking values of recovered energy 

"close to the equator, the values are within 1% of the actual values. 

This figure is taken as'a guide to the calculation accuracy of the 

energies of actual emissions. The determination of the overall 

accuracy is dependent on the reliability of the L value of propagation 

and the equatorial electron density. 

_b" 
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CHAPTER 9 

ADVANCED CALCULATIONS BASED ON THE SECOND ORDER 

TRANSVERSE RESONANCE CONDITION 

9.1 AN ACCURATE DISTANCE CALCULATION 

The failure of the computer program to produce unconditionally acc- 

urate solutions of equation (8.2,15) which contains the approximation 

inherent in (8.2,9) leads to a closer examination of the methods of 

solving (8.2,14) for S. The. equation may be written simply as; 

g1(f, 0) . g2(0)" g3(f, 0) (9.1,1) 

Where g2(0) 
dfh 

and g3(f O) 
is the remaining part of the RHS of 

dS ' 
the equation, excluding the term in a. 

Consider the term g2(O), we may write equation (7.2,4) in the form; 

0 

S-K (x +I sinh 2x) where K= Ro 

2 r3 cos20o 

thus dS .K (1 + cosh 2x) 
dx 

now dS e dS . dx 
T of dO 

and from (7.2,5) dx =f cos 0 
dO cosh x 
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9.1 therefore dS =1K cos (0). (1+cosh 2x) .1 (cont'd) TO cosh x 

and if cosh 2x =1+2 sinh2x 

and Binh x=/ sin O 

then dS -2TK cosO . (1+3 sin2¢) 
TO 

Now differentiating equation (7.2,6) we have; 

dfh 
= 

fho (Cos 60.1(1+3sin20)-1.6sinO. 
cosO) 

d0 
cos120 

( (1+3sin20)l. 6cos5O. sino) 

cos12ý 

dO 
cas7ý 

dfh - 3fho cos20 . sin0 + (2sinO. (1+3sin20)) 

dfh - 3fho sinO 

(1+3sin2O) 

cos20 +6 sin20 +2 
dO 

case (1+3sin 0)! 

finally 

dfh ý 3fho 
sin0 ( 3+5sin 0) 

do 
cos70 (1+3sin2¢) 

(9.1,2) 

+ 

(9.1,3) 
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9.1 Thus g2(O) may be determined by evaluating the product dfh 
. dO (coast d) 

dO dS 

from equations (9.1,2) and (9.1,3). 

A computer program (P90CANT) was written to calculate g2(0) for 

0. < 0< 50 ° (see appendix 2) at 0° = 67.43° (And$ya). A graph of the 

function inside the bounds can be seen in Fig. 9.1. g2(0) is a single 

valued, continuous, monotonically increasing function of 0 which tends 

to 0 at the equator (S=O). 

A computer program (P90TIRED) was written to evaluate g3(f, O) for 

f-1 KHz (a typical chorus frequency at high latitudes) for 0° 

67.43° over the range 0<0< 500. A graph of g3(f, 0) can be seen 

in Fig. 9.2. It is a single valued, continuous function but it is 

not monotonically increasing with O. P90TIRED (see appendix 2) also 

calculated the function g1(f, O) which is the slope of the emission at 

frequency f at position 0 for the parameters associated with 0°. 

The function is shown in Fig. 9.3 and it is interesting that the prod- 

uct of g2(O) and g3(f, O) results in a single valued, continuous, 

monotonically increasing function of 0 as it enables the full second 

order resonance condition to be solved by a successive approximation 

method which will unconditionally produce a solution in S. 

Consider a point fm, t 
m on the equatorial emission profile as shown 

in Fig. 8.7a. The slope df/dt at this point is known together with 

the location of the field line along which the emission is though to 

have propagated. 
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If we assume that the interaction region was at a position Sm 

corresponding to 0 then g2(0), g3(f, O), and gl(fO) may be calculated 

and compared with df/dt in order that a better estimate of 0 may be 

made. 

Let the successively approximated values be denoted by 

Then with 0ý and fm we calculate g2* and g3 and the produce gl* 

which is rate of change of frequency which would be observed if the 

interaction region was at 0*. Since we know the behaviour of gl with 

0 is well behaved we can draw the following conclusions about the est- 

imated location 0 and the actual location which is being sought (0) 

after comparing g1 with gl. 

If gl*> gl then 0*> 0 and 

if gl*< gl then 0*< 0 but 

if 8 l* = gl then 0 *=-0 
-, 

If after making the comparison we revise our estimate 0 in the app- 

ropriate manner it is possible to successively reduce the difference 

Ig1 gl j and 'home in' on O and then to finally calculate the 

corresponding value of S. 

In general an upper limit of 600 may be placed on the range of as 

resonant electrons will have been mirrored at angles less than this. 

A fast convergence routine for the successive approximation is based 

on the use of the Golden Section Ratio of reduction of the search 

bounds. A diagramatic explanation is given in Fig. 9.4. 

I 
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The method of determining S which has been described was programmed 

into P90LORAINE+± and the routine can be seen in appendix 2. It was 

found possible to match slopes g1 and g1* to 1 part in 10,000 for 

30 separate values of gl (at frequency fm) and retain reasonable 

computing times of up to 500 sec (CPU time). 

The program was tested using emission 'E' on which the first program 

failed to give satisfactory results. This high latitude emission 

which was recorded at Andýya (0 = 67.4°) and can be seen in Fig. 9.5, 

was prepared for analysis and represented by twenty two frequency - 

time points, see Fig. 9.5a. The result of the calculation can be 

seen in the distance - time 'graph in Fig. 9.5b. The'advanced dist- 

ance calculating routine performed correctly and formed the basis of 

the work carried out on the analysis-of high-latitude risers. 

The 'Helliwell Test Emission' shown in Fig. 1.5b was analysed using 

P90L. The distance - time and velocity - time results of the calcul- 

ations can be seen in Fig.. 9.6. It was concluded that the new dist- 

ance calculation method was satisfactory for both medium and high 

latitude emission analysis. 
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9.2 FITTING POLYNOMIALS TO EMISSION PROFILES 

In section 8.3 it was pointed out that even with careful preparation 

of the original emission profile data it was only possible by 

'difference differentiation' to obtain slopes which were accurate 

to about 1%. This results in a spread of values for inter-action 

region velocity against time through which a best fit line has to 

be drawn. 

If all the calculated distances are in error by only 5 km (approx. 

. 
0.25%) as the results correspond to time intervals of 20 to 30 ms 

an error in the calculated velocity of about 4x 105ms-1 can be 

achieved. As normal interaction region velocities are of the order 
6 

of 5 x''10 ms1 this represents an error of 10%. 

A method of reducing this error is to fit a polynomial of some degree 

to the points representing the original frequency - time profile of 

the emission. The differential of the polyomial is easily calculated 

and is an exact function. A convenient I. C. L. computer library sub- 

routine was found, which given a set of data points: 

0 

(xk, yk, wk) k-1, m (m points in-the set. ) 

where xk is the independent variable 

yk is the dependent variable 

wk is the weighting factor (if any) 

associated with each point. 
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will then successively produce approximating polynomials Qn(x) 

n-0,1,2 etc. up to N (the highest order required). 

such that the 'error' expression: 

m� 
Sn °kI1 Wk (yk - Qn (xk) ) 

= 

2 

. 
is minimised. 

The algorithm uses orthogonal polynomials and a recursion due to 

Steiffel (1958), see also Haig (1970). 

It was found after some experimentation that a 4th order polynomial 

was sufficient to give a good fit to most VLF triggered emission 

forms. After fitting the polynomial we have; 

ao + al 
234 t+ a2t+ a3t+ a4t 

and the slop is given by; 
. 

df/dt = a1 + 2a2t + 3a3t2 + 4a4t3 f. at 

Thus the slope can be accurately calculated at each frequency concerned 

leading to a distance - time relation which has a low random error on 

each point. The polynomial fitting replaced the difference different- 

iation of the frequency - time profile and of the distance - time 

curve in program P90L resulting in a new program called P90E. 
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A single medium latitude chorus element recorded at S. Uist (P47H10C) 

is shown in Fig. 9.7. A fourth order polynomial was fitted to the 

. 
frequency - time points representing the equatorial profile of the 

emission. The resulting distance time curve can be seen in Fig. 9.8b. 

It may be compared with that which is produced by the earlier program 

which used 'difference differentiation', see Fig. 9.8a. It is clear 

that the random error on each point has been dramatically reduced 

whilst the polynomial fitting has had no gross disturbing effect on 

the general form or level of the result. The velocity - time relations 

derived with and without the polynomial fitting can be seen in Fig. 

9.8c and it is clear that without it the result is confused, whereas 

a reliable curve is obtained if polynomials are fitted to the original 

data and to the distance - time data. 

Fitting polynomials in order to obtain differentials without incurring 

large random errors is a powerful aid to the analysis of discrete 

VLF emissions but it has a limited application. Polynomials of 

order 4 to 10 were fitted to the profile in Fig. 8.5b and it was not 

possible to produce the correct form of the velocity - time curve as 

shown in Fig. 8.5e. The problem can be illustrated by considering 

fitting a fourth order polynomial to the data. In Fig. 9.9'it can be 

seen that at the low frequency end of the emission the fit is rather 

poor and that a change in the direction of the slope occurs at about 

0.3. seconds. This produces a distortion of the slope - time curve, 

see Fig. 9.10. However, comparison with Fig. 8.9 shows a large de- 

crease in the scatter of the slope values which were calculated 

using the polynomial. The distortion of the df/dt curve is carried 
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over into the velocity - time result and an incorrect profile is 

produced. Again the scatter of points is much less than with 'diff- 

erence differentiation', see Fig. 9.11. 

Accurate polynomial fitting, especially at the edges of the function, 

is only possible if the function is relatively simple. Those which 

are not monotonically increasing or decreasing, present difficulties 

and the greater the number of changes of sign of the slope then the 

greater is'the -difficulty in successfully fitting a polynomial. 

'Therefore program P90L is used for the analysis of emissions with 

complicated forms, whilst P90E, which contains the polynomial fitting 

routine, may be used for simple forms. In the analysis of risers at 

both medium and high latitudes the forms were simple enough to permit 

the use of P90E. It is only when hooks or other such forms are to 

be analysed that P90L is required. 
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9.3 THE APPLICATION OF THE SECOND RESONANCE CONDITION 
TO MEDIUM LATITUDE VLF EMISSIONS 

Prior to describing the results obtained by analysing a number of 

emissions which were recorded at S. Uist during the firing of a Petrel 

Rocket P47H in November 1970 it is necessary to indicate the manner 

in which data is prepared for analysis and the accuracy which is ob- 

tainable. Consider the calibration chart produced by a Sonograph 

spectrum analyser which is shown in Fig. 9.12. The analyser produces 

internal frequency calibration every 500Hz and a further external 

signal from a stable source at a frequency of 1 KHz +1 Hz is also 

displayed. 

The centre of the 1 KHz internally generated line is estimated and 

digitised at 7 points along its length and plotted on a large sheet 

of graph paper approximately 40 cm x 60 cm. The top and bottom 

edges of the external frequency stable line are digitised and also 

plotted on the same graph. A smaller scale representation of the 

graph is shown in Fig. 9.13 which shows a typical systematic error 

of 40 Hz in 2 seconds. The random errors due to the estimation of 

the centre of edges of a , line can also be seen. It is possible to 

draw a best fit line through the top and bottom edges of a recording 

and then to draw a new line midway between which is taken to rep- 

resent the test signal. By this means the random error in digitising 

a signal may be reduced to 1% which is necessary as mentioned in 

section 8.3 in order that the interaction region velocity may be 

determined. All emissions were prepared for analysis in this way 

and a small scale example is given in Fig. '9.14 of emission 'A' 

which may be seen as the original Sonogram in Fig. 10.3. 
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9.3 The thickness of a test line or the bandwidth of an emission is.. 
(cont'd) 

dependent on the'Mark Level setting on the Sonograph and usually it 

is not possible to determine bandwidths of less than 100 Hz. 

Six emissions recorded on the ground at S. Uist with a large loop 

antenna VLF receiver operated by the University of Southampton were 

chosen from a number similar to those shown in Fig. 1.7. The emissions 

were chosen if they were of high intensity and narrow bandwidth such 

as the one marked with small arrows in Fig. 1.7. 

The chorus, which consisted of many overlapping rising frequency ele- 

ments between 2 KHz and 6 KHz, was of average intensity (Rycroft et 

al 1972) and was recorded 2 hours before sunrise at 100 km above the 

Uist range. at 05 15 UT on the 19th of November 1970. The emissions 

were received after a day of high magnetic activity as the magnetic 

index was falling, see Fig. 9.15. 

The six chosen emissions were analysed with program P90E and the res- 

ults of the computations are given in Figs. 9.16 to 9.38. Consider 

the observed frequency time profile of emission P47H1OD in Fig. 9.16 

it is a gently curving rising tone covering frequencies from 3.25KHz 

to 5.8 KHz in-about 0.2 seconds. The dispersion effects incurred in 

the observer's hemisphere are removed, the time delays at 3.3KHz and 

*5.7 KHz being 1.129 s and 0.932 s respectively. (The higher frequ- 

encigs travel faster as they approach the nose frequency of 8.5 KHz). 

The effect of removing the dispersion delay is to 'stretch out' the 

emission profile to about 0.4 s. The distances to the interaction 

region are calculated from the slopes of the extended equatorial 

emission profile. 
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9.3 
(cont'd) 

The distance as a function of 'equatorial time' can be seen in 

Fig. 9.16. When the dispersion delay from the generation point to 

the equator has been included the curve is-compressed as greater 

delays occur when the generation region is far from the equator. 

Thus the distance as a function of 'true time' or 'interaction time' 

is obtained. 

The interaction region velocity is calculated using 'true time' and 

can be seen in Fig. 9.17 with the parallel component of velocity of 

resonant electrons and the wave group velocity. The interaction 

region velocity is well behaved and fulfills the necessary energy 

conservation condition for the interaction, -vg<VI<vu, see 

Helliwell 1967. The energy of the resonant electrons is calculated 

assuming a pitch angle of 300 which is a likely value as the maximum 

transverse current density is produced by electrons with this pitch 

angle (Helliwell 1967). The graphs of resonant energy as a function 

true and, equatorial time are given for two values of equatorial . 

electron densities in Fig. 9.18. Values of 600 and 1200 electrons/cc 

are used as limiting values of equatorial electron density for the 

S. Uist field line. These are taken from Sagredo 1971 and correspond 

to the summer day and winter night conditions using a 
, 
diffusive 

equilibrium model of magnetospheric electron density. Thus the 

resonant energies calculated in the two cases are limiting values 

and the actual energies of the resonant electrons may be assume to 

lie within this range. Unfortunately the equatorial electron density 

was not measured during the chorus burst and the rocket payload which 

was fired into the event did not carry electron spectrometers and 

pitch angle measuring equipment. 
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However, energetic electrons are most plentiful at this L value with 

energies between 0.1 and 1 keV falling rapidly at higher energies. 

Vette 1972 shows the falling energy spectrum by plotting the equat- 

orial omnidirectional electron flux in three energy bands of greater 

than 36 keV, greater than 292 keV and greater than 1970 keV, see 

Fig. 9.18a. This diagram also shows the variation of electron flux 

with L value. The data was gathered by the OGO 1 satellite during 

1964 and 1965 as part of a study concerning solar cycle effects on 

the distribution of energetic particles. 

Emission P47HI1C is shorter than the previous one and its profile 

is closer to a straight line which has a slope of about 10 KHz s-1. 

The distance of the interaction region from the equator during the 

life of the emission varies between 2000 km and 3000 km see Fig. 9.19, 

and is of the same order as for the previous emission. The interaction 

region velocity is given in Fig. 9.20 and it satisfies the necessary 

condition -vg<VI<V ll. The resonant electron energies for the two 

limiting equatorial electron densities can be seen in Fig. 9.21. The 

range of values agrees well with those calculated for P47HUOD. The 

rate of change of resonant energy is almost constant throughout the 

duration of the emission. 

Emission P47H11D has similar characteristics to the previous ones and 

can be seen in Figs. 9.22 through 9.24. From the energy - time curves 

for 622 and 1200 electrons/cc for the three emissions it appears that 

the resonant energy is inversely proportional to the ambient thermal 

electron density. 
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This relationship is investigated over a wide range of electron 

density values using emission P471111D, the result being shown in 

Fig. 9.25. The energies corresponding the the lowest and highest 

observed frequencies in the riser are plotted as a function of elect- 

ron density from 150 electrons/cc to 2700 electrons/cc. These 

values more than cover'the range of equatorial electron density 

normally found inside the plasmapause. The hyperbola which is prod- 

uced indicates that the inverse proportionality holds over this wide 

range of neq. Plotting energy against 1/neq reveals that the relat- 

ionship holds extremely well over the density range 600 electrons/cc 

to 2000 electrons/cc and less well above and below these values. 

This inverse relationship. is explained by examining equation (8.2,6) 

3/2 (fh f) 

fn _. 
ff 

Given that the value of (fh - f) 3/2 does not change significantly 

with neq, (for any value of f the value of fh is determined by 

equation (8.2,14) which involves fn only indirectly. ) 

then; 

výý K1/fn 

The electron energy E is proportional to vä therefore; 

Eac1/fn2 

But f_. ( in_� 
n t: Y 

E oC 1 /neq 
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9.3 
(tont' d) 

Evidence to support the assumption that fh in (8.2,6) does not 

change greatly with n 
eq 

may be seen in Fig. 9.2 where only a 

15% change in the calculated distance results from a 100% change 

in neq and we see from Fig. 7.4 that for S<5x106 m that fh remains 

almost constant. 

The reciprocal relationship of E with n 
eq 

is useful as it enables 

the analysis to be performed on an emission using a guessed value for 

the equatorial. electron density if no-measurements are available and 

the calculated resonant energies may then simply be scaled between 

upper and lower practical limits. The resulting range of energies 

may be compared with likely energetic electron spectra to establish 

that such an emission of a given intensity could have been produced. 

, <ý K,. ý". .ý. 

The energy of electrons which are precipitated due to wave particle 

interaction resulting in a VLF emission may be measured by a rocket 

probe or satellite. After analysis of the received emission the 

calculated and measured energies may be equalised by varying n 
eq 

in 

the computions resulting in a measurement of the equatorial electron 

density which existed at the time the emission was generated. With 

the reception of a small number of emissions a value of neq could 

be produced which would have an associated error measurement. 

As it is difficult to determine the magnetospheric equatorial electron 

density from a few ground based measurements and rocket probe measure- 

ments, this technique may be considered. useful and worthy of a pract- 

ical trial. If measurements were made in conjunction with electron 
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9.3 
(cont'd) 

density measurements on board a satellite, or discrete emissions 

were received with whistlers, a comparision of the values of neq 

derived by the various methods could be made. Electron density 

determination from whistler studies has been carried out by 

Carpenter 1963,66,67 and from satellite measurements by Gringauz 

1960 and Chapell et al 1970. 

Emission P4711B in Fig. 9.26 is unlike the. preceding three in that 

towards the end of the emission its slope becomes slightly less than 

in the earlier parts. This is interpreted as the interaction region 

moving first away from the starting point at about 2200 km from the 

equator and later doubling back to finish at a distance of 1600 km 

from the equator. The interaction region velocity is seen in Fig. 

9.27 to be first +ve reaching a maximum value of 106 m s-1 passing 

through zero and then becoming -ve as the interaction region travels 

back toward the equator. The interaction region velocity criterion 

-Vg<VI<v1 is obeyed throughout the motion. In Fig. 9.28 wee see that 

in spite of the complicated motion of the interaction. region the 

energy time curves are similar to the preceding ones. The rate of 

change of resonant energy with true time is almost constant. 

In Fig. 9.29 we see emission P47H1OC which shows a slight decrease 

in slope during its lifetime. The interaction region first travels 

away from the equator and later slowly. drifts back twoards its 

starting point. The values of -ve interaction region velocity are 

about 10 times smaller than for P47HllB whilst the +ve values are 

of the same order. The distances and the interaction region veloc- 

ities are very similar for the two values of equatorial, electron 

density used. 

I 
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Again the energy of resonant electrons is the same as for previous 

emissions and the rate of change of energy is almost constant. 

Finally emission P47H11E can be seen in Fig. 9.33. The observed rate 

of change of frequency is almost constant with a slight tendency to 

increase as the emission develops. The interaction region in this 

case moves steadily away from the equator with an almost constant vel- 

ocity of between 1 and 2x 106 m s-1 for both values of n eq 

Unfortunately it has not been possible to acquire satellite data on 

the position of the plasmapause with respect to the S. Uist field line 

(which is the assumed path or propagation for the emissions) at the 

time of the chorus event. However if we assume that the emissions 

were generated inside the plasmasphere towards the outer edge and use 

a gyro-frequency electron density model with values of n of the 
eq 

order of 103 electrons/cc it is clear that the emissions fulfill the 

necessary condition (-v 
g 

<VI<v ) if they are to be generated by the 

second order transverse resonance mechanism suggested by Helliwell. 

The values of resonant electron energies are also realistic and con- 

sistent even though individual interaction region motions may be quite 

different. 

If the L=3.4 field line is taken to be outside the plasmapause and 

a collisionless electron density distribution with neq a 10 electrons 

/cc is used the calculated values of resonant electron energies are 

meaningless see Fig. 9.37, as v4, exceeds the speed of light. This 

would of course not occur if the relativistic calculations were per- 

formed, but extremely high electron energies would still'be required. 
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This suggests that the emissions were generated and propagated in- 

side the plasmapause. This is supported by Allcock & Mountjoy 1970 

who characterise this type of rapidly rising 1 to 4 KHz chorus as 

medium latitude S type which is'normally associated with magnetically 

disturbed periods and which is quite distinct from the lower frequency 

polar chorus such as that shown in Fig. 10.3 which occur at high 

geomagnetic latitudes and is generated outside the plasmapause. 

Allcock & Mountjoy 1970 show a relationship between the observed 

rate of change of frequency of chorus elements (both quite and storm 

types) and the local magnetic activity index 3 hours earlier. The 

data'was collected over several months at a station located at 500 S 

geomagnetic latitude between 0400 and 0700 magnetic local time. Fig. 

9.38 shows the values of the average rate of change of frequency as 

observed on the ground for each of the six emissions. It varies from 

6 KHz s-1 to 13 KHz s-1 and has a mean value of 9.8 KHz s-1. If this 

mean value is taken in conjunction with Allcock & Mountjoys figure 

we see that the local K index should have been between 4+ and 6- and 

centred on 5o. Allcock & Mountjoy point out that the relationship 

between df/dt and magnetic index is valid if the planetary K index 

is used as well as Klocal" The correlation is somewhat better if the 

. 
local magnetic index is used. From Fig. 9.15 we see that the actual 

value of K3 hours before the chorus event at S. Uist is in excellent P 

agreement with that given by Allcock & Mountjoy. 

The variation of distance of the interaction region from the equator 

for the six emissions is summarised in Fig. 9.38, the extent of the em- 

issions in frequency is shown in Fig. 9.39 along with the range of 
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resonant electron energies. There is a clear inverse relationship 

between the lowest frequency in the emission and the highest electron 

energies required to produce it. This is simply a consequence of 

the first resonance condition as stated in equation (7.1,4). 

Finally in this section it is appropriate to discuss the form of the 

energy - time curves and the relationship between the movement of the 

interaction region and the energetic electron energy distribution. 

As Brice 1964 points out, the equator is the most likely starting 

point for an emission because the electron streaming velocity is a 

minimum there and hence the available resonant particle flux is a 

maximum. 

Consider Fig. 8.3 the power radiated from the drifting interaction 

region is given by; 

Pout - Pm (Vg + ýI)/Vg (9.3,1) 

Quoted by Dowden 1971, from Helliwell 1967. 

and the input power from the resonant electrons is given by; 

Pin ° E. (vl/ - VI) dN(E) (9.3,2) 

which is given in Dowden 1971, where E- the energy of the resonant 
electron 

dN(E) a the density of resonant el- 
ectrons within dE of E. 

Pn the limiting radiated power 
m (see Helliwell 1967) 
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Helliwell 1967 states that the interaction region moves such that 

the input power equals the output power. Thus for a falling electron 

energy spectrum (which is most commonly observed). Ejand dN(E) 

will increase as the emission moves away from the equator and the 

generated frequency increases, see equation (7.1,4). If we consider 

the radiated power to remain constant (for vI«vglPout is constant 

for changes in v1), then as the emission proceeds from the equator 

the input power exceeds the output power. Under these circumstances 

the interaction region velocity increases such that the term (v, / - vI) 

in equation (9.3,2) is reduced which tends to equalise the input and 

output powers. A'simple riser generated in the presence of a falling 

electron energy spectrum which may be of the form; 

N (E) aAE (9.3,3) 

with n typically between 2 and 4, for trapped outer zone electrons in 

the energy range 40 EE< 250 keV (Hess 1968), results in a positive 

interaction region velocity and a progressive movement away from the 

equator. The common occurrence of a falling electron energy spectrum 

leads to the common occurrence of risers over other spectral shapes. 

Examples of this straightforward interaction region behaviour can be 

seen in Figs. 9.19 and 20 for emission llC and in Figs. 9.22 & 23 for 

11D. As both Helliweli 1967 and Dowden 1971 point out, if changes, 

either spatial or temporal, occur in the electron spectrum during the 

lifetime of an emission the interactionregion velocity will 'respond' 

to equalise the input and output powers resulting in complicated 

velocity - time profiles where interaction regions may double back on 

themselves as for emissions 11B and 10C. it is possible for a later, 
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higher frequency to be generated closer to the equator than a preceding 

lower one if the emission is generated by the mechanism suggested by 

Helliwell. Examples can be seen for emissions 11B, 10C and for the 

test emission used by Helliwell which is shown in Fig. 8.5 

The relationship between energetic electron spectra, emission profiles 

and interaction region dynamics has been studied by Dowden 1971 based 

on Helliwell's theory. He shows that for a variety of emissions 

received on the ground at L-3.3 an electron spectrum of the form 

N(E) KE 
2- 2 

Accounts for their generation if variations in the stream density 

ranging from 0.5x normal to 10 x normal are allowed over short times 

(order of 0.01 seconds). Dowden suggests that such density changes 

resemble electron microbursts as studied by Oliven et al 1968 and 

Oliven & Gurnett 1968. They show that microbursts are always acc- 

ompanied by VLF emissions but that emissions are not always accomp- 

anied by microbursts. It would appear that microbursts may give 

rise to some of the more exotic spectral forms of VLF emissions such 

as hooks with branching risers, but in the case of the six . emissions 

analysed here which are not of this type, it may be assumed that 

short period variations in the electron stream density do not occur. 

There is clearly a great deal of interesting work to be undertaken 

in this field, and as Dowden 1971 points out the verification of 

Helliwell's theory would "clear up" the long standing problem of the 

generation of VLF emissions and would provide a useful tool for 
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studying the magnetosphere. The essential component which is requ- 

ired to undertake such a study, an accurate, well behaved, fast 

computer program which does not contain approximations has here 

been developed and tested. The results from its application to a 

range of VLF emissions may prove useful in the future study of the 

Earth's magnetosphere. 

In the following pages the development of the computer model based 

on Helliwell's theory to a more sophisticated level is reported. 

The program is then used to analyse four Polar Chorus elements which 

were recorded at Andýya (L = 6.2). 
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CHAPTER 10 

The Analysis of High Latitude Discrete VLF Emissions 

based on Helliwell's Theory 

10.1 A more Sophisticated Computer Model 

Having solved a number of problems to produce program P90E the main 

outstanding one is that of the uncertainty in the results which is 

introduced by being forced to consider the slope of the first point 

on the equatorial profile as being that which would have been observed 

on the interaction region at the start of the emission. The validity 

of the assumption about the slope decreases as the group delay ex- 

perienced by the emission increases. 

In the new computer model the aim is to firstly establish accurately 

the point at which the emission started and then to successively 

recalculate the form of the emission by removing dispersion effects 

incurred between the equator and the starting point and between 

successive points along the path of the drifting interaction region. 

An extremely accurate picture of the exact movement of the interaction 

region can be built up and it will be"shown that emissions can be 

reconstituted from interaction region data with great accuracy. 

The various routines for integration, dispersion calcualtion & distance 

calculation used in P90E are again used in this program but the 

manner in which they are used is quite different, such that the suec- 
. 

essive recalculation of the emission profile can be carried out. The 

operation of the program becomes clear if its basic steps are examined 

one at a time and in the order in which they are called. 
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Consider Fig. 10.1, the emission profile received on the ground 

is prepared as before as a series of points f, t from 1 to nmax. For 

a typical riser such as emission E, äiaxc 25. The profile is correct- 

ed for dispersion effects back to the equator and profile No. 2 is 

obtained. 

First guess. Slope at 1 from 
This position No. 3 profile gives 
calculated from the second and better 
slope of the estimate of 
equatorial profile distance. 
at point 1. 

No. 4 
A 

ý ý 

No, 3 No. 2 

t'+ 

Equator 

No. 5 
Slope at point 2 
gives value for 
interaction region 
position 2. Slope f 
at point 3 gives 
distance 3, etc. 

Final 

-evolution of 
frequency 
time profile. f 

Last 

Equatorial profile Equatorial emission 
corrected for profile. Point 1 
dispersion to Sl12. used to give 
To give better distance S1. 
estimate of 
slope at 1. 

A 

f 

nmax 
ý 

f 

Obs. 

A Method For Tracking The 
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A polynomial is fitted to this equatorial profile and the slope at 

point 1 is calculated. The distance calculation is performed and this 

yields a first estimate-'at S1: For a simple riser with a starting 

frequency which is less than the nose frequency Sl will be too large 

because dispersion modifies the slope of the emission such that df/dt 

at the equator is greater than df/dt at the point of generation. A 

better estimate of the point of generation can be obtained by updating 

the equatorial profile to that which would have been observed at 

position S1/2 and using the slope of this profile at point 1 to cal- 

culate the distance. As the slope at point 1 in profile 3 is less than 

that in the equatorial profile the distance will be less than S1. The 

difference between S1 and the distance to position l(see Fig. 10.1)is 

printed out and an estimate of the accuracy of the position of the 

first generation point can be obtained. For example using emission E 

with neq -1 electorn/cc and a collisionless: electron density model 

the difference in the distance estimates is 2.3km in 450km which is a 

discrepancy of approximately 1%. The change in the values of slopes at 

point 1 is 1.259Hz s-1 in 300 Hz s-1. The position of the first gener- 

ation point(1) is thus obtained with some idea of its validity. 

The equatorial profile is corrected for dispersion to position I and 

after fitting a polynomial to'profile 4 the second generation point 

is established by using the emission slope at point 2. The equatorial 

profile is then corrected for dispersion to position 2 which results 

in profile 5. Using a polynomial the slope at point 3 is established 

, and position 3 is calculated. The process is repeated until the dist- 

ance corresponding to point nmaX has been calculated. In this manner 

the development of an emission is tracked or retraced from the received 

signal. All the interesting parameters such as v, ̀,, vI, vg, and resonant 

particle energy are calculated for each position of the generation 

region as in P90E. 
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The effect of recalculating the emission profile as the generation 

region moves along the field line away from the equator can be seen 

in Fig. 10.2. Here the slope of emission E as a function of frequency 

is plotted for the equatorial profile and the profile at the last 

generation position. Frequencies close to the nose frequency show 

little change of slope, but above the nose frequency the slope is 

increased and below. it it is decreased. The change in slope at the low 

frequency end of the emission is not important as the slopes at these 

frequencies are taken from profiles generated close to the equator but 

as the frequency of interest moves up the emission and the generation 

region moves away from the equator, the change in slope becomes import- 

ant. An 8% change in a slope of 2 KHz s-lat 1.5 KHz for emission E 

is achieved by successively recalculating emission profiles, this is 

reflected in the position of the interaction region along the field 

line and a more accurate estimate of interaction region velocity, para- 

llel velocity and hence resonant electron energy is obtained. The 

organisation of the computations is involved, but a simplified logic 

flow chart for the program P90T can be seen in Appendix 2. 

1ý 

10.2 Discrete VLF Emissions Received at Andýya. 

A number of narrow bandwidth risers were recorded at AndOya, N. Norway 

(69.3°N, 16.016°E) during the launching of a3 axis VLF receiver on 

board P129A which was mentioned earlier. The launching took place on the 

3rd of November 1972 at 11.45hr GMT. A VLF göniometer (Bullough & 

Sagredo 1973) was used to receive the polar chorus. The instrument was 

situated about 2 Km W of the range'at a 'quiet' site. 

The chorus emissions were received following a magnetically disturbed 

period lasting some 3 days during which the planetary magnetic index 

Kp reached values of 8o and was commonly 5-, see Fig. 9.15. As with P47H 

the emissions were received when the Kp had 'fallen below 3, their rec- 
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ception possibly being prevented by ionospheric absorption during the 

storm event itself. About 20 to 30 emissions were reproduced on a Sono- 

graph these being the most audible ones selected from the 1 hour of re- 

cording. From these 4 were chosen for detailed analysis these being of 

high intensity, narrow bandwidth and with a clear spectral form. The 

signal strength of these emissions was not great(estimated to be about 

10Y5gamma) and in consequence the background noise is noticeable on the 

Sonograms. However the emissions can easily be seen at between 1 KHz 

and 1.5 KHz, see Figs. 10.3 and 10.4. It is clear that they are much 

longer lasting than the medium latitude emissions presented earlier and 

may continue for up to 1 second. They are also confined to a much small- 

er range of frequencies and most of these emissions cut off at fho/2 for 

the field lines in the region of Andýya. This is an obvious upper fre- 

quency limit for, ducted emissions which are generated on the far side of 

the equator as the guiding of VLF energy along a field line ceases at 

fh/2 see Helliwell 1965. This simple explanation for the cessation of 

the emissions is in contrast to the medium latitude ones given earlier 

where--there is no obvious reason for the cut, off. 

Before considering these high latitude emissions for analysis on the 

basis of Helliwell's theory using P90T we must establish both the path 

of propagation of the emission and which magnetospheric electron dens- 

ity model to use. Unfortunately the VLF goniometer was not able to est- 

ablish the assumed duct exit point due to interference. The goniometer 

technique worked extremely well at Halley Bay, Antarctica Sagredo & 

Bullough 1973 and in a recent campaign in Canada during a solar eclipse 

Rycroft (private communication). However it is possible to estimate the 

location of the field line lying at the centre of the assumed duct by 

using the emission cut off frequencies. In Fig. 1.4 we see a number of 

whistlers with nose frequenies around 3 KHz. The nose frequencies and 
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cut off frequencies are estimated by eye and marked with a small dot. 

Using the well known relation; 
fnose -0.38f ho 

it is possible to calculate fho/2 and compare it with the cut off 

frequency. This has been done in Table 10.1. 

Table 10.1 

Whistler No. fn fho fho/2 fcut 
off 

0 4.2KHz 11.05KHz 5.53KHz 5.5KHz 

1 4.2 11.05 " 5.53 " 5.3 " 

2 4.3 " 11.32 " 5.65 " 5.7 " 

3 4.0 " 10.53 " 5.26 " 5.1 " 

4 3.75" 9.86 " 4.93 " 4.6 
5 3.7 " 9.74 " 4.86 " 4.7 

11 

to 

The average error in fho%2 with respect to fcut 
off 

is 4% at 5KHz and 

it would seem reasonable that using the emission cut off frequency it 

is possible to calculate fho to within 10%. In the absence of better 

data relating to the propagation path of the four emissions shown, the 

cut off frequency at 1.5 KHz gives fho= 3 KHz. The invariant coordin- 

ates of the exit point must be calculated using this value. The calcul- 

ation is a graphical one, see Fig. 10.5. Firstly the geographic positions 

of the four points at the corners of the invariant coordinate grid 

(. A-= 65°�! =100°), (j%. =70°, J=100°), (iL =65°, f=110°) are determined. The 

'box' formed by joining these points together contains the position of 

Andfya which may be placed by knowing its geographic coordinates (69.3°N, 

16.016°E). Its magnetic co-ordinates are found by a linear interpolation 

inside. the 'box', they are given as (A = 66.75°J=105.8°). 

Barish & Roederer 1969 have produced tables of calculated mangetic 

field strength at the geomagnetic equator for a field line referred to 

the 100 km level for the region around Andgya. The value of the-equat- 

orial magnetic field strength for the "Roederer field line" shown in 

i 
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Fig. 10.5 is given as; 

129 ö predicted for 21.. 9.. 75 

130 Y predicted for 21.1l.. 75 

The location of the bottom of the field line is given as 67.69°N, 

15°E and in magnetic coordinates . JL. = 65.51°, L - 5.819. 

If we assume that the magnetic field strength varies as 1/L3 at the 

equator then the field strength for Andsäya, BA is given by; 

BA - LR3 where BR the field strength at the equator 

-. -BR LA for the Roederer field line. 

A value of 129.5 r is used to give BA = 96.56y' 

The minimum gyrofrequency along the And6ya field line is given by; 

fho(And$ya) a 27.9938 X BA(in gamma) 

fho - 2.703 KHz 

Thus for an observed cut off frequency of 1.5 KHz, taking this to be 
fho/2 and Lý f2.703 

LA 3ý1 3 

we see that the McIlwain parameter for the field line of propagation 

L is 6.196 and . /1. - 66.313° . Assuming that 1° of latitude is equiv- 

alent to a distance of 111 km on the earth's surface we see that the 

emissions may have travelled only 50 kmAin the earth-ionosphere wave- 

guide. No attempt was made in the analysis which follows to allow 

for dispersion in the cavity. 

The existence of the plasma pause at approximately LE4 during undist- 

urbed conditions-is well known. It has been studied over a number 

of years by many workers employing a variety of research techniques. 

Fig. 10.6 due to Angerami 1966 shows the equatorial electron density 

ai a function of radial distance from the earth's surface measured in 

earth radii. At L-3.4 (S Uist) electron densitites at the equator 

in the region of 500 electrons/cc are indicated. At the field line 
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passing through And$ya at L=6.2 we see that a density of about 2 

electrons/cc is given. Angerami points out that experimental evidence 

suggests that the ionisation along a field line in the region beyond 

the plasma-pause falls off with height at a much faster rate than the 

distribution in the plasmasphere. ' Also the slope of the ionisation 

distribution across field lines outside the plasma-pause is such that 
it can only be represented by a diffusive equilibrium model if unreal- 
istic parameters for the ionic composition at 1000 km and electron 

temperature are assumed. 
The low electron densities outside the plasma-pause mean that 

I 
collisions have a comparatively small effect on the electron distrib- 

ution in this region. Thus one might expect a good approximation to 

be obtained by considering the case where collisions are neglected. 

Such idealised situations have been studied by workers including 

Dowden 1960 and Eviatar et al 1964. Fig. 10.6a shows the comparison 

of the diffusive equilibrium model, the collisionless model due to 

Eviatar and an R74 model for plasma density along a field line at L- 

. 
4. The R4 model is an empirical one where 

ne = neq R4 

The similarity between the collisionless model and the R4 model is 

obvious and the simple expression was used in the calculations during 

the analysis of AndOya emissions. 

10.3 The Analysis of High Latitude Discrete VLF Emissions 

The results of the detailed analysis, of the four emissions' shown in 

Figs. 10.3 & 10.4 are presented. Each emission is discussed in turn, 

the similarities or differences between emissions are dealt with 

thereafter. 

Each emission was prepared for analysis in the standard manner which 

was described earlier and represented by between 20 and 30 frequency 

ý" 
, time points. 
Emission E frequency - time profile as received on the ground can be 

seen in Fig. 10.7 (curve (a)). When corrected for dispersion effects 
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suffered during propagation from the equator the profile becomes 

curve (b) showing that a 0.8 second delay had been introduced. The 

shape of the curve is modified due to the differential time delays at 

different frequencies. The curve shape near the nose frequency at 

about 1.2 KIiz is unaltered but below that it is decreased and the 

emission is stretched out, whilst at frequencies greater than fn the 

slope is increased and the profile is contracted. 

The calculations described earlier are performed using the computer 

program P90T to yield the frequency time profile at the interaction 

region. A much smaller delay has to be re: oved in this case because 

the interaction region is between 9x105 and 5x106 m from the equator 

which is only a fraction of the path length from the equator to the 

observer. It is interesting to note that the rate of change of fre- 

quency tends to infinity at the end of the emission's lifetime and 

the interaction region velocity as shown in Fig. 10.8 exceeds the 

parallel velocity of resonant electrons. The Helliwell criterion 

-vg c vI ( vll is disobeyed only for the last two points on the emiss- 

ion profile. If the analysis is repeated with neq - 1.5 elelectrons/cc 

instead of 2 electrons/cc we see from Fig. 10.9 that the interaction 

"region velocity lies within the acceptable limits. Reducing the elect- 

ron density still further to 1 electron/lOcc the interaction region 

, velocity still fulfills the condition. If the electron density at the 

equator is increased however to a figure of 5 electrons/cc, we see 

from Fig. 10.11 that a physically impossible situation results. The 

interaction region velocity starts at a value which is Ixv/, and after 

falling in the same manner as the previous VN curves it rises until 

half way through its lifetime it exceeds Výý and continues until it 

exceeds the velocity of light. The velocity curve reappears from -tor 

and proceeds to decrease with negative time. This description of the 

interaction region velocity indicates that a value of neq a5 
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electrons/cc cannot have occurred during the generation of this emission. 
It is clear that values of neq between 1.5 and 2 electrons/cc represent 

an upper limit of equatorial electron density for this emission. To 

establish that the analysis program or method had not broken down at 

neq =5 electrons/cc and produced the unrealistic interaction region 

movement, programs were written to recover the original received emiss- 

ion profile from data on the interaction region position and velocity. 

All the data resulting from the analysis of an emission using program 

P90T was written on punched cards which were used as the input data 

for the reconstitution program. This eliminates errors introduced by 

reading values from graphs or printouts. Due to the lack of space, 

details of this reconstitution program are not given but the result of 

its use on the data produced by the analysis of emission E with neq 

1.5 electrons/cc can be seen in Fig. 10.12. The extremely good agree- 

ment between the original and reconstituted profiles indicates the 

I 

accuracy of the analysis program P90T. Very good agreement is also 

achieved when the completely unrealistic interaction region velocities 

obtained with neq a5 electrons/cc are used in the reconstitution. This 

can be seen in Fig. 10.13. It is clear that the calculations do not 

break down for these high values of neq and that the unrealistic 

results do indicate an incorrect choice of parameters on which the 

analysis of emissions is based. 

Fig. 10.14 shows the resonant energy of electrons as a function of 

time for equatorial electron densities of 1 and 1/10 electrons/cc. As 

in chapter 9, which dealt with medium latitude emissions, it can be seen 

that E' l/neq. For the lower electron density resonant energies of 100 

to 300 keV are required. Plots of resonant energy as functions of neq 

and 1/neq over the range . 1/10 4. neg4 5 electrons/cc can be seen in 

Fig. 10.15. The graphs are similar to Fig. 9.25 for medium latitude 

emissions. The reciprocal relationship of energy with neq holds 

better for emission E than for the S. Uist emission. 
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In the discussion which follows, on the presentation of results from 

each emission, use will be made of the inverse relationship of E with 

neq along with information on the flux densities of electrons as a 

function of energy to show that a sensible lower limit may be placed 

on the equatorial electron density at L=6.2 during the period in 

which the emissions were generated. 

Emission A 

The received emission profile can be seen in Fig. 10.16 together with 

the 0.2 second dispersion delay which has been removed to give the 

equatorial profile. Note that the dispersion delay with neq .1 elect- 

ran/lOcc is approximately I that incurred when neq =2 electrons/cc. 

The emission was analysed using program P90T in the same way as 

emission E. The results, distance, velocity of the interaction region, 

, the parallel velocity and energy of resonant electrons are given for 

a'number of equatorial electron densities in Figs. 10.17 to 10.21. 

The interaction region velocity falls within the permitted range for 

neq <5 electrons/cc and a physically unrealistic situation with a 

split interaction region results at neq - 10 electrons/cc. Thus the 

results from this emission broadly confirm the limitation on neq 

imposed by the analysis of emission E. 

Emission B 

The received frequency-time profile is given in Fig. 10.22 and the 

products of the analysis for values of neq - 1/10,1/2,5 and 10 

electrons/cc are shown in Figs. 10.23 to 10.28. The interaction region 

parameters obtained with an equatorial electron density of 1 electron/ 

2cc were used as input data for the program which recalculates the 

observed emission profile. It can be seen from Fig. 10.25 that the acc- 

uracy of the reconstituted profileis excellent. It is clear that the 

recovery of the original emission profile, from information regarding 

the motion of an interaction region such as that proposed by Helliwell, 
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where a second order transverse resonance mechanism is operating, is 

a necessary but not sufficient condition to establish the validity of 

the proposed generation model. However, as we hope to show, this fact 

taken together with the constraints on interaction region motion and 

limits imposed upon the equatorial electron density by the analysis 

using this model would strongly suggest that VLF discrete emissions 

are produced by a mechanism such as the one proposed. 

" Emission J 

As for the other three emissions , the received frequency - time plot 

f 

is given first, see Fig. 10.29. The half Lop dispersion for an equat- 

orial electron density of 1 electron/cc is also given in this figure. 

The distance of the interaction region from the equator, the inter- 

action region velocity, the parallel velocity of resonant electrons 

and the electron resonant energy are all given as-functions of true 

time for neq 1/10,1,5 and 10 electrons/cc in Figs. 10.30 to 10.34. 

It can be seen that for this emission a physically unreal situation 

results with neq a5 electrons/cc. 
I 

10.4 The Results of the Analysis of 4 High Latitude VLF Emissions 

In'this section reference is made to the graphical results of the 

1 analysis which were presented in 10.3 and the similarities and 

differences between the emissions are mentioned. 

a) The received profile. 

Whilst all the emissions are confined within a narrow range of 

frequencies (1.0 - 1.5 KUIz) and last for between 0.3 - 0.6 s there 

are interesting differences in their frequency - time profiles which 

result in differing distance - time and velocity - time relations 
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Emission E starts at 1.0 KHz and has a continuously curved profile up 

to a maximum frequency of 1.45 KHz. Emission A has a 'hyperbolic' pro- 

file which starts and finishes as almost a straight line and has the 

greatest curvature half way through its life. Emission B covers the 

frequency range 1.15 KHz - 1.39 KHz by starting as almost a straight 

line and then rising rapidly in frequency. Emission. J is about 0.3 

seconds long (the shortest) and covers the frequency range 1.25 - 1.5 

KHz. The profile is curved at the start of the emission but approaches 
1, 

_ 

a straight line which represents the greater part of the profile. A 

summary of frequency coverage for the four emissions is given in Fig. 

10.35. 

b) Interaction Region Distance - Time curves. 

In all cases the interaction region moves smoothly away from the 

geomagnetic equator. No interaction region comes to rest or turns back 

on its self. This implies a steadily falling energetic electron energy 

spectrum over the energy range 10 keV to 40 keV which has little 

spacial or temporal variation associated with it. 

c) Interaction Region Velocity -Time Curves. 

The interaction region velocity-for all four emissions is always 

+ve. For emissions A&B it increases with increasing true time while 

E&J show a minimum velocity about half way through the emission life 

time. In all cases the interaction region velocity obeys the necessary 

condition -vg 4 vI 4 vll for all values of true time if a realistic 

value of neq -1 electron/cc is used in the analysis. 

, 
d) Resonant electron energies. 

For all emissions the electron resonant energy falls with true time. 
l 

The slope of the emission profile is +ve and increasing with time, there- 

'fore the interaction region is moving away from the equator and the 

local gyro-frequency and emission frequency are rising. The first 
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resonance condition (equation 8.2,6) requires low resonant energies 

at high emitted frequencies and thus a falling resonant energy - true 

time curve results. For n=1 electron/cc the energy range required 
eq 

for the generation of the four emissions shown is 1-33 keV. See Fig. 

10.35. It is clear from Fig. 10.15 that the resonant energy E is pro- 

portional to l/neq and it is therefore possible to attempt to place a 

lower limit on ambient plasma density. Gustafsson 1972 analysed the 

data-from electron detectors aboard, 0GO-4 which was a polar orbiting 

satellite at a height of 400-900 km. The detectors centred on 0.7, 

2.3,7.3 and 24 keV provided information on the fluxes of precipitated 

particles over the invariant latitude range 640 - 800 during the 

magnetic local time period 22.30 to 08.00 hr. Fig. 10.36 (due to 

Gustafsson) shows that the precipitated electron flux is falling with 

increasing energy and magnetic local time. Unfortunately it is not 

possible to place an absolute value on the lower limit of the equatorial 

electron density as no direct data is available on the precipitated 

'electron energies and fluxes during the chorus event at And$ya . How- 

ever it is clear from the falling electron spectrum at these latitudes 

as given by Gustafsson, together with the inverse relationship of res- 

onant energy with equatorial electron density shown in Fig. 10.15, that 

the available resonant electron flux falls with the value of neq. There- 

fore the likelihood of generating a strong discrete emission must fall 

with neq. Fig. 10.37 shows how the available electron flux decreases 

with energy and by using Fig. 10.15, with neq. The upper limit of 5 

electrons/cc is shown to correspond to a particle flux of about 107 

cm2 s-1 sr 
1 keV 1. The direct comparison of precipitated electrons 

and chorus emissions would yield a value for the equatorial electron 

density which could then be checked by direct measurement thereby 
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iss 

supporting the proposition that such chorus elements are generated 

by wave-particle interactions as suggested by Helliwell. 

10.4 Further aspects of High Latitude emission Analysis 

Firstly we consider the effect on the predicted resonant electron 

0 

energies of the assumed propagation path. Two emissions J&E were 

chosen and the calculated resonant energy as a function of true time 

was plotted in both cases assuming the following parameters; L=6.196, 

fho 3.0 KHz, neq =3 electrons/cc and using a collisionless electron 

density model. See curve 1 in Figs. 10.38 & 39. The calculation of 

resonant energy as a function of true time was repeated for both 

emissions assuming a different propagation path corresponding to L 

= 6.969 where fho = 2.6 KHz. The equatorial electron density and the 

electron density model were not changed. The new results represented 

by curve. 2 can be seen in Figs. 10.38 & 10.39. 

For changes in L and fho of 12% & 10% respectively, we see that the 

estimate of resonant energy changes by approximately 100%. This 

'error' is much greater than that introduced by inaccuracies in the 

estimate of absolute frequency, which is less than 1%, and that 

introduced by the inverse dependence of E on neQ' where 100% change 

in neq produces a 100% change in E. Therefore the correct position- 

"ing of the propagation path is likely to be the determining factor 

in the absolute accuracy of the calculated energies. 

In the case of the medium latitude emissions received at S. Uist 

during the firing of P47H, good correlation was obtained between 

single discrete emissions observed on the rocket and on the ground. 

This would indicate that the field line along which the-emissions 

were propagating passed 'either through, or very close to, the ground 

__ý__station and the launching site. Thus an L Value of 3.4 can be used with 
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some measure of confidence. 

. 
Unfortunately the propagation path for the high latitude emissions 

had to be based on cut off frequency data and it is therefore not 

certain that an L value of 6.196 is appropriate. 

It is of interest to examine the possible sources of weak whistler 

mode waves which are required for the interaction with the electron 

stream. There are three or possibly four sources of such waves. 

a) Whistlers 

It is well known that whistlers can trigger off emissions such as 

that shown in Fig. 1.11. There was however no evidence of whistlers 

received on the ground at Andgya during the reception of the polar 

chorus. Whistlers are received at high latitudes much less frequently 

than at medium latitudes due to the geographical location of centres 

of electrical storm activity. Although a further search of the recorded 

signals may reveal weak whistler activity, it is not considered to be 

the most likely source of triggering waves. It is unfortunate that at 
t 

the-time of the chorus event there was no satellite with VLF receiving 

equipment which was well positioned to provide information on weak 

signals above the ionosphere. 

'b) Man-made Transmissions. 

Helliwell 1967. gives an example of the now well known phenomenon 

of triggering an emission by a long morse pulse from a powerful ground 

based VLF transmitter. This occurs mostly at medium. latitudes where 

the equatorial gyro-frequency is of the order of 50 KHz and it is 

possible for resonance to take place at frequencies between 10KHz and 

'20 KHz which contains most of the high power VLF transmitted signals. 

At Andjya the emissions Vould be triggered by a man made signal at 

about 1 KHz. As there are few stations (which are mostly low power) 

i 
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near this frequency, This source of input signals is not considered 

to be very likely. 

c) A Plasma Instability. 

In section 6.3 it was shown that using the simple expression of 

the first resonance condition, equation (6.3,6) and the triggering 

criterion produced by Kennel & Petschek (1966); 

AW it was possible to derive an 

expression for the resonant energy parallel to the field line which 

electrons would require to sustain the instability. This is given in 

equation (6.3 7). On initial inspection it would seem possible to 

calculate A from knowledge of w& wh substitute this value into 

(6.3 7) and compare the energy with that calculated by program P90T. 

It might then be possible to establish if the source of the weak 

input waves was a plasma instability. 

Unfortunately this is not possible as the calculation of A from 

w& cah and the substitution into (6.3.7)is merely a rearrangement 

of equation (6.3,5) which simply represents the first resonance 

condition. This condition, though not in the form of (6.3 5), is used 

to calculate the parallel valocity and hence the parallel energy of 

resonant electrons in the analysis program P9OT. Thus given values 

of 
w& wh the two energies must be the same and no useful inform- 

ation can be obtained. It would be most interesting to obtain data on 

the anistropy of the electrons present'during the chorus event at 

Andýya in order to calculate the parallel resonanant energy such that 

the feasibility of a plasma instability being present at the time 

might be established. 

J 
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d) Whistler mode Echo. 

It is possible, having generated an emission from one of the 

sources described, that the partial reflection of the signal back 

towards the equator could provide weak whistler mode signals at 

the correct frequency such that other emissions may be formed. In 

the limited part of the data yet analysed from the whole event the 

marked periodicity which such echoing would establish was not in 

evidence. However a more careful and thorough investigation might 

prove interesting. 
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CHAPTER 11 

CONCLUSIONS, COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

11.1 CORED LOOP ANTENNAS 

For many years VLF radio receivers used large open loop aerials. 
This made them unsuitable for use either as a semi-mobile ground 

station, or on space vehicles where size and mass are important. 

In recent years due to the production of very high permeability 

special steel alloys and the realization of extremely low noise 
Field Effect Transistors, it became possible to construct small 
highly sensitive VLF antennas. Chapter 3, section 1 shows that it 

is possible to obtain the required sensitivity from such a small 

cored loop antenna. However it is not possible to derive the 

performance parameters by solving Maxwell's Equations and one is 

forced, to adopt an empirical approach to optimising the antenna 

performance. 

It was demonstrated that a simple equivalent circuit did not fully 

represent the antenna'for all combinations of coil size and frequen- 

cies considered. Chapter 4 dealt with the production of a more 

representative equivalent circuit for the antenna and with the 

calculation of the noise output of such a circuit. 

Throughout this work the equivalent circuits were modelled in complex 

algebra and written as computer programs. This enabled the amplitude 

and phase transfer functions to be calculated at any number of 
frequencies for various circuit parameters. The use of such programs 

made it possible to study in detail the noise introduced into the 

circuit by each element and consequently provided valuable inform- 

ation which was used in optimising the antenna sensitivity and 

frequency response. 
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11.1 
(Contd) 

Such techniques were used during the period of this work to solve 

the problem of reducing the loop size of ground based VLF Goniometer 

receiver aerials by a factor of 20 or more without reducing the 

system sensitivity. A coupling transformer to connect the low 

impedance antenna to the very high input impedance FET preamplifier 

was designed using a suite of computer programs of the type described. 

The author was in collaboration with Dr. K. Bullough of the Univer- 

sity of Sheffield and a report of this work will be published in the 

near future. 

The engineering required to transform a laboratory prototype 

compact VLF receiver using cored antennas into a fully integrated 

Rocket Experiment was undertaken and the payload was successfully 

launched from AND¢YA in November 1973. The performance of the 

experiment was excellent throughout the flight and the data 

recovered is at present being analysed. 

The design and production of a successful cored loop VLF rocket 

borne radio receiver was carried from first principles in less than 

two years and represents a significant step in the technology of VLF 

radio receivers on board space vehicles. 

11.2 FUTURE USES AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF SMALL VLF ANTENNAS 

There are two areas in which the performance of the antennas previously 

described may be improved. 

1) The extension of the frequency range covered by the antenna. 

2) The partial removal of the antenna resonance. 

Increasing the coil inductance by winding a larger number of turns will 

extend the frequency range of the antenna from VLF/ELF (20 KHz to 300 Hz) 

to ULF (less than 300 Hz) and-would enable the study of phenomena such as 

micropulsations and magnetosheath noise. 
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11.2 It is not possible to extend the frequency range above about 50 KHz 
(Contd) 

using highly permeable MU Metal cores as the Hysteresis loss encount- 

ered at these frequencies drastically reduced the effective permeab- 
ility of the material. However it is possible to obtain Ferrite 

cores which will work successfully up to a few MHz. 

The presence of a distinct resonance peak which has a high Q (due 

to the minimisation of loss in the coil) restricts the dynamic range 

of the receiver when operating in wide band mode. It is desirable 

to fully utilise the rather limited dynamic range of telemetry 

systems (40 db) and consequently a linear frequency response over 

the band of interest is required. There are a number of ways this 

can be achieved. Logarithmic compression of the wide band signal 

ensures 'that the dynamic range of the telemetry is not exceeded 

but it prohibits the subsequent spectral analysis of the data. 

The intensity information at any frequency is lost and is not 

recoverable over the whole band by post telemetry antilogarithmic 

expansion. It is possible however to recover fully the frequency - 

time profile of the strongest emissions in the band which is being 

analysed. 

The removal of the resonance peak by using an on board filter with 

the inverse transfer function of the antenna is the most straight- 

forward approach. However the production of such a filter is not 

a simple matter and ensuring its frequency stability over a wide 

range of temperatures and mechanical loadings requires considerable 

thought. 

A more practical approach is that adopted by Dr. Gendrin', s group in 

France, Mayer 1969, where a second winding is introduced into the 

antenna coil. This winding, of only a few turns, carries the output 

signal front the preamplifier and forms a negative feedback network. 

The difficulty with this approach is the production of a phase 

compensation network which operates over the frequency range of the 

antenna to prevent the feedback from becoming positive. 
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The feedback method of reducing the antenna resonance would seem 

to be the best solution and should be the next step in the production 

of cored loop antennas. 

The prospect for experimental work in VLF/ELF, ULF and magnetos- 

pheric physics in general in the next few years in Europe is very 

exciting with the advent of the I. M. S. in 1975. At the time of 

writing the author is working on the ESRO satellite GEOS which is 

to be launched into a geostationary orbit at 6.6 RE 

in November 1975. This complicated fully integrated spacecraft 

carries an experiment produced by Dr. Gendrin's group which amongst 

other things measures magnetic fields in the VLF/ELF & ULF bands 

using small cored loop antennas of approximately the same size, 

mass and sensitivity as those described in this thesis. 

The University of Sheffield is producing a Skylark payload based 

on SL1124 but with an additional 3 axis electric field experiment, 

the basis of which is being provided by the author in connection 

with the British Aircraft 'Corporation to be launched in conjunction 

with GEOS. Fig. 11.1 shows the receiver threshold claimed for 

the S300.5 magnetic sensors on GEOS compared with the sensitivity 

of the 25 cm rod antenna described in this work. The sensitivity 

of the electric field sensors on GEOS is given in Fig. 11.2 to- 

gether with the threshold of the electric field experiment which is 

proposed for the new Sheffield Skylark Payload. The sensitivities 

and frequency coverage of the receivers on board GEOS mark a 

definite step forward in spacecraft born VLF receivers. 

Many other groups throughout Europe have experiments on board GEOS 

or are launching rocket payloads or giving ground based support 

during what promises to be an exciting and progressive period in 

magnetospheric and Ionsopheric research over the next few years. 
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11.2 In the United States of America magnetospheric research continues 
(cont'd) 

at a great pace with the launching of a number of new earth orbiting 

and deep space probes. A new feature of such work is the investig- 

ations carried out into the Physics of the Jovian Magnetosphere 

by both fly - by and the proposed orbiting spacecraft together with 

measurements of the Decametric and decimetric radio emissions from 

the planet by ground based radio telescopes. 

11.3 WAVE - PARTICLE INTERACTIONS; A SHORT REVIEW OF SIGNIFICANT 

STEPS IN THE WORK PRESENTED IN THIS THESIS 

1) The Synthesis of emissions by Dowden's Cyclotron Theory. 

A computer model of the Backward Radiating Doppler Shifted Cyclo- 

tron Oscillation from Electrons which was proposed by Dowden 

was constructed. The calculations were performed entirely by a 

computer and no manual or graphical operations were involved. 

The examples of emissions analysed by Dowden were checked and 

the computer results were in good agreement. Emissions were 

synthesised for representative electron energies at the 

S. Uist, Halley Bay and And6ya VLF stations and shown to 

have spectral (frequency - time) characteristics similar to 

those observed. However, the unsatisfactory nature of the 

postulated 'electron bunch' leads one to discuss Helliwell's 

phenomenological theory of the generation of VLF emissions 

which makes use of the 'Second order Transverse Resonance 

Instability. 

2) The analysis of VLF Emissions based on Helliwell's Theory 

A computer model based on Helliwell's calculations was built 

using many of the software routines employed earlier in the 

Dowden model to give a fast non graphical method of analysing 

VLF triggered emissions. The model was tested using the Hook 

which was analysed by Helliwell using partially graphical 

techniques. The agreement between the results was very good 

ie. within 102 for all parameters. 
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Unfortunately the assumption made by Iielliwell in (Equation 8.2.9) 

concerning the value of the electron gyro-frequency fh as a 

function distance, prevents the computer program for working 

outside the distance range +3x 106m from the geomagnetic 

equator at L=4. This restriction was removed in Section 9.1 by 

showing that the basic equation 8.2.14 is 'well behaved' and can 

be solved numerically by a fast solution searching routine to give 

correct value of distance over the entire length of the field line 

being considered. This solution for S contains no approximations 

of the basic plasma equations called up in the solution of 8.2.14 

and the accuracy of the value of S is determined entirely by the 

number of iterations allowed. This solution of Helliwell's basic 

equation is new and extremely useful not only for the analysis 

of VLF emissions but also for their synthesis-where the emission 

can be followed from mirror point to mirror point. 

A refinement of the computer model involved the exact different- 

iation of a fourth order polynomial which was fitted to the 

original data rather than a 'step by step'-differentiation which 

can produce random errors in S. The differentiation gives values 

of df/dt at f which are used in the solution of equation 8.2.14 

for values of S. 

The model was then applied to data collected at S. Uist during 

the launch of a VLF rocket payload into Dawn Chorus, after being 

checked with Helliwell's Hook. A very slow riser recorded at 

high geomagnetic latitudes was successfully analysed using this 

computer model. This is possibly the first time Helliwell's 

Theory has been applied to High Latitude Emissions. 

i 

3)Helliwell's Theory in the Dowden Limit 

Having computer models for both the Dowden and Helliwell theories 

of VLF emission generation enabled a quantatative check of 

Helliwell's statement that 'the Dowden criterion was a limiting 

case of the more general Helliwell model. 'Many millions of 

individual calculations had to be performed during the synthesis 
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of an emission using the Dowden model and the subsequent analysis 

of that emission using Helliwell's theory.. It is noteworthy 
that the errors introduced during the digital computations were 

small enough to show up a discrepancy between the two models. 
This is the first time such a detailed study of the Helliwell 

theory in the Dowden limit has been made and it results in two 

statements. 

First, the Helliwell model in the limit where vq - VI is not 

exactly the situation described by Bowden 1962. This is because 

the basis of the Helliwell theory as shown in Fig. 8.4 where 

the interaction region has a finite size, becomes nonsense when 

taken to the Dowden limit. 

Secondly, the two theories can be united and be described by a 

single equation (8.2.23) if the interaction region velocity is 

known, or may be approximated to during the analysis of the 

emission. Equation 8.2.23 reduces to the standard equation given 
by Helliwell 8.2.14 for VI «V/1. This subtle extension of 
Heliwell's theory is new and may offer the prospect of better 

analysis of triggered emissions as it is more generally applicable. 

4) The Analysis of Medium Latitude Emissions 

Six representative 'Dawn Chorus' elements were chosen for 

analysis using the software which has been described: The 

emissions had been'recorded at S. Uist in November 1970 during 

a magnetically disturbed period. (Kp 3+). All the emissions were 

analysable and gave sensible results in terms of the displacement 

of the interaction region from the geomagnetic equator, the 

interaction region velocities and the energies of resonant 

electrons. Of the many interesting points brought out in this 

section of the work, two are of particular interest. 

a) Over a limited range of the equatorial electron density neq, 

there is a reciprocal relationship between neq and the energy 

of resonant electrons. This enables the value of neq to be 

fixed from measurements of precipitated electron energies and 
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11.3 
(cont'd) 

pitch angles and VLF discrete emissions which may be made 
by rocket probes or spacecraft. This is a new technique 
for measuring a difficult magnetospheric parameter. 

b) There appears to be a linear rate of change of resonant 

energy of electrons as measured in the moving frame of the 
interaction region. This result was noticed for all the 

medium latitude emissions analysed although the degree of 
linearity was more marked in some cases than others. At 

the time of writing the author is not aware of any explan- 

ation of this result and so offers an opportunity for 

further study. 

In all the cases analysed the interaction region obeyed the 
Helliwell criteria of -vg « VI « V11 and thus the work 
lends support to the phenomenological theory of emission 

generation. 

S) The Analysis of High Latitude Emissions 

A more sophisticated model of Helliwell's theory was constructed 

which successively recalculates the emission profile as it 

travels away from the point of first observation. This larger 

computer program is-capable of a much more accurate analysis 

of the observed emission and represents the final step in the 

construction of the computer model of wave particle interaction 

based on Helliwell's theory. 

It was applied to four emissions recorded at And$ya in Norway 

during November 1972. The analysis of these emissions with a 

range of magnetospheric parameters showed that the major source 

of error in the results was due to the incorrect location of 

the field line along which the emission had travelled. The work 

comfirmed the reciprocal relationship between neq and E and with 

the aid of additional computer programs it was possible to show, 

that an upper limit could be placed on neq with some accuracy. 
Also-a probable lower limit could be derived from knowledge of 

the particle populations present in the vicinity of the generation 

region. The idea of using the analysis of discrete VLF emissions 
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with a fast computer program to provide data on the equatorial 

electron density is interesting and merits further consideration. 

The interaction region velocities produced by the analysis of 

the high latitude emissions conforms to ielliwell's velocity 

criterion and again lends support to the idea that discrete 

emissions at High geomagnetic latitudes are generated by a 

process which has many of the elements put forward in Helliwell's 

phenomenological theory. 

Considerable interest is being given to the study of high 

latitude magnetospheric phenomena with the launching of GEOS 

in the near future and it is hoped that the work on the analysis 

of high latitude triggered emissions presented here will be of 

use in this study. 

11.4 SUGGESTED FURTHER EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

1) The collection of more High Latitude discrete emissions for 

analysis with the sophisticated computer model. This would 

enable one to derive statistical relations of various kinds. 

For example a hystogram of the location and movement of the 

generation region or a distribution curve of resonant electron 

energies. The analysis of more data would of course dive 

information on interaction region velocities and whether they 

obeyed the velocity criterion thus indicating the extent to 

which Helliwell's theory is applicable to a broad range of 

emission types under various conditions. 

2) It would be most interesting to participate in joint experimental 

venture comprised of ground based VLF measurements with a spaced 

Goniometer array to provide information on duct exit points, a 

VLF and particle experiment on board a rocket to achieve heights 

of*200 km and a geostationary or synchronised fly-by of a 

suitable spacecraft carrying VLF receivers and particle detection 

equipment. With the data from a venture of this sort it would be 

possible to test many of the relations predicted from the computer 

model described. 

3) The acquisition of whistler and discrete emission data together 
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with particle energies and densities close to the equator during 

the time when the emissions were present would enable the one 
to check the validity of values of neq predicted from the 

analysis of the discrete emissions. It would also show whether 

the upper limits placed on neq by the analysis were realistic 

and the range of neq for which the limit was applicable. 

There is great scope for experimental work in the field of 

magnetospheric physics and in the area concerned with wave- 

particle interactions. However it is probably more important 

at the moment to give much attention to the'complicated 

mathematical problems which must be solved in order that we may 

move from a phenomenological theory of wave-particle interactions 

to a sound understanding of the physics of the generation mech- 

anism or mechanisms. 

11.5 COMPUTER MODELLING OF THE COMPLICATED INTERACTION PROCESS 

The problems which arise in the production of computer models which 

can derive realistic emissions from purely theoretical considerations 

of an incident electromagnetic whistler mode wavefield and the prop- 

erties of the ambient thermal plasma and a high energy particle 

population are very great. In this section a brief description of 

such work undertaken by Dr. Nunn at Kings College London will be 

given. It is clear that in such a short note it is impossible to 

do justice to Dr Nunn's work but it is hoped that the reader will 

gain some insight into the nature of the theoretical models used 

and the size and difficulties involved in the calculations which 

have to be performed. In the opinion of the author it is work of 

this nature combined with experimental data which will lead to a 

real understanding of the generation of VLF discrete emissions in 

the magneto$phere. 

Nunn 1972 (private communication) refers to work produced earlier, 

Nunn 1971 to outline the basis on which the computer model is built 

Firstly it is assumed that the wave propogation vector k is everywhere 

parellel to the geomagnetic field B. This simplification implies that the 
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11.5 
(Contd) 

wavefield energy is confined within field aligned ducts and in 

making this assumption corrections for leakage and Landau Damping 

due to non parallel propagation have to be introduced into the 

model in an artificial manner. 

Secondly the observed wave amplitudes of discrete emissions can only 

be explained if the particle motion is non linear. Thirdly the 

magneto-ionic medium is inhomogeneous due principally to the variat- 

ion of geomagnetic field with position. 

The problem as stated by Nunn, is to derive the resonant particle 

current with the aid of a suitable energetic electron spectrum and 

the equations of motion for the particles. The resonant current then 

modifies the electromagnetic wavefield as a function of position and 

time. The calculation of the time varying wavefield would involve 

following the trajectories of 2 million particles for about 2000 

time steps. At the moment this is not'practical with existing 

computer technology and some simplifying assumptions must be made. 

It has been shown in Dysthe 1971 and Nunn 1971 that in an inhomog- 

eneous medium cyclotron resonant electrons may became stably trapped 

undergoing a steady change in energy. For incident wavefields which 

can so stably trap particles for more than one trapping period, 

bunches of such particles completely dominate interaction with the 

wave. Under these conditions the electrons give rise to a small 

transverse current Jres which continuously modifies the wave field 

and causes the growth of an emission. 

Nunn 1972 firstly derives the equations governing the time develop- 

ment of the wave field in the presence of a small non linear resonant 

particle current Jres' 

Secondly he defines the equations of motion of resonant particles 

and shows that they can be stably trapped in an incident wavefield. 
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11.5 The details of these calculations are both lengthy and complicated 
(Contd) 

and are not presented here. However in order to understand some of 
the interesting results produced by this model it is necessary to 

define a few terms which appear in Figs. 11.3 to 11.8. 

a) R* is the dimensionless wave amplitude. 

R* =R eio 

b) The quantity 0 is the additional phase of the wave measured 

w. r. t. the phase of the initial wave field (possibly a morse 

pulse). 

c) J= (Jr + iJi) eio 

Where Jr is the component of the resonant particle current which 

is in phase with the wave electric field and Ji is the quadrat- 

ure component. 

Nunn 1972 states that the non linear currents Jr & Ji are complicated 
functions of the entire wave field R* and not simply of R* at one 

position or time. Further, while the in phase component of the 

particle resonant current merely increases or decreases the wave 

amplitude R, the out of phase component alters the phase of the 

wave 0. It is this current that gives rise to the sweeping frequency 

observed in triggered emissions. 

In performing the calculations Nunn choses a time independent 

unperturbed energetic particle distribution F(E) to be of the form 

E-2. He shows that the contribution to the resonant particle current 

Jres made by electrons with pitch angles 550< a< 250 is small and 

that the main contribution is made by electrons with pitch angles 
in the range 500> a> 300 which is in agreement with the calculations 
in Helliwell 1967. 

Before giving some representative results it must be said that the 

computer model easily breaks down and that strict control must be 

kept over what Nunn calls 'exotic instabilities'.. It was essential 
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to smooth the wavefield at every time step considered. The main 

instability is concerned with the growth of signal sidebands which, 

once excited, destroy the resonant current Jres as it is no longer 

dominated by a bunch of trapped particles and the model breaks down. 

'Heavy numerical smoothing and the careful choice of triggering pulses' 

are two means whereby the instability can be controlled. It is not 

made very clear what impact this has on the results and whether more 

subtle techniques can be found to overcome this problem. 

Nunn gives an example of a large amplitude riser which is triggered 

by a short morse pulse of about 60 ms duration. The original pulse 

is square and of normalised amplitude = 1. It is introduced from 

the left of the diagrams at time t=0. Fig. 11.3 shows the wave- 

field intensity and resonant currents at t= 7500. In each case the 

ordinate is the distance along the field line from the geomagnetic 

equator in arbitrary units. 

Note in Fig. 11.3 that as the trapped particles leave the morse 

pulse they become untrapped, both the inphase and out of phase 

currents tend to zero and the additional phase of the wave increases. 

In the-secodd diagram Fig 11.4 we see the winding up of the phase 

continues and that a resonant particle now sees a steady acceleration 

of phase 0 to the left of the equator. By Figs. 11.5 & 11.6 at 

t =15000 a quasistatic generation region has established itself on 

the left of the equator. Nunn shows that as a result of the second 

differential of 0 with z being constant the resonant particle current 

vector and the wave field vectors remain synchronised down to very 

small values of R. Nunn states that this condition which occurs 

at the low amplitude end of the generation region is Helliwell's 

, 
linear generation condition. Ile emphasises that the Helliwell 

condition is applied at the point where the particles fall out of 

. resonance andinot at the centre of the generation region. Figs. 

11.7 and 11.8 show the state of the generation region at ta 20000 

where the wave frequency at the low power end (where Helliwell's 

linear theory applies) is several tens of Hz above the original 

frequency of the morse pulse. 
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Nunn goes on to consider the application of the computer model to 

questions such as the length of morse pulse which is required at 

certain amplitudes before a triggered emission can be generated 

and the initial frequency offset between morse pulse and riser. 

However the. main point of describing this work is to show that 

although Helliwell's phenomenological theory can explain the 

generation of discrete emissions it remains a very simplified picture 

of what is a most complicated and fascinating phenomenon. Nunn 

indicates that the generation or interaction region grows along the 

field line and occupies many hundreds of km close to the geomagnetic 

equator. In the Helliwell picture the interaction region is seen 

to be smaller and to move over distances large compared to its length. 

It is clear that the full understanding of the physics of generating 

narrowband discrete VLF emissions is yet to be realised and that work 

on this interesting problem will continue apace. 
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A1.1 

A1.1.1 

CALCULATION OF SIGNAL & NOISE OUTPUT FROM EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 

FIG. 3.5 

Consider the equivalent circuit showing the noise generators in 

Fig. 3.5. The following is to derive the transfer functions Tp 

for the circuits shown in Fig. A1.1 where the noise generators 

have been separated. The transfer function for the signal source 
is identical to that derived for the Ent noise source. 

The series signal & noise sources. 

From Fig. A1. la and using Equation (3.5.1) we have; 
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Taking the real part (R) and the imaginary part (I) of the above 

equation we have; 
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When w 0 and Rp - Rs then equation A(1.1,1) reduces to; 
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Vout 22 1 En1 + which is true. 

The parallel noise source. 

From Fig Al. lb and using (3.5.1) we see that; 
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Expanding the Numerator in two parts: 

(1) = RSRp+Rs2 -w2LCRpRs + jwL(Rp+Rs) - jw3L2CRp 

(2) - -jwRs(L+CRpRs) +w2L(L+CRpRs) 

Taking real and imaginary parts of the numerator we have: 

(R) 
num. a RsRp+Rs2 + w2L2 

(I)num. a jw(L(Rp+Rs) - w2L2CRp - Rs(L+CRpRs) ) 

So IVoutl �(4KTB p). ((RSRp+Rs2+w2L2)2+ w2(L(RP+RS)-w2L2CRP RS 

(L+CR_R_)) 
D 

1- W2LC + jWCRs 

v 

which is equation A(1.1,2) 



Again w=0 and Rp = R$ equation 4(1.1,2) reduces to; 

Vout = Ent .1 as before. 
2 

AI. 2 SIGNAL & NOISE CALCULATIONS FOR 'NEW' EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT. 

The circuit is shown in Fig A1.2 and we consider first the 

noise output from R1. 

Let the impedance of the parallel combination of C1& Bp - Za 

Then Za R 
P 

s 

v 

1+ jwC1Rp 

Let the series combination of Rs and Za = Zb, then Zb is given by; 

Zb - Rs(1+jwC1Rp) + Rp 

1+ jwC1Rp 

Let the impedance of the- parallel combination of Zb and L be Zc 

where Zc = jmL(*Rp + RS) 1+ jwCl Rp)) 

Rp+Rs(1+jwC1Rp) + jwL(1+jwC1RP 

If the impedance of the series combination of R1 & Cs " Zd and 

Zd = l+jwCSR1 

jwC$ 

Then vv 
ýZ, 

c 

Zc + Zd 



FigA1 "2 

v Noise output from Rl 
out 

Fig A1.2a 

vout Noise output from R. 

Fig A1.2b 

Noise output from 

Fig A1.2c 

Vout Signal output. 

Fig A1.2 



Now let A= 1+jwCSRI 

B= l+j wC1RP 

&C= RP + RS(1+jwC1RP) 

Then it can be shown that ; 

V=Vn. W2LCsC 

ý., ____. _... 

It can also be shown that; 

V= 
out 

and therefore that; 

w 2L 
CSC -A(jwLB+C) 

V" RP 

C 

Vout = Vn ' W2LC1Rp 
2 61 LCSC -A(j WLB+C) 

(A1.2,1) 

c 

This equation is programmed into the computer using Fortran CMPLX 

function which means that it does not have to be reduced to determine 

Vout as previously. 

We now deduce the noise output from Rs using the circuit shown in 

Fig. AI. 2a. 

Let the impedance of the network containing R1, Cs &L. Za where 

Za s jtaI. (I+jwCSR1) 

(1+jWCSR1)-W2LCs 

Let the impedance of Rs & Za. a Zb which is given by; 



Zb sRsA-ý LCBRs +jJ. A 

A- LhC 
s 

Where A-1+ jwCSR1 

Let the impedance of the parallel combination of Rp & C1 = Zc 

where Zc = R. 

1+ jwC1Rp 

So that the impedance seen by the noise source is Zd which is 

given by; 

Zd a 
RSAB -w2LCSRSB +'jwLAB + Rp(A-wzLCs) 

B( A- w2LCs) 

where B=1 +jcC1Rp 

Now Vout_'* vn Rp/B ' 
. ... ý. ý. 

Zd 

and-_ifD - ý2LCs &_ E= Rs 
.+ 

jwL, then it can be shown that: 

out a Vn . Rp( A- D) 

ABE + Rp(A - D)-D 
(A]. 2,2) 

This equation is also programmed, as are the following two for 

noise-from RP-and-signal-output--using the complex manipulation 

routine available in 1900 series FORTRAN 

Noise from R 
P 

Consider the circuit given in Fig A1.2b. 

Let the impedance of the series R1 & Cs = Za, then: 

v 

01 



Za - Al jwCg 

The impedance of the R1, C8 &L network is Zb 

Zb =' wLA 
A-w2LC 

and when in series with Rs becomes; 

Zc = jwLA t RS (A -W2LCs) 

A- w2LC s 

Then with Zc in parallel with Cl the impedance becomes, Zd where 

Zd - jwLA +RS(A-D) 

jwC1Rs (A-D) - (AS)+A-D 

where S= w2LC1 

Now Vout ý Vn. Zd 

Zd +R P 

which can be shown to give; 

Vout - Vxi . jwLA t RS(A-D) 

Rp(A-D)(1+jwC1Rs) -AS. RP 
(A1.2,3) 

The following is the calculation of the signal transfer function 

and it should be noted that it is not the same as that-for Rs 

which it was in the simple equivalent circuit. 
From Fig A1.2,4 we see that the impedance of Rp & C1 in parallel 

can be given by ; 

Za =R 

B 

and that for the series R1CS by; 

v 

Zb 
A 

JwCITs 



The impedance seen by the inductor becomes Zc which is given by; 

Zc -I AC 

AB + jwC1. C 

Now V= VS. Zc 

jwL + Zc 

amd Vout ý VR 

c 

So Vout s Vs ' RpA f (Al. 204) 

v 

L jwL. AB - w2LCsC +AC 



APPENDIX 2 

A2.1 Equivalent Circuit Noise Calculations 

PROGRAMS P90P, P90C and P90S calculate the noise and signal output 
from the antenna equivalent circuit for noise source RP, Rs and the 

signal source respectively. The form of the programme is similar 
in each case and a general program will be given here. 

v 

PROGRAM P90X (X = P, C or S) 

I 

MASTER (X) SOURCE (X = parallel noise, series 

noise & signal source). 

Declare Reals 

Read coil input data 

Formalise input data 

Write input data 
I 

Frequency -0 KH 
KK-0 

I 
67 1 CaZc Vout a-, 7) , B=lOHz 

i 

Calc Voun(GO+ I KHz) 

If KK =1 go to 101 

Go to 101 

If Voün < Vout go to 111 

111 KK = 1, Call Subroutine ResonaJ 

101 Write W, Vout 

Incrementl. b 1 KHz 

If W 20 KHz o to 67 

Stop 



SUBROUTINE RESONA 

Set reals 

Write input data 

Set laste =! am 

W=0 

W =Lam 

30 Increment by 100 Hz 

Calc. Vout 

Writec. 7and Vout 

vv=vv +1 

If VV 10 o to 30 

YY =0 
I 

50 

I =4)m 

Decrease L. 1 by 100Hz 

Return 

The program calculates the signal or noise output every 1KHz from 0Hz 

to-20 KHz and-will after-having-discovered a resonance peak produce 

close spaced outputs every 100Hz from F 
res 

+ 1KHz. 
- 

The three programs which constitute the suit enable the noise and 

minimum detectable signal characteristics to be produced. 

L 



A2.2 New Equivalent Circuit Signal & Noise Calculations 

Programs P90C, N1, N2 & N3 were written to calculate the signal output 

& the noise output from Rp, Rs and R1 individually. Program P90S 

calculates all above mentioned quantities and then proceeds to 

calculate the minimum detectable signal which would be observed by 

the antenna. The structure of the first four programs are similar 

and an outline flow chart is given below. 
a 

PROGRAM P90X 

I 

( 

10 

1MASTER (X) SOURCE 

Set reals & K=O 

Set complex variables 

Read coil data 

Formalise coil data 

Write coil data 

I Set frequency =1 KHz, ca 

Continue 

Set complex equations 
Eg. C= RP+Rs(l+i C1Rp) 

Calc. Vout from Vn both 

Real 
-& 

Imag. parts. 

Calc iVoutl 

Increment frequency by l KHz, 

Set complex equations 

Cale. I Vout(new)fl 

If K-1 go to 101 

I Go to 101 

WM 

--ý---- - 
11 If 'Vout(new)! VoAGo 

to 111 

v 

I 



111 

Call Subroutine RESONA 

101 Write. frequency , Vout, VR, VI 

I Increment cO by 1 KHz 

If frequency < 20 KHz go to 10 

SUBROUTINE RESONA 

r 

Set real variables 

Set complex variables 

I Write *---------- * 
I 

vv=o 

Wi = -500Hz 

30 1 Continue 

Set complex equations 

I 
Calc Vout from VR & VI 

I 
Write. frequency, Vout 'VR &V 

Increment C)1 by 100 Hz 

I 
VV=VV+ 

I 
If VV 11 Go to 30 

I 

I 

Return 



Given below is a flow chart for program P90S which calculates each of 

the items required in order that the minimum detectable signal may be 

determined. 

PROGRAM P90SMASH 

Master Super Solution 

Set real & complex variables 

Read coil data & Formalise 

Write coil data 

Sets =1 KHz 

10 continue 

i Set complex equations for Rp-RsR 
and signal output. 

I 

1 
Calc. Vout(sig) from VR(sig) & VI(sig) 

i Calc. Vout(R1) 

I 
Calc. vout(Rs) 

Calc. Vout(RP) 

Calc. Total noise output (including 

preamplifier noise). 

Cale. Min. Det. Sig. 

Write. 0, Min. Det. Sig., V. min. sig., V. total noise, 
Vout(R1), Vout(Rs), Vout(Rp) 

If to < 3KHz o to 12 

Go to 20 

12 1 Incrementaby 100Hz 

Go to 10 

20 Increment w by 1KHz 

I If W< 20 KHz go to 10 ý; 

Stop. 



A2.2 SOME PROGRAMS USED IN THE CALCULATIONS 
BASED ON HELLIWELLS PHENOMELOGICAL THEORY 

During the development of a suit of computer programs designed to 

perform calculations of emitted whistler mode signals based on the 

second reasonance condition applied to interacting electrons and RH 

circularly polarised waves, many programs and variations of programs' 

are generated. It is clearly not possible to present all the logic" 

and flow charts which are necessary for a good understanding of the 

development of the final suit of programs. The major points in the 

development are clearly stated in the text and therefore only certain 

additional explanations are given in the form of flow charts for the 

pro gram. 

These programs are a sample of the work done at each stage of the 

development. 

(1) Program P(90 SUPERDOWDEN) An initial attempt at the solution 

of the problem. 

(2) Programs-P(90 CANT-& TIRED) Showing how the 2nd reasonance 

condition equation may be solved with a golden section search. 

(3) The distance calculation which uses the search and is a sub- 

routine which is called in all subsequent programs. 

(4) Programs P(90 TIMESUP & ELEPH. ) Samples of about 5 variations 

of the final program which tracks emissions back to their source. 

Many programs such as the reconstitution programs have been omitted 

entirely:.. The complete, set, of final -and, development-programs -, can 'be"., 

obtained from the UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD together with program 

listings. 



Program P90SUPERDOWDEN 

A simplified logic flow chart is given which shows the organisation 

of the calculation of emissions which are generated by Dowden's 

Doppler shifted Cyclotron mechanism. 

f MASTER HARD DOWDEN 

Dimention arrays, set reals, set constants. 

100 J Read start data (O 

Write input data. 

Ostart! fho±fn ,& E) 

Calculate TARC. from 00 

Calculate TRAC from ostart 

Calculate fhstart, and fnsLaLtj* 

Write (30, Ostart, TARC, TRAC, S, fhstart. fnstart" 

Calculate vll at ostart" 

Solve the Cubic for fstart- 

Calculate v at Ostart (from fstart) 

Write vstart, v start, and energy E 

GO TO 654 

30 

654 

I Decrement 0 by 20 (Emission is in observers hemisphere. 

Calculate ff vll" 

Solve cubic for f 

Calculate the distance S to 0 
I 

Set the no. of steps in the numerical integration 

according to distance S. 

Calculate group delay for f from S to obs. (TIME) 

I 

I 
Calculate the electron travel time from previous 0 to 
new 0. (TSUM) 

Accumulate total electron travel time delay (T2) 

v 

I Calculate total time delay to date T3 - T2 + TIME 



887 Write f, T3, T2, TIME, S, QS 

Plot f against T3 

If (0 0) go to 70 

Co to 30 
I 

C Calculate the form of the emission on the (S +ve) 
side of the equator 

+2- 

If ((ý 30°) go to 99 

Calculate f , fn, vn. 

Solve cubic for f 
I 

Select numerical integration steps. 

Calculate vg for f at ¢ (0 for S+ ve) 

Calculate group delay from 0 to equator for f (TIMEP) 

Calculate delay from equator to observer (TIMEE) 

111 Continue 

I Set whistler delay time at frequency f- 2xTIMEE 
I 7 

Calculate TSUM for electron time delay oný 
(S+ve side of equator) 

Accumulate T2 (Total electron travel time delay 

Calculate total delay to date T3=T2+TIMEP+TIMEE 

Go to 887 (to print out results)&(Plot emission profile) 

99 Plot whistler profile 

Write whistler data, f& 2xTIMEE 

999' f STOP H 

v 



P90 TIRED 
THERE IS- MOR 

, 
,, , 
K-UAMDA, KONST 

IRO =? 06 

CCÖN =3ý0ýý 0.05 
Y 

V 

FNO-4.015 EU4 
V, 

R= 3E F101360 0 
W_ COS(FIOR))JK X- 2"0 

KONST_ R0/ 2"0 X CO -N -X-W--)l 
*Z. 

1 . '1 FIR-FIxCq/3600 
FH=FHq#SQRT 1.0+(3-0-X--(SIN (FIR )E3E2 / COS FIR) 3E 3E 6 

N=SGRT K XFH 
- -IV IPH -- 'E L5 

VPAR=C* PN,, FN X F*# 0"5) 
FN 3f FH V G- 2" 0 3E C 3E FXX 0-5 X PHI 

, v 

_-ý. __`FH] 
AND=VG I Vi'A 

OP=_V'GK 3-0 -X M_0__A/ t"O+AND 

ICS=COS(FIR) 
ST =SIN (FIR) 

ý1 

DFH= 
y 

M- 

3"0-XFHO 3E Sl /CS XiE7Z#(3"0"(5"O; XSI X-X2: 
12 

DS=2"OXCONX SXAMP)(, 0-5 

DFDS=DFH/ OS X KONST ý 

FREb_DF-DS * GLOP 

* LA MD 

WRITE 2,22 FI, FRED. GLOP, DFDS, DFH, DS 

k)T 



P90 CANT 

R= 6"3 7 E061 

0=6"1"43 

FI = 0"0 

FHOw 2.812 E03 

[FIOR- 2"0 # 3.1415926 # FIO / 360"0 

CONSTwRO/(2"0 XBX (COS(FIOR))* *2 
Y 

I 

DFH=(3"0 # FHO X SIC ##7)# (3"0*(5"0 XSX X 2))/AXX 0"5 

_1_ DS _ 2"O*BXCXAXifO"5 

UFDS=DFH/ DS X CONST 

WRITE 211 FI DFDS DFH DS 



DISTANCE CALCULATION 

VFc2"OdEC#FM (1) #? (0"5X"PH 1(FNkFH) 

II 
PH _(F ti-FM(() ) if# 1"5 

Ac C3FF'H/(FN *FM 

I 

00 85 -1I MAX 

P 

IF LOPE 11. LT. dT KLPc1 

5 L_ AS SLÖP[(U 

JA ME THAT M I5I ON CAME FROM LESS 7NAN 30 DEGS 

FA e30"0 
FMN-00 

(TAW: 1.01((3.0. SO RT (S"0 )) /(1 "0 . S0HT (5 "0))) 

FINF'. Y_ 1-0-TAW X(FIMAX F)MIN 

2 CONTINU 

F1 N: C0X FINEýYLJ60"0 

FHcFH09ESORT(1"0" (3 OX(SIN(F1N))X'* 1))/((COS(F1N))"X* 6 

i 

LAMDA=FM(I)/FH 

AND: VEI±A 

GLOP=VEYc3.0#LAM DAI(0"O. AN U)#(1.0.2.0 *LAM OA) 

TOCALC DFH/US 

AMP: 1 0.3 0 S1N FIN XX"2 

I¬ S: COS FIN 

51=SIN FIN 

DFHr(3.0 -XFHO*SI ICSXX7)X 3.0. (5.0 XS1 X-R2 1AMP XX-0.5 

DS=2.0 * CON -Y-CS X-AMP** 0-5 

UFDS: D- DSi¬YONS7 

FRED: DFDS*GLOP 

RTNO=FRED-SL(1 

WRITE 2,22 F1NEW, FRED, GLOPDFDS. DFH. DS, RINS. 

FORMAT(1 R. -1. X, 7 0 PE 12.5,2 Xi) 

lFýLT. 1"0JG0 TO 48 

IF (FRED. LT SL (1)) GO TO 5 

I FN-SORT IK3EFH 

F 

L 
FINEW: FIMIN. ((1"0-TAW)X(FIMAX F1MiN)) 

G0 70 21 
I 

QSAC THE DISTANCE CORRES? ONDIt6 TO ANGLE FINEW LAST TIME 

CONiiNUL 

ttý(FINI 1Np 

TO HUNT THE SLOPE USING THE GOLUEN SECTION 

MAXcF1N W 

F1NEW=(1Ö-TAW) iE FIMAX-FIMIN 

GQ1 

ý "1MIN: FINEW 

G. A! OG(SH"541RT(t5ý r$jj_. 1 

CSfi nSQHT(1. Or,. iSH AsN 

4 

0 



S= KONSTÜTHiNG 

1F(KLP, EQ"1 G0T02 

2 D15T. (I 2-1.0)(S 
3 CONTfNUE 

FA--FH 

FBrFN 

JF(DtST. (1). GT"O. O GO 70-4071 

DISPERSION AND ELECTRON 

ENERGY CALCULATION 
40 

85 CONTINUE 



P90ELEPH. 

I 
READ IN DATA. 
Time & frequency cordinates of points 
on the received. emission profile. 

CALCULATE EQUATORIAL IIIISSION PROFILE. 
Remove the effects of dispersion along 
the path from the observer to the 
equator. Perform a numerical integration 
Do for Imax points. 

I 
PLOT EQUATORIAL EMISSION PROFILE. 
A 12" CALCOMP graph plotter is used 
to record the frequency time profile 
which would be observed-at the top of 
the field line. 

I 
PIT POLYNOMIAL TO THE EQUATORIAL PROFILE. 
A 4th order polynomial is fitted to the 
data points which represent: the equatorial 
profile. The polynomial coefficients are 
determined. 

PRODUCE POLY. FIT PROFILE. 
Equatorial emission times are used to 
obtain poly. fit'frequency values. These 
are stored. in an arrayFM(I). The 
equatorial times & frequencies are 
stored in KORTIME(I) , PR(I)repectivly. 

I 

.l 

THE SLOPES OF THE ELiISSION ARE OBTAINED. 
The expression for the 4th order poly- 
nomial is differentiated at points 
KORTIME(I) and FM(I) and the result is 
stored in SLOPE Z. 

- labled DO 85 I=11Imax. 

THE DISTANCE CALCULATION IS PERFOR117ED-. 
Given values of slope, frequezicy, L value 
& equatorial electron density the 
geomagnetic latitude of the interaction 
region is calculated. Then the distance 
from the top of the field line to the 

. nteraction region. is. 
_ c_alculated. 

This section is nested in a DO loop 

r- 
ROUTESWITCHING DESCISION. 
Different dispersion correction calculat- 
ions are performed next depending on the 
location of the interaction region in one 
or the other hemisphere. 



CALCULATE DISPERSION CORRECTION IN 
THE OBSERVERS HEMISPHERE. 
A numerical integration is performed 
along the field line from the equator 
to the appropriate position. The 
correction is applied. The new time 
cordinate is CORTIM(I), the frequency 
FM(I) is unchanged. 
GO TO ///// 

m 

///// 

I 
CALCULATE DISPERSION CORRECTION IN- 
THE OTHER HEMISPHERE. 
Again a numerical integral is arrived at 
and used to give a corrected time cordinate. 

4 

Time stored in CORTIM(I) & frequency in FM(I). ] 
1 

CALCULATE PARALLEL VELOCITY OF REASONANT 
ELECTRONS. ALSO CALC. ENERGY OP ELECTRONS 
A particular pitch angle is assumed in 
calculating the energy of reasonant 
electrons. Results stored in VPAR(I) & 
EN I. 

85 CONTINUE. 
1 

I 
WRITE OUT RESULTS. 
Write poly. frequency, equatorial time, 
slope, distance, true time, parallel 
velocity and electron energy. 

CALCULATE A SMOOTHED DISTANCE -TIME 
CURVE. 
A two point running mean smoothing 
operation is performed. Results for 
time & distance are stored in 
TUMP(I) & CLUN'IP(I). 

Results in VI(I) & CORTIMI(I). 

CALCULATE A SMOOTHED VELOCITY TIME CURVE. 
A three point running mean smoothing 
process is used. Results in VII(I) & 
CORTIVIM(I) . 

I 
CALCULATE VELOCITY OF THE INTERACTION 
REGION. 
Difference differentiation is performed 
on the smoothed distance -time curve. 

I 
WRITE OUT RESULTS. 
Write time for (VI), unsmoothed velocity, 
true time, group velocity, parallel velocity 

smoothed interaction region velocity. 
I 

PLOT DISTANCE - TIME GRAPH. 
Plot DIST(I) - KORTIM(I) 
Plot smoothed distance - time graph. 
CLUMP (I) - TL'DMP (I) . 

6 

I 



PLOT SLOPE - TIME. 
SLOPE(I) - KORTIM(I) 

I 

0 

PLOT VELOCITIES TIME 
Three velocities , the group velocity, 
the parallel velocity of reasonant 
electrons and the interaction region 
velocity are plotted in such a way 
that the fulfilment of -Vg < VI (V11 
condition can be seen imediately. 

STOP J 

Note. 

Programs P90OLWEN & P90 SONGBIRD are basically 

the same as P90ELEPH. The main departure from the 

scheme outlined above is in the production of a 

smoothed velocity - time curve. The two later 

programs use a polynimial fit to the velocity data 

and smoothed velocity output is taken from this 

polynomial. 



P90TI2, SE5UP 

D 

E 

START I 
READ IN DATA. Cords. Time, Freq, of points 
on the received emission profile. 

I 
CALCULATE EQUATORIAL MISSION PROFILE. 
Remove effects of dispersion along the 
path from the observer to the equator. 
Perform numerical integration along the 
field line. Do for Imax points. 

FIT POLYNOMIAL TO EQUATORIAL PROFILE. 
A 4th order polynomial is fitted to the 
data points which represent the equatorial 
emission. The coefficients are determined. 

PRODUCE POLY. FIT PROFILE. Equatorial emission 
times are used to obtain poly. fit frequency 
values. These are stored in the array JANE(I) 
The equatorial times in X(I) and the equat- 
orial frequencies in ' FLI(I) . 

THE SLOPES OF THE EMISSION ARE OBTAINED. 
The expression for the 4th order polynomial 
is differentiated at points X(I), FM(I)and 
the results are stored in SLOPE(I). 

SET PARAMETERS FOR DISTANCE CALCULATION. 
The data point identifier is set to 2. 
The initial range of j is set to. 100. 
Certian arrays are transfered or set. 

I 
THE DISTANCE CALCULATION IS PERFORMED. 
Given values of slope, frequency, L value 
& equatorial electron density the 
geomagnetic latitude of the interaction 
region is calculated. Then the distance 
from the top of the field line to the 
interaction region is calculated. 
Becuase the equatorial slope is used the 
distance (S) will be a first guess, for 
the data point(I=2)at the start of the 
emission. _ ___ i- 

ROUTE SWITCHING IS PERFORMED. 
If we are dealing with the first data 
pdint--(I=2)`'parameters are set such that--- 
the dispersion delay encountered from the 
equator to 3/2 can be calculated. If we are 
dealing with the better estimate of S having 
been round the loop. Then the dispersion delay 
must be calculated from the equator to S. 



7 
THE DISPERSION CALCULATION IS UNDERTAKEN. 
A numerical integration is performed along 
the field line from the equator to the 
appropriate position and the dispersion 
delay is arrived at. New time cordinate isX(I) 
and the frequenc cordinate is transfered 

F 
to the array Y(I). 

SLOPE & DISTANCE DIFFERENCE CALCULATION. 
The diference between the first & second 
estimates of slope and distance associated 
with the first point on the emission profile 
is calculated. 
If only the first estimate has been calculated 
GO TO B Use new data X(I), Y(I). 
If both have been calculated write out the 
difference in estimates. 

The position of the first point( 1=2) has 
been established. Succesive polynomial 
fitting and dispersion corrections follow 
for all points up to and including IMAX. 

G 

N 

I 

SET POINT IDENTIFIER JK=2 
66 Continue 
JK-JK+l 

PIT A 4th ORDER POLYNOMIAL. 
Parameters are set. Polynomial coefficients 
are evaluated. 

--: J 
PRODUCE A POLY. FIT PROFILE. 
Write F7.1(I) frequency. R(I) time. These values 
obtained from F. Write JANE(I) the poly. fit 
values of frequency. 

[As before in C 
CALCULATE DIFFERENTIAL OF POLYNOMIAL. 

1-_- - 
SET PARAMETERS FOR USE WITH DISTANCE CALC. 
FIM X- 30 , I=JKO certain arrays are trans- 
fered or set. 

DISTANCE CALCULATION IS PERFORMED. 
As before. Result S 

I 

CALCULATE PARALLEL VELOCITY & ENERGY. 
The parallel `velöcity of `reasonant electrbn8 
is calculated a pitch angle is assumed & 
the energy of reasonant electrons is 
obtained. Results in arrays VPAR(JK) &ENN(JK). 

DISPERSION CALCULATION. 
The dispersion delay encountered along the 
field line from the equator to S. The new 
time cordinate is X(I) the frequency is 
unchanged Y(I). These provide the data for 
the next polynomial fit. This being an 
'update' on the previous one. 

OL 

1 



T- 
CALC(POLY. FIT FREQUENCY) EQUATORIAL TIME, 
In order to evaluate the velocity of the 
interaction region the time at which it is 
at succesive positions must be known. 
DIST(JK) is linked with Jane(I), the poly. fit 
frequency. A corresponding time cordinate on the equatorial profile must be obtained. A 
linear interpolation method between data 
points is used. Result FITIME(JK). 

I 
CALC. DISPERSION DELAY ON EQUATORIAL TIME. 
The dispersion delay from the equator to S 
is calculated and subtracted from the 
equatorial time FITIME(JK) to give true time 
at the interaction region. Result FITIME(JK). 

IF NOT DEALING WITH THE LAST DATA POINT 
GO TOG 

WRITE OUT THE RESULTS OF THE CALCULATIONS 
Calculate the velocity of the interaction 
region VREG(JK). Difference differentiation. 
Write DIST(JK) 9FINE'. l(JK)9FISLOPE(JK), 
FIFREQ (JK) , FITII. IE (JK) , VREG , VPARA (JK) , FN(JK) . 

i 
STOP 

NOTE 

The construction of this program is 

the same as that of P90SADNESS at this 

general level. However differences 

exist as P90T uses a COLLISIONLESS MODEL 

(aproximated to by R 4väriätibn of electron 
density with geocentric radius) & P90S 

uses a GYROFREQUENCY MODE,. (which is aproximated 
to by an R3 " dependance) . 



APPENDIX 3 

VERIFICATION OF THE PREAMPLIFIER NOISE FIGURE 

Earlier in Chapter 3a method was described for evaluating the eff- 
ective input noise voltage of the high input impedance preamplifier. 
This method was based on the comparison of preamplifier noise and 

preamplifier noise plus the noise generated by a known resistor at 
room temperature. A figure of 1.13 x 108V (for a 10 Hz Bandwidth) 

was derived. This appendix shows how this value may be derived from 

a different source thus lending support to the figure given. 

Using the test method shown in Figure 3.10 the noise output from the 

antenna + Preamplifier and the preamplifier alone was measured, see 
Figure A3.1. The preamplifier noise is level over the frequency range 
1 KHz to 20 KHz and is -34 db on the peak noise output at the antenna 

reasonance. From 5 KHz upwards the noise output tends to fall off at 
6 db/octave until 10 KHz where it falls off at a slower rate possibly 
indicating an increasingly important contribution being made by the 

preamplifier noise. 

Knowing the equivalent circuit and the location and output of the 

noise sources i nthe antenna and preamplifier it is possible to. cal- 

culate the noise output as a function of frequency for the system 

which was measured earlier. Consider Figure A3.2, here we have 

plotted the calculated noise output in Volts (for a 10 Hz Bandwidth) 

as a function of frequency. The dotted curve marked AC refers to the 

calculated noise performance of the antenna and preamplifier assuming 

the preamplifier noise to be 1.13 x 10-8V as measured earlier. If 

the Measured noise as in Figure A3.1 is scaled onto this plot assuming 

a preampl*fier, "noise-figure which, is, also-l. 13sx 10-8V we, see thatai. 

the curve AM (the measured value) agrees well with the calculated 

response. As the calculated value of the noise output from the ant- 

enna at reasonance does not involve the assumed preamplifier noise 

figure the fact that the preamplifier noise at -34 db on the peak is 

within 1 db of the measured value must lend considerable support to 

this value. 
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If the comparision of the calculated and measured noise outputs for 

the preamplifier and antenna are made using values for the preamp= 
lifier noise which are 6 db above and below the measured value, we 

see from Figure A3.2 that there is poor agreement in both cases. 

In the light of this exercise it is thought that the measured pre- 

amplifier noise figure is accurate to about 1 db and is certainly 

good enough to be used in the calculations of system performance 

especially as the receiver is antenna noise limited dnd the preamp- 
lifier-noise becomes significant only at 20 KHz which is the upper 
frequency limit of the study. 
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